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BC Law battles discrimination
ment has been amended over the
years, il currently states that if a

By Liz Winkowski
Heights

Editor

Equal justice under the law is a
principle studied vigorously by
students at the Boston College
Law School. Principles of this
equality, including sexual orientation, have been incorporated into
BC Law's Policy against Discrimination and Harassment since the
early 1980s. But in 1996, a piece
of legislation known as the
Solomon Amendment challenged
these principles and challenged BC
Law's non-discrimination policies.
Though the Solomon Amend-

law school doesn't allow military
recruiters to recruit on a law
school's campus, and doesn't allow the military recruiters the same
resources as all other prospective
employers, funding for the entire
university will be cut. At BC, federal funding amounts to roughly
$35 million ?an amount of money
the university could hardly do
without.
Some BC Law faculty, administrators, and students believe that
treating military recruiters the
same as other recruiters, even

though the military has a policy
which discriminates against homosexuals, undermines the law
school's Policy Against Discrimination and Harassment. Their
struggle to defend BC Law's
policy has had its up and downs,
and continues today.
Don't ask?don't tell
At the heart of the matter is
the military's policy of "don't
ask ?don't tell" (don't pursue,
don't harass, in its longer form),
which Alan Minuskin, BC Law
professor and chair of the task
force dealing with Solomon, calls

a "facially discriminatory policy."
Don't ask?don't tell was
what Minuskin called a "compro-

mise solution," made in 1993. Despite then-President BUI Clinton's
campaign promises to improve life
in the military for gays, lesbians,
and bisexuals, passing legislation
proved difficult. The end result
was don't ask?don't tell. Under
this policy, in theory, military personnel are not required to answer
if asked about sexual orientation
nor are they allowed to inquire
about another's sexual orientation.

See Law, All
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PIN theft affects
hundreds at BC
By Liz Paulson
Assoc. News Editor

puter security breach that occurred two weeks ago, Boston
College Information Technology (IT) staff has been working to change the personal identification numbers (PINs) of
several hundred students.
On Oct. 8, members of the
BC community were notified
that a breach had occurred. Jack
Dunn, director ofpublic affairs,
said that officials were able to
handle the problem immediately and identify the student re-

pending the results of the investigation, said Dunn.
"As a result of an extensive investigation, we have concluded and the student has confirmed, that none of the information he gathered on BC students and faculty was misused," said Dunn.
Nevertheless, BC is taking
extra safety measures.
Last Thursday, a letter was
e-mailed to the hundreds of students, faculty, staff, and alumni
who were affected, instructing
them to have their PINs
changed in O'Neill's Student
Learning Support Center

sponsible.

(SLSC).

Following a public com-

"It's simply a precaution.
We're being extra careful. It's
a serious issue, but students
need to be reassured that their
information was never divulged," said
being
Dunn.
At the

The student, whose name
was not released due to the Privacy Act of 1974, "installed a
software system that enabled
him to capture PINs through a
keystroke on

public compute r s
in
mainly
O'Neill Library," said
Dunn. Students who
used those
computers
,

"We're
extra
careful. It's a serious
issue, but students
need to be reassured
that their information

SLSC.

stu-

dents seemed
understanding about the
hassle of getting their
PINs
subsequently
changed.
divulged."
had their in"It's
formation
kind of a pain
stolen.
that I have to
BC conchange my
public
tacted the
PIN becausel
Massachusetts
Attorney knew it so well. I also liked my
General's office, the Middlesex
old one because I used it for my
bank account," said Kelly
County District Attorney's office, and the Secret Service. Garcia, A&S '04.
The Attorneys General will de"So far I haven't been aftermine whether or not to prosfected. It didn't freak me out
ecute the student. Dunn denied
when I got the e-mail. My only
rumors that the FBI was inconcern is my credit account,"
volved in apprehending the stusaid Rulley Sukarno, A&S '03.
Dunn said that people
dent or his computer.
"There were no federal whose Social Security numbers
agents." said Dunn. Instead. BC
were also obtained should conpolice entered the students
tact their credit reporting agenroom and confiscated his comcies and ask them to issue a
fraud alert on their account in
puter. BCPD investigated and
confirmed the student's illegal
addition to changing their PINs.
The University had
aquisition of 685 students'
PINs and Social Security numplanned to change everyone's
bers. Several hundred more PIN by January to an eight-digit
members of the BC community alpha-numeric code for security
reasons, but this process will be
had only their PINs obtained.
The student admitted to sped up in the coming weeks,
said Dunn.
the charges and agreed to co"This has been a learning
operate with the BCPD's investigation in a meeting with Dean experience for the University,
for Student Development Roband we're fortunate that this
ert Sherwood. He received a
breach has been identified and
secured without the misuse of
summary suspension, which
means that the student can no
personal information gathered
longer be on campus, attend by the student," said Dunn.
class, or have access to any
Kari Russ contributed to this
computer networks. The suspension will remain in effect
report.

was never

?Jack Dunn, director
of
affairs

2,500 Boston College students attended Friday night's Homecoming Dance, which featured the theme "A Night in Hollywood."

Annual dance draws 2,500 students
By Nancy Reardon
Heights Editor
Homecoming 2002, "A Night in Hollywood," was held last Friday evening at the
Sheraton Copley Hotel, complete with Blues
Brothers statues and Marilyn Monroe and Joe
Pesci impersonators to round out the theme.
Orville Thomas, UGBC vice president and
A&S '03, said that all of the event's 2,500 tickets sold out at around 1 p.m. Friday. Thomas
said he thought the evening was "definitely a
success."
"I thought the DJ was really good this
year," said Angela Mack, A&S '04. "The food
was good. Due to disorganization, we were the

INSIDE

last one's there, and the food was already gone.
I guess it wasn't all-you-can-eat."
Norman said the food was mostly hors
d'oeuvres. "The food was set up to be casually
available. I've received a lot of good feedback
on the food."
"I think it went really well this year," said
Baker. "Most people had a good time. The hotel was really happy with us."
"It was much better than last year," said
Norman. "There were a few minor complaints
a few students had to be removed but nothing out of the ordinary. Everything went as ex-

pected."

flra

See Homecoming, A3

The Church in the 21st Century

Subcommittee seeks role for
students in initiative

Sports | Bl
The men's hockey team is flying
high after two big wins on the ice
at Kelley Rink this weekend. In
their nome opener the Eagles
knocked off No. 2 Denver then
defeated the University of Vermont
in a barn-burner Sunday afternoon. Read all about it in Sports.

Arts and Review | Cl 2
Campus theatergoers enjoyed an "An
Evening of One-Acts" last week in
Robsham Theatre. "Life Under Water," "The Flying Doctor," "The
Forced Marriage," and "Hope" mixed
together slapstick comedy with deep
drama. Get the complete scoop in
Arts & Review.
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The student subcommittee of the
Church in the 21st Century initiative met
for the second time on Thursday, Oct. 10.
The subcommittee was established to provide students with a voice in the planning
of the initiative, as well as organizing
events aimed specifically at students.
Boston College created the Church
in the 21st Century initiative, a series of
lectures, panels, and other events, in response to the priest abuse scandal and the
Boston Archdiocese's handling of the crisis. The University organized the student
subcommittee to offer student opinion of
the initiative and to organize the events
geared towards students.
The initiative has had problems attracting students to the discussions and engaging them in open conversation about
their faith, subcommittee members said.
"Instead of seeing people running
away from the problem, I want to see more
people getting involved and trying to make
a positive impact," said JenevieveDoerr,
a member of the subcommittee and A&S
'05, at the latest meeting.
The subcommittee, led by Adam
Baker, UGBC president and A&S '03, and
Grace Simmons, UGBC chief of academic
affairs and A&S '05, drafted a wish list of
possible guest speakers, which included
conservative talk show host Bill O'Reilly,
comedian Martin Short, BC Trustee Jack

Connors, and musician/social activist
Bono. These speakers would address such
topics as the sexual abuse scandal in the
Church, homosexuality, and the future of
the Church.
"This is a huge topic and a huge problem. It needs to be handled on a higher
level," said Baker. "Not necessarily that it
needs to be above students' heads, I don't
think that's what they're going for. But on
a topic like this, there needs to be academic
discussion."
Though no speaker has been booked
by the subcommittee yet, the University
is receptive to their ideas and plans, the
group's leaders said. The main advisory
board has been "open in not censoring us.
We've talked about alot of controversial
[topics] and we've got their full support
so far," said Rachel Leyland, UGBC's director of religious affairs and A&S '05.
The initiative's advisory board must approve any costs and programs.
The subcommittee's meeting began
with a review of the subcommittee's first
meeting. Among these were the top 10
questions that the members feel students
want addressed by the initiative. The topics included women and youth leadership
in the Church, the Church's stance on
sexuality, and the reactions of victims and
priests to the crisis.
The subcommittee also discussed
other programs specifically for students.

See Subcommittee, A
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By Tim Czerwienski & Ryan Heffeman
Special to The Heights

Students rally against war in Iraq
Over 100 BC students gathered on the Dustbowl on Monday, Oct. 7 to protest a
potential war between the United States and Iraq. The event featured an open
forum for the BC community, speeches by several professors, a debate between
pro and anti-war students, and musicians. A vigil ended the day, which was
part of a National Day of Action on college campuses throughout the country.

The
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Self-portrait exhibit opens at McMullen
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The opening ceremony of the
"Reclaiming a Lost Generation:
German Self Portraits" exhibit
took place on Wednesday, Oct. 9
at Devlin 008. Comprised ofpriceless self-portraits of artists during
the reign of the Third Reich, the
exhibit's showing at Boston
College's McMullen Museum of
Art is its second ever. Under the
management of its curator. Dr.
Dietlinde Hamburger, the Feldberg
Collection just finished its first exhibition at the Justina M. Barnicke
Gallery at the University of
Toronto.
The Feldberg Collection consists of German self-portraits of
artists who lived in Berlin during
the 1920s and '30s. Its proprietor,
Siegbert Feldberg, was only 24years-old when he started to patronize the artists and collect artwork from his social circle, which
was comprised of a wealth of contemporary artists and actors. As the
son of a successful Jewish clothing manufacturer in Berlin,
Feldberg provided the struggling
artists with suits and coats in exchange for their artwork. Because
of the post-war inflation, this was
a more practical bargain for the
artists than paper money, which
was losing more value with each
passing day.
The artists of early 20th Century Berlin faced more than growing inflation that plagued their
lives. Because over half the population of the artists in Berlin were
Jews, they were persecuted by the

News & Notes
Boston Globe Spotlight Team
speaks at BC tomorrow
The Boston Globe's Spotlight Team, which; helped break
the Catholic priest sex abuse scandals wjll speak at Robsham Theatre tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. The communications department is
sponsoring the event, entitled "Spotlight on Scandal: How the
Boston Globe Broke the Story and Covered the Sexual Abuse
Crisis." The event is part of the University's Church in the 21st
Century initiative.

MBA program makes Business
Week's top 50 list
The MBA program ofCarroll GraduateSchool of Manageis among the top 50 in the nation, according to Business
eek. The magazine ranked the business schools at Northwestern University, the University of Chicago, and Harvard University as the top three.Business Week, which did not include specific rankings beyond the top 30, based the rankings on the opinions of recruiters, students, and its editors.

tent

Staff
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BC-affiliated elementary school
wins mayor's prize

Guests at the McMullen Museum of Art admire pieces from the "Reclaiming a Lost Generation" exhibit
Nazis. In addition, most artists
under the Nazi regime were
deemed degenerate, and their creative abilities were suppressed.
Various artworks were banned
from public display, auctioned off,
or destroyed. Virtually none survived during this era, with the exception of Feldberg's private collection.
Feldberg's collection originally consisted of a wider variety
of artwork, including sculptures,
and paintings. Only 60 of his onceextensive col lection of pieces survivedthe years of persecution and
flight. Observing the dangerous
rise of anti-Semitism, Feldberg
was forced to flee from Germany
to India in 1933. His wife and chil-

dren, along with his collection of
art, were to follow within a few
years. They left 10 days after
Kristallnacht, with a portion of
Feldberg's portraits. They had to
leave behind sculptures and other
artwork because of their bulk.
During their flight, they encountered many close calls with
the Nazi guards. On the train ride
beyond the German borders, Mrs.
Hildegard Feldberg and her two
children were approached by a
Nazi guard. He was immediately
charmed by Mrs. Feldberg and
waved away the passport inspectors who came by looking to evict
Jews from the train before crossing the border. Thus the portraits
were saved.

Since World War 11, a whole
generation of artists was deemed
lost until Hildegard Feldberg sold
this collection to the Berlinische
Galerie in 1971, with the exception of a few pieces that had been
sold to private collectors over the
years.
li is unusual for two exhibitions to coincide at McMullen.
"Cowboys, Indians, and the Big
Picture" exhibition is also on display. Nancy Netzer, the Museum's
curator, said, "As the mission of
Boston College includes promoting little-heard voices, I felt that it
was important to have this exhibition so the we can better understand the Jewish-Christian relation
that led to the Holocaust."

BC sociology professors, alum among
those arrested at janitors' strike protest

The Gardener ExtendedServices School in Allston won the
2002 Mayor's Award for Excellence in Children's Health. Studentsand faculty from the Lynch School of Education, the Graduate School of Social Work, and the Connell School of Nursing
serve as tutors, mentors, and in other positions at the school,
which is a collaborativeeffort between BC and community organizations. The Gardner School is the first Boston public school

By Elizabeth Reh

to win the $10,000 award.

Heights

Staff

Boston police arrested three Boston College sociology professors and 11 other community leaders for unlawful assembly and disturbing the peace in a march supporting local janitors of Service Employees' International
Union's (SEIU) strike last Thursday.

UGBC president gives greeting
card to Navy superintendent
UGBC President Adam B'aker, A&S '03, presented a holiday greeting card to the superintendent of the US Naval Academy before Saturday's football game. This is thefirst a series of
cards that BC plans to send to militarypersonnel overseas. Over
1,000 students will sign the cards, which are part of the "Operation GmteM Naticm" project sponsoredby me WWte House Com-

Professors Charles Derber,
Juliet Schor, sociology department
chair Stephen Pfohl, and 13 BC students attended the rally, marching
downtown from 100 State Street to
Post Office Square, where the professors committed an act ofcivil disour
obedience. They formed a human
circle around the square that consisted of more than 150 area college
students and 350 janitors. The professors and 11 other activists, including state Representative Jarrett Barrios of Cambridge, sat down on the street in
the center of the crowd.
They read from a book written half in
Spanish and half in English, called "Si, Se
Puede," ("Yes, We Can,") which is geared toward children and explains why striking is necessary, as many of the janitors' children participate with their parents on strike. Shortly
thereafter, the eight men and six women were
arrested and taken by police to East Boston
units.
"The 'paddy wagons' were symbolic because of its earlier connotations with immigrants. Irish in particular," said Pfohl. "One of
the arresting officers was Irish, and told me,
'This is what they did to our people. This is
how they treat immigrants in our city.'"
At first, the 14 were placed in a collective
cell, where Pfohl said they were able to converge their opinions and discuss their concerns.
One of the group's members turned out to be
Gibran Rivera. BC '97, a former winner ofBC's

Oscar Romero Scholarship. The award is named
in memory of the late Archbishop of San Salvador, who was known for his struggles against
repression and poverty. "It was great to see that
his commitment to social justice came from his
background at BC." said Pfohl.
Pfohl believes that the arrest of the group
significantly impacted the union's morale. "The
longer the strike goes on, the more demoral-

said Derber. "Globalization is very hostile to
the labor movement and threatens its strength.
The janitors only ask for basic human needs
and rights."
The janitors, who are mostly second-generation immigrants.frorerjTiatin America,, arei.

fighting for their "Aimpiricari Dream;'' higher
wages, benefits like
health
and more full time jobs, as most currently work
several part-time jobs with no benefits,
making it extremely difficult to suplonger
more
goes
port a family in a major city with skythey
rocketing rents and a high cost of living.
us
informed
The strike, which began Sept. 30, has
garnered increased support in recent
an inspiration
weeks from public officials, local dignitaries, and various elements of the
business community, particularly with
?Stephen
the decision of Acting Governor Jane
sociology department
Swift to break the state's $1.9 million
contract with Newton-based UNICCO
ized they become," he said. "But union leaders Service Company, the region's largest cleanvisited us at the station and informed us that ing company and a primary target of the strikers.
our arrest had been an inspiration to their movement."
Cardinal Bernard Law and the Boston
The civic leaders spent about four hours Archdiocese have spoken out in protest of the
at the station until they were released on bail contractors for their failure to provide the janion their own recognizance. They face a prelimitors with a decent standard of living, and cornary conference on Nov. 18 with another preporations throughout Boston are beginning to
liminary hearing on Dec. 18, and the actual trial break their contracts with UNICCO and another
contractor, Janitronics, as a result of the union's
is set to take place this spring.
"Being part of a Jesuit institution commitpressure.
"It's a question of social and economic
ted to social justice, I think we were carrying
out the symbolic aspects of our duties as projustice," said Derber. "I'm hoping that with all
fessors," said Pfohl. All three professors, who the moral pressure put on by the Governor, the
teach in BC's graduate program appropriately Church, and elements of the business commuthemed "Economic and Social Justice: Gender, nity, that members of the establishment are beRace and Class in a Global Context," saw the coming ashamed of the inequalities that exist
strike as a ripe opportunity to extend theories in our city.
"This strike is symbolic of the larger
beyond theclassroom by putting them into pragmatic action.
struggle in a global economy, where those at
the bottom are suffering the most."
"We're at an important period in the development of the American labor movement,"

i
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mission on Remembrance.The UGBC and the Office of Campus Ministry are co-sponsoring BC's involvementin the project.
The completed cards will be sent t© troops in Afghanistan, the
Persian Gulf, Japan, Korea* Turkey, and Bosnia,
COMPILED BY HEIGHTS NEWS STAFF

BCHEIGHTS.COM POLL
Given the choice,
would you rather have
the BC Movie Channel or HBO?

Poll responses were gathered on-line at www.bcheights.com from 10/7/02
to 10/20/02.
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Menino stresses role of local government Classmates,
By Janine Hirt
Heights

our city worked, and that's unfair
it's
unfair to cities of America, not just Boston, but to every major city."
When discussion was opened up to
-

Staff

Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino
addressed Boston College students on a
number of current issues facing Boston
last Tuesday. He discussed his own personal career path and choices, and emphasized the important role local level governments play within the country's political system.
Menino beganby speaking of the new
community service programs set up in
Boston, including a program called
Mainstreets, geared toward helping small
business districts. "We get corporate sponsorships who will help sponsor each one
of those business districts for four years
and contribute to the cost of running that
Mainstreet. We have had some great results."
A second focal issue was the logistical changes in the city of Boston after September 11. "A couple of years ago the
President talked about $38 billion for
homeland security; well, we still haven't
seen the first penny of that money yet. We
had to cut other programs to make sure

the audience, several BC students raised
other issues of concern, including the ongoing janitor strike.
"I have been very sympathetic to the
janitors. I'm asking them to come into my
office 48 hours before they demonstrate
to tell me where they are going to go. I am
not going to have them block traffic in the
city of Boston that is a public safety issue," said Menino.
Another inquiry was made regarding
the possibility of Boston hosting the
Democratic National Convention in 2004.
"We have an application now that is
alive and well down in Washington," said
Menino. "I think we are probably pretty
close to being chosen. They will make a
decision on Nov. 15 to hopefully bring it
to Boston. Boston has never hosted the
Democratic National Convention, and it
is the perfect site."
Menino concluded with a passionate
appeal to young people to become more
involved in government.
-

"It is the most rewarding position you
said Menino. "That's why J do
it. because I feel good about it. Especially
in municipal government, we touch people
every day. I go to buy a newspaper. I meet
my constituents, I listen to them. Get involved in local government. I always like
to use my young people out front, because
I don'tcare if they make a mistake, at least
they are trying. I always like to have young
people around because it is important to
us to have those new ideas that you create."
Menino's visit to BC was sponsored
by the CSOM government. "The Mayor
was nice enough to offer and come in,"
said Patrick Murray, CSOM '04, who was
in charge of planning the event. "CSOM
is really making an effort to get speakers
here, not just financial leaders but political leaders. The idea was just to bring him
here and make people aware of how strong
a mayor we have and answer any questions. I think it went very well. The turnout was strong; I felt like it was a captive
audience."
Students in attendance seemed to
agree.
can have,"

"Being from Florida, I wanted a different perspective on Boston and the way
the city works and what the Mayor has to
say about it," said Katie Martin, A&S '06.
"I was fairly impressed with what he said."
"He's a politician who uses reason; I
like that about him," said Richard Boles,
A&S '06.
"He knew his crowd and he spoke
right to them, and he addressed a lot of
issues that were in the minds of college
kids," said Jim McLaughlin, A&S '05. "I
thought it was great and very well put together."
Menino is originally from Hyde Park.
He was first elected mayor in November
1993 and is the first Italian-American to
ever serve as Mayor of Boston. He has
taken a particular interest in college students, especially those living off-campus,
by reiterating the need for landlords to
provide safe and sanitary housing conditions and maintain fair rent pricing.
Menino is also the president of the United
States Conference of Mayors.

BC seeks to boost nursing enrollment
By Tim Czerwienski & Liz Paulson
Special to The Heights
As America's nursing shortagebecomes increasingly
ominous, the Connell School of Nursing (CSON) and
Boston College admissions remain hopeful that prospects
will improve. Both are working to improve matriculation numbers to CSON and still maintain the nursing
school's high standards. In addition, the nursing profession in general is getting help from the government and
private businesses.
"From the federal government, to the state government, to corporations, everyone recognizes that the shortage is a huge problem," said CSON Dean Barbara Munro.
Nationally, Congress passed a bill this summer that would
provide more loans, grants, and scholarships to potential
nurses, but there is no money funding it yet, she said.
Munro praised Massachusetts state Senator Richard Moore, whom she said has worked hard to get nursing scholarship funding for Massachusetts.
Johnson & Johnson, Inc. is actively recruiting with
ads that strive to appeal to all kinds of potential nurses.
"Their 'Dare to Care' campaign has really shown a
variety of nurses male and female, different ethnicities.
It's, a $20 million ad campaign. It's a very sophisticated
ad campaign," said Mtinro.
"Johnson & Johnson is also hosting major
fundraising dinners in six different locations across the
country. They're donating all the money earned to nursing," said Munro. Some of the money will go towards
undergraduate nursing scholarships, which will stay in
Massachusetts for students who want to go to school in
the state. Another part will go to graduate scholarships,
-

and the last portion will benefit the nursing schools themselves.
"The nursing schools can then buy what they need
to become good institutions," said Munro.
Here at BC, Munro and Director of Undergraduate
Admissions John Mahoney Jr. are working together to
ensure that CSON is filled with dedicated future nurses.
"We're trying to recruit really good students here,
but in the past five years, we've had a very limited pool.
We only take people who will do well at BC," said Munro.
Mahoney said that they could easily fill CSON to
capacity with the number of applications the school receives, but they do not want to admit people who are not

prepared.
"We'd certainly love to have more nurses to send
out into the profession, but you don't want to send people
who are under-qualified," said Mahoney. "There's a standard. You need to think about the quality of the applicants' preparation, but you also need to think about four
years down the line these people need to pass the licensing exam. We could easily admit 80, but we would
have people who would not be able to pass the licensing
exam," he said.
-

"The great thing about the School of Nursing is that
they work with us in order to do everything we possibly
can to attract more interest, more applications each year,"
said Mahoney. "It's a very successful partnership. Nursing has worked with us every step of the way."
Some of the things that BC does to attract nurses
include purchasing from the College Board the names of
students who do well on their PSATs and indicate that
they are interested in nursing.
"We send them a letter and tell them about nursing

at BC and encourage their interests. That gets them in
our information stream. We then send them publications,

and nursing faculty and students write to them," said
Mahoney. Prospective applicants are urged to visit BC
and meet CSON faculty.
"It's just a matter of really doing as much personalized contact with people as we can," said Mahoney.
Upon being accecpted to CSON, faculty and students call and congratulate prospective nurses. Later on
in the year, they are invited to a nursing open house where
they can see the facilities and meet the professors. Attendance at these events has been rising each year, said
Mahoney.
Munro and Mahoney are enthusiastic about admissions numbers.
"At worst, we've brought in 50 students [to CSON],"
said Munro. "Last year we brought in 65. The most we
could support is 80 [per year]. We're coming back, and
BC is helping us get there," she said.
"We really began to see very encouraging signs this
year because we had about a 45 percent increase in applications," said Mahoney. "The number went from 230
to 336. We really hope, and I believe, that that signals a
turnaround," he said.
Mahoney believes that the increasing application
numbers can be attributed to the media, nursing schools,
and nurses themselves.
"Everybody has started to learn about the shortage.
I think people are really making this an issue and talking
about the importance of attracting good people to the
profession. We're very encouraged. I'm really hopeful,"
he said.

Homecoming less eventful than last year

Write
now.
Join
The
Heights
news staff.
Come to a
news meeting
Mondays at
5:30 p.m. in
the Eagle's
Nest or
e-mail
russk@bc.edu.

Continued from Al
This year's dance did not follow the
example set by last year's event, which
was ended an hour early because management at the Marriott Copley Place complained about BC students vomiting, damaging hotel property, and urinating in stairwells and conference rooms.
Mark Covelle, former UGBC executivedirector of programming and BC '02,
told The Heights last year that BC students
caused an estimated tens of thousands of
dollars in damages to the hotel last year.
As a result of these problems, the
UGBC and the Office of the Dean for Student Development(ODSD) put new rules
into effect. "We definitely kept it in the
back of our minds that we didn't want a
repeat of last year," said Thomas. "I think
the pressure came from ourselves specifically and ODSD to make sure it wouldn't
happen again."
One of the most visible of these
changes was busing. All students were
required to ride the buses provided by the
University in order to be admitted.
"Our biggest concern was people getting highly intoxicated and damaging hotel property or themselves. We wanted to
make sure everyone rode thebus by implementing a two-ticket system."
Each attendee received two tickets;
one at the McElroy ticket booth to board
the bus, and a second from a UGBC programming staffer or BCPD officer on duty
at More Hall, where the buses departed.
Baker said the reasoning behind this policy
was to prevent drunk driving to the event.
This new busing policy caused some
transportation delays and backups in the
lines to board the buses. "It's hard to keep
it organized when you have so many students coming," said Thomas. "I think students will understand that the setbacks
with the buses were for the greater purpose of safety."
The last bus was supposed to depart
from campus at 9:45 p.m. Friday night,
but Norman said the last bus didn't end
up leaving until 10:30 p.m.

The 2,500 revelers at this year's Homecoming enjoyed hors a" ouvres and music at
the Sheraton Copley Hotel Friday night.
"I didn't like [the new busing policy,"
said Katherine Celli, A&S '04. "I talked
to someone who couldn't get into the
dance for a half-hour because their driver
never gave them the tickets. I almost didn't
get mine."
"It was the most disorganized event
ever," said Mack. "1 don't think it could've
been organized any worse. 1 was getting
stamped on, trampled, and my back was
almost broken."
Nora Donaldson, A&S '05, said she
didn't have any problems with the busing
system. "I thought it worked out pretty
well getting there, but I didn't take it
back."
Donaldson also commented on the
size of the sold-out crowd. "It got really
crowded. It seemed like you couldn't

move, but I enjoyed it. I had a good time."
Baker said that one of the biggest considerations in choosing a location for the
event was spacing. He attributed many of
last year's problems to the layout of the
hall, with few available bathrooms and a

generally cramped space.
"We worked really hard to make sure
there was more food and that the tables
were spaced out so there wouldn't be long
lines." Baker said he wanted to make sure
there would be more beverage and food
stations and that they would be spread out
in the hall.
Another change this year was the use
of a black light to detect falsified tickets,
also a result of last year's problematic example. Many students made false tickets,
adding bodies to the already sold-out
crowd.

soldiers
Jim O'Sullivan
During a weekend
when this campus's
male population spent
much time longing idly
for the halcyon September days of soaring hemlines and plummeting
necklines, senior Ryan
Mrowka took his Ml6-A2 apart and then
put it back together. He used a compass
and crossed a rope bridge. Getting ready
for war.
Ryan's battalion, made up of BC and
Northeastern kids, took sixth place out of
26 in the ROTC Ranger Challenge competition. Ryan is the battalion commander,
and a hell of a nice guy. Freshman year,
he had a goatee that made him look like
Tom Green. Then ROTC had him shave
it.
If the U.S. president (referred to
henceforth as "43" so as not to create confusion) has his way, Ryan and a lot of others will be in an army fighting a war that
will make a lot of other countries hate ours.
Whether the war is wrong or right, the
political obliviousness and arrogance with
which 43 has rattled his saber boggles the
mind and jellies the knees.
When Ryan signed on for ROTC at
BC, it was the fall of 1999 and less than a
year earlier Congress had impeached
Clinton for crimes more benign, though
motivated by the same blind testosterone
that fuels men of power. Then, the only
combat any member of our generation
even thought about was on a video screen.
Then, ROTC meant a scholarship.
That's why Cadet Ben Cross got involved. He was willing to wake up at six,
sit in staff meetings, and study military
science, promising eight years of his life
in exchange for a degree. Few members
of the Bush family had to make that kind
of deal.
Now, though, Ben says, "It's made me
a different person." Ryan agrees, calls the
experience "an opportunity to serve." They
both love the camaraderie of the whole
thing. Ryan's been at it for eight years,
back to high school.
They're not allowed to talk about the
looming war in Iraq, colonel's orders.
"We're not supposed to talk about politics and policy," Ben says. "That's the
politicians' job. Our job is to go and do
things."
"It's something that you fear," Ryan
says of combat, "but you accept the re-

sponsibility."
Ryan and Ben won't say this, but it'd
be a lot easier to accept if 43 hadn't butchered so thoroughly the job of rallying support. Abroad, 43's name is mud even with
allies. He's shown political finesse of unrivaled ineptitude. Who formulated the
policy of flipping the UN the bird? Who
started 43 on a course that left him
backpedaling and swerving and stuttering
two weeks ago just to earn authorization
from his own Congress? It's enough to
cook up the horrified suspicion that 43 is
calling the shots himself. Zounds.
Ben is asked if he's bothered by antiwar sentiment, with rallies and speeches
and "no war, no way" signs around campus. His answer should be part of a public
relations manual or an Army recruiting
campaign. "This is why I do ROTC now,
so that people can do things like that," says
Cadet Cross. "I thinkit's cool. It's cool if
they want to express themselves."
But he's no warmonger and he's got
a good reason for that: "Soldiers above
anyone else don't want war, because we're
the ones who have to pay the biggest
price." It's a price higher than any tuition
bill, and 43 isn't worthy to be commanderin-chief of an army of people as good as
this.
Last week, we witnessed the surreal
spectacle of former Secretary of State Bob
McNamara grinning and hugging with
Fidel Castro. McNamara's made a mint
going around the world in the last few
years, telling everybody he's sorry their
brothers and sons died because his Ivy
League education didn't quite learn him
how to run a war. And 43 only got into
Yale because of who 41 was.
Sunday, Ryan and Ben and their fellow cadets rode east from Fort Devens,
which is out near a part of this great Commonwealth where you can hear the "Deliverance" theme and where proliferating
everywhere are bumper stickers that say,
"Charlton Heston is my president." About
the same time, in a time-honored BC tradition, I left my seat at the hockey game
to call a guy I know, who stifled a giggle
when I told him I wanted the Raiders giving seven to the Chargers.
I bet 25 bucks. 43 and his advisors,
who have many, many honorary degrees,
are gambling with something a little different the way they've stumbled through
this process, which very soon will be
taught in government classes as the very
wrong way to lead a country. They're gambling with kids who needed tuition money.
The Raiders lost in overtime.
Jim O'Sullivan is a senior staff member
of The Heights and a senior in the College of Arts & Sciences. His column ap-

pears regularly in

this space.
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The Church in the 21st Century
ROLE OF THE LAITY

PLANNING THE INITIATIVE

Panel offers other Christian perspectives

Faculty contemplate
initiative's goals

By Sean McLaughlin
Heights

Staff

Panelists of Episcopal, Baptist, and Greek
Orthodox backgrounds compared the role of
the laity in their churches with the role of laity
in the Catholic Church at a Church in the 21st
Century discussion on Monday, Oct. 7.
"The Catholic Church is finally getting a
chance to face the long-term issue of lay participation and empowerment in the church,"
said Mark Heim, professor of Christian theology at Andover Newton Theological School.
The discussion, entitled "Laity and Governance of the Church: Ecumenical Wisdom,"
aimed to explain how other religious denominations have divided power among their laity
and clergy, and have provided examples for rebuilding the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.
The panelists all acknowledged that the
current sexual abuse scandal is not exclusive
to the Catholic Church but can be found in all
churches. The abuse has provided the Church
with an opportunity to fix the way it deals with
scandals and to change the hierarchy of the
Church, they said.
The panel consisted of Heim, Frederica
Harris-Thompsett, professor of historical theology at the Episcopal Divinity School, and
Thomas Fitzgerald, professor of church history
at Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology. Richard Parker, professor of public
policy at Harvard University, served as the
moderator for the event.
Hanis-Thompsettexplainedthat the Episcopal Church formed in the same time period

that the U.S. Constitution was drafted and, accordingly, many of the Church's laws reflect
republican ideals. "The voice of the laity is required. Problems are decided in meetings between houses of clerical and lay deputies," said
Harris-Thompsett. When something goes
wrong in the Episcopal Church, the elected
deputies in a bicameral system decide what to
do, she said.
Heim said the Baptist Church relies on
scripture and tradition to maintain the continuity of the church, make sure that the church is
running well, and deal with any problems. "Being a church depends on the laity. Each individual has the power and vocation to interpret
scripture for themselves."
The local congregations are the primary
unit of the Baptist Church and the ordained
usually have no role or distinction outside their
church. The laity in each individual church
makes its own decisions regarding the governance of their church.
"The weakness is that there is no sense of
a universal Church," said Heim of the Baptist
system. The Catholic Church's strongly defined
center allows it to be more open to suggestion,
he said.
Fitzgerald said the local parish is the center of the Greek Orthodox Church. A council
of elected lay people serves as the administration to the church, and it chooses the priest who
will serve. A bishop, who is elected on the recommendation of the laity, heads the diocese but
works together with the diocesan council,
which consists of elected or appointed lay per-

"The actual structure of the Orthodox
Church reflects the direct involvement of laity
in church life," said Fitzgerald. "But I do not
want to give the impression that these are easy
relationships there is tension."
Harris-Thompsett said that tensions exist
in the Episcopal Church as well. Clericalism,
the relationship that developsfrom the devaluation of laity and the exaggeration of clerical
status, has always been a problem, she said.
The panelists agreed that the community
is the foundation of the Church and that, as a
majority, the lay people should have an equal
say in the direction of the Church.
"A solitary Christian is no Christian," said
Fitzgerald. Christians must come together to
grow, and baptism is the start of this relationship with the Church, he said.
"Sacraments are God acting and the community responding," said Harris-Thompsett,
explaining that religious authority comes with
baptism and is nurtured with prayer, worship,
community living and schooling.
Fitzgerald said the Catholic Church needs
to reexamine its tradition and compare the current organization of the church to the original
organization. The original intentions of the
Catholic Church may have been lost over 2,000
years, he said.
"The choices facing the lay are exciting
despite the obvious downside of the sex scandal." said Fitzgerald. For more information on
the Church in the 21 st Century program or listings of upcoming events, visit www.bc.edu/
churchH.
-
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STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

Subcommittee plans
Students discuss Vatican II
student-oriented events
woman.
By Fabiana Lopez DeHaro
For The Heights

Continued from Al

plan how the initiative will reach
the student body.
Tomorrow night's event,
"Spotlight on Scandal: How the
Boston Globe Broke the Story and
Covered the Sexual Abuse," at 7

such as an informal reception
where students could meet with the
Jesuits of Boston College, debates
between liberal and conservative
Catholic students, and reflection
and service retreats.
The subcommittee, numbering more than 25 students, split
inlo four groups during the meeting, to focus the topics of communications, service projects, speakers, and retreats. The four groups
will meet separately from the subcommittee every other week to
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p.m. in Robsham Theatre, is the
first to specifically discuss the
topic of sexual abuse. Members of
the Globe's Spotlight Team, which
led the coverage of the scandal,
headline the event. For more information visit the Church in the 21 st
Century's Web site at www.bc.edu/
churchll.
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Four Boston Col lege students
offered their thoughts about
Vatican II on Friday, Oct. 11 as part
of "Vatican II at 40: Looking Back
and Looking Forward" in the
University's Church in the 21st
Century inititaive. The event, sponsored by the Institute for Religious
Education and Pastoral Ministry,
offered a young adult perspective
on the Church and discussed why
the council remains important.
Mike Mason, a Ph.D. candidate in Religion and Higher Education and LGSOE '08, said he experienced challenges in the
Church. "1 have felt that the African American culture has not been
respected by the Catholic Church."
Mason questioned whether he
should remain in the Church, but
ultimately he feels he has a personal responsibility to help others.
His goal now is to work for the
spiritual development of students,
and he has been creating a program
forBC students who are interested
in ministry.
Mary Lou Bozza, a theology
major, Hispanic studies minor, and
A&S '03, said the fact that men
had more power and possibilities
in the church disturbed her. As a
young girl she was disturbed that
her brother could be an altar boy
and she could not. "I was very excited when I could help at the altar
service too," she said.
When she informed her uncle
about her switch from studying

chemistry to theology, he told her
to remember the role of a
She said that she wants the Church
to make more space for women,
and that the reason she stays in the
Church is because it's a strong
community.
Ami Hernandez, who is currently pursuing a master's degree
in pastoral ministry, grew up in the
South and went to a conservative
Catholic Greek school run by the
Sisters qfSt. Francis. The Church's
limitations that existed bothered
her, but she said she came to understand the responsibilities of
being member of the Church.
Mark Cichra, a theology major, mathematics minor, and A&S
'03, spoke of the role the Church
has had in his life from an early
age. Some conservative Catholics
of the new generation do not accept that changes can occur in the
Church, he said.
Cichra also said that people
should expect good things from the
Church. "We shouldn't be surprised when they do something
beautiful or loving."
Carmel McEnroy, RSM, a
professor of Catholic studies at the
Lexington Theological Seminary,
said she was "encouraged that
people from the new age are still
studying theology." The new
generation's emphasis on "notchurchy topics," such as social justice, impressed her, she said.
Professors Gregory Baum,
Carmel McEnroy, RSM, and Rev.
James Weiss also offered their
views on the topic.

k.

By Walter Alarkon

Asst. News Editor
Boston College is looking to
professors from all fields, from
communications to philosophy, to
help tackle the crisis in the Church.
"A Catholic university has
been described as the Church
thinking," said Patricia DeLeeuw,
associate academic vice president.
"We should have dialogue from
various points of view liberal and
conservative, historical and theological, organizational."
The chairs of the Church in
the 21st Century initiative, created
by BC in
response
to
the
-

Church
crisis,

Archdiocese's handling of the crisis. The department's first event,
scheduled for tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in Robsham Theatre, features
the Boston Globe's Spotlight
Team. The second event, scheduled for November, will feature
WBZ-4 investigative reporter Joe
Bergantino and members of the
Globe, said Herbeck.
The initiative's steering committee has been talking about reaching out to Catholic groups such as
the Voices of the Faithful, a group
of laity whose meetings have been
shut down by several dioceses, and
the Priest Forum, a group of priests
who have
discussed
dialogue meeting with

"We should have
from various points of view
liberal and conservative,
historical and theological,
-

?Patricia DeLeeuw,
associate academic vice
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with acaA 1 i
demic deBanuazizi, a
partments
professor in
organizational."
to discuss
the psycholtheir inogy departvolvement
ment, said
in
the
that the Uniproject,
versity is
president
said
"very couraDeLeeuw.
geous" in
"All the departments have a parundertaking this project, but hopes
ticular expertise to bring to the the initiative "focuses more on the
questions we're asking."
authority of the Church, how it
The Carroll School of Manmay have suffered, and what can
agement has discussed holding an be done.
event on the organization of the
"This topic is important beChurch, she said. "The School of cause religion is the cement that
Nursing has experts in child abuse. binds us," said Banuazizi.
"There's an old saying, 'the
They have a very technical expertise. The law school is very interuniversity is where the Church
ested in Church law. The Boisi
should do its thinking,'" said
Center for Religion and American David McMenamin, director ofthe
Public Life will do an event on PULSE program and a professor
American Catholicism, on how it's
in the philosophy department.
different from being Catholic any"This is a tremendous thing to be
where else. There aren't too many doing. It's really perfectly approdepartments that don't have a priate for the role of a Catholic
role."
university."
The University will not offer
"Therhallenge for everysood
courses related to the initiative
institution is to be consistent with
until the next academic year, said the founding spirit. I think that's
DeLeeuw.
what we're seeing, a crisis of inDale Herbeck, chairperson of ternal consistency with the foundthe communication department, ing spirit," said McMenamin. "The
said that the University has encourChurch was not trying to scandalaged each department to embrace ize the faithful, but was trying to
the initiative. 'The University sees maintain the role of moral spokesthis as a step for BC to step into person. But it lost sight of the fact
the national foreground, a chance that it could be more severely damto be on the cutting edge," he said.
aged by covering up rather than
"It's about letting people know BC being forthright."
is a place to have an open inquiry
When asked what she hopes
and to ask tough questions."
comes out of the initiative,
Herbeck said the communicaDeLeeuw said, "If the decision
tions department plans to offer makers pay attention to the readevents on three topics: How the
ing, writing, and thinking, it can
media covered the story, the fairhelp them to make decisions."
ness of the coverage, and the
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Student-run EMS
works to protect lives
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Five years after its creation,
the Eagle EMS program is up and
running, reports Pete Brogowski.
First Lieuetenant of the Eagle EMS
and A&S '05.
Eagle EMS is a program that
was started in 1997 by Mark
Ritchie, a former Boston College
student and emergency medical
technician (EMT). He was inspired
to start this organization when a
friend of his with a heart condition was working out at the Plex,
experienced complications with
his condition, and died.
Ritchie decided to take action,
so he began a program called Eagle
EMS, a student-run first response
group to assist on-campus medical emergencies in the interim before the arrival of the paramedics.
"The program was waning
until last year," said Brogowski.
"We sat down and threw ideas
around to get the program restarted. For a while it was being
tossed around between BCPD and
Health Services until BCPD finally
took us under their wing, with the
help of Sgt. John Derick."
Sgt. Derick could not be
reached for comment.
This year, Eagle EMS is finally starting to get underway. "We
have workedall the football games
so far this year, as well as many
student events," said Brogowski.
"We are trying to raise money and
awareness about our program."
Several other universities
around the country also have similar student-run programs, including Fordham, St. Michael's, and
Villanova.
"We cover BC's campus at
night as first response," said
Brogowski. "We show up with
BCPD and assess, treat, and prep
the patients for the paramedics.
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Members of the Eagle EMS emergency-response team are now on duty
during football games and other athletic events.
members are protected by the
Good Samaritan Law. In addition,
we ask for credentials and do background checks on all of our members. We wouldn't send anyone out
who we didn't trust with our own
lives."
Brogowski said more than
200 people expressed interest in
Eagle EMS on Student Activities
Day. The group will offer an EMT
course, as well as training programs in CPR and first-aid.
"We feel that BC, as a Jesuit
university founded on the principle
of men and women for others, will
be proud of the work that we do,
and in the future, they will find us
to be a very marketable aspect of
campus life," said Brogowski.

Our goal is to become a 24/7/365,
volunteer ambulance service that
is entirely student-run. We would
cover BC as a primary response
area and the surrounding communities as back up."
Like many student-run organizations. Eagle EMS recently ran
into some financial trouble, which
has added to its delay. "We are
funded by ODSD [Office of the
Dean for Student Development],
and we are a subsidiary of BCPD,"
said Brogowski. "We are not just
a club."
Eagle EMS has run into some
other problems as well. "The University thinks it is walking the fine
line of liability with this program,"
said Brogowski. "But Eagle EMS
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Interpretations differ on BC's UGBC set to discuss
non-discrimination policies
GSA with Father Leahy
By Nancy Reardon
Heights Editor

"It's an important distinction
because the Catholic Church does
not recognize same-sex marriages,
and neither does the Commonwealth." He pointed out that if
sexual orientation were included in
the notice's blanket protection, BC
employees could claim they deserve same-sex benefits for their
partners.
Dunn and Herlihy both contend that BC does, in fact, include
sexual orientation in its notice of
non-discrimination. While it is true
that the notice mentions sexual
orientation, it is treated separately
from the list of other possible
grounds for discrimination against
which the notice specifically pro-

Jack Dunn told The Heights.
"States like Massachusetts require
that all institutions have it."
Massachusetts prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation in regard to hiring and
housing; the federal government
has no legal authority with regard
to this issue. BC, as a religious institution, falls under a statutory
exemption when it comes to including sexual orientation in its
notice of non-discrimination.
Chapter 151 (b) of the Massachusetts General Laws states:
"Notwithstanding the provisions
of any general or special law nothing herein shall be construed to bar
any religious or denominational
institution or organization ... from
taking any action with respect to
matters of employment, discipline,
faith, internal organization, or
ecclesiastical rule, custom, or law
which are calculated by such organization to promote the religious
principles for which it is established or maintained."
In other words, state law cannot legislate in a way contrary to
an institution's religious beliefs,
explained Joseph Herlihy, BC's
general counsel.
Herlihy said that if BC were
to include sexual orientation in its
notice of non-discrimination, the
University would voluntarily forfeit rights afforded to it as a religious institution under MGL 151
(b).

In the wake of a recent series
of Heights staff editorials on the
issue of sexual orientation and an
article in the Oct. 10 Boston Globe
titled "Outing BC's stance on
gays," questions arose on campus
over what exactly a notice of nondiscrimination is, what other policies related to discrimination exist, and how those policies affect
the BC community.
Students, faculty, administrators, and anyone interested in discrimination policy at Boston College can look to two sources: the
University's non-discrimination
statement (widely known as a notice of non-discrimination) and its
discriminatory harassment policy.
Aside from other differences, the
notice does not include sexual orientation beyond what is required
by state law, while the discriminatory harassment policy protects
against "discriminatory harassment" based on sexual orientation.
The University's notice of
non-discrimination, found in University publications such as the
Fact Book, Student Life Guide,
and admissions books, is the same
statement to which The Heights
has referred in its editorials and
news coverage.
"The notice of non-discrimination is the University's official

policy," University Spokesperson

tects.

The notice, as it was printed
in last week's Heights staff editorial and provided to The Heights
by Dunn and Herlihy, states: "In
addition, in a manner faithful to the
Jesuit, Catholic principles and values that sustain its mission and
heritage, Boston College is in compliance with applicable state laws
providing equal opportunity without regard to sexual orientation."
The notice does not, however,
include sexual orientation among
a list of grounds on which Boston
College does not discriminate, including a person's "race, religion,
color, national origin, age, sex,
marital or parental status, veteran
status, or disabilities."
The full text of the notice is
available on-line at www.bc.edu/
bc_org/avp/enmgt/stserv/acd/
nondiscrim. html.
"Is it in or is it out?" said
Dunn. "It's a nuanced problem. I
think it's in the statement, some
people don't."
"What we've attempted to do
is reserve the college's rights in as
limited a way as we can," said
Herlihy. "So our statement addresses sexual orientation and protects as far as is consistent with
Catholic teaching."
"BC is not an intolerant place.
We are committed to being a welcoming and inclusive place for all
people while being true to our heritage as a Jesuit Catholic university," said Dunn.
When asked about the legal
effects of the official exclusion of
sexual orientation, Herlihy said,
"Whether or not an institution has
engaged in a discriminatory practice is a matter for the courts to
determine. I don't think a statement alone could form the basis
for a discrimination claim."
Joyce Kauffman, a lawyer and
a member of the Massachusetts
Gay and Lesbian Bar Association,
disagrees with BC's position.
"What it means is de facto discrimination at its worst. If omitted
from a non-discrimination policy,
the unspoken message is that it's
okay to discriminate on the basis
of sexual orientation."
She said that the exclusion
"speaks volumes about BC's attitude toward sexual minorities."
Kauffman also commented on
MGL 151 (b). "It is a way out. That
doesn't make one feel any better. I
don't think it's very Christian to
discriminate."
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By Kari Russ
News Editor

Gay, and Bisexual Community at Boston College
(LGBC) and lobby for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the University's notice of non-discrimina-

Members of the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) are continuing to work to
found a Gay/Straight Alliance at BC. UGBC President Adam Baker, Vice President OrvilleThomas, and
GLBTI Director Peter Marino, all A&S '03, are scheduled to meet with University President Rev. William
P. Leahy, SJ, next week to discuss the future of the
GSA at BC.
They said the UGBC has been gathering information on GSAs at colleges and universities across
the country, particularly those at Jesuit and Catholic
institutions. Thomas said that GSA constitutions and
mission statements from at least 10 universities are
being consulted, including Marquette University,
where Fr. Leahy served as executive vice president
prior to his appointment at BC in 1996.
"We're compiling as much information as possible," said Thomas. "We want to take positives and
negatives from each constitution."
A constitution for the GSA at BC was written
last year by then-UGBC President Amanda Jack, thenUGBC Vice President Richie Moriarty, and then-Director of GLBTI Stephen Hunter, all BC '02. Marino
said he will be looking over the constitution to see
whether it pertains to the mission statement for the
GSA that was recently drafted.
"The Mission of the Alliance is two-fold," reads
the GSA's current mission statement. "Our main objective is to eradicate homophobia within the BC
community. Our second objective is to promote the
Ignatian vision, which affirms the goodness, worth,
and dignity of every person by spreading awareness
of the difficulties and struggles the GLBT community at BC faces and experiences."
Baker and Thomas said that one of Leahy's concerns in allowing a GSA on campus is that the group
will become a politically-charged organization that
will seek to gain official recognition for the Lesbian,

tion.
"We want to make sure the focus stays on support and education," said Baker. "[The GSA] is not
going to be an advocacy group," said Thomas.
Currently, the LGBC does not receive official
recognition from the University, although they have
office space on campus and sponsor several events.
Another of Leahy's concerns is that the name
"gay/straight alliance" excludes bisexual or
transgender students, according to Baker and Thomas, who said they would be willing to alter the
organization's name, mentioning "Unity Alliance" as
one possible alternative.
Marino has also been in charge of a group of
volunteers who are collecting signatures in support
of the GSA.
Marino said he hopes to obtain at least 1,000
student signatures by the time he meets with Leahy
and is "very confident" thathe and his volunteers will
meet this goal. He said the volunteers will continue
to do dorm walks and possibly set up a table in
McElroy for students to sign the petition.
"It's important to let [Leahy] know that there is
student support for this initiative," said Thomas.
Marino and Baker said they were "optimistic"
about their meeting with Leahy, but Thomas said they
would "not lose sight of the fact that it's very possible he might not give in at this point."
"We're going to make it happen in any way we
can," said Thomas.
"There's never been more pressure or more solid
reasons to do it," said Baker. He mentioned BC's ranking of second in the The Princeton Review's "alternative lifestyle not an alternative" category of their

college rankings.
"That's not the truth about this community," said
Baker. "That's not what BC stands for."

O'Connell House marks
30th anniversary
By Margaret Reed

For The Heights
The O'Connell House Student Union celebrated its 30th anniversary last Tuesday Oct. 18 with
a reception for administration,
staff, and professors. The purpose
of the reception was to display the
recent changes made to O'Connell
House and remember the people
and events of the last 30 years.
"We wanted to celebrate the
anniversary of the O'Connell
House as a student union, show off
what we've done in the past few
months, and what we are planning
on doing for the rest of the year,"
said Zach Barber, publicity and
public relations manager and A&S
'04.
O'Connell House Student
Union was constructed at the turn
of the 20th century and originally
belonged to drugstore baron Louis
K. Ligett. Since that time it has
been the residence of a Boston cardinal, a Jesuit residence, the birthplace of the School of Management, a James Cagney movie set,
a classroom facility, and a football
dorm.
In 1972, O'Connell House
underwent a $1 million renovation
and became the official Student

O'Connell House storied history dating back to the early 20th Century
Union and Office of First Year

Experience and the Alcohol and
Drug Education Program.
The reception highlighted the
various events supported by the
O'Connell House Student Union,
including the popular Middlemarch
dance, the Breaking the Barriers
Ball, Harvest Night, Sundown Socials, talent nights, hypnotists, lectures, and concerts.
Other resources offered by the
O'Connell House include free
movie and DVD rentals, a piano,
a study room, a treadmill and
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workout bike, a ping-pong table,
game tables, new leather couches
and chairs, and a big screen television.
"I really love being able to
take a break and watch free movies on a huge screen. It's nice to
have a place to hang out that's not
my cramped dorm room and that's
full of fun things to do here on Upper Campus," said Kate
Westerman, A&S '06.
More information about
O'Connell House can be found at
www.be. edu/ocon net I.
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Standing-room-only crowd gathers to hear
The Real World's Danny Roberts
Danny Roberts of The Real
World: New Orleans served as the
headliner of National Coming Out
Week when he spoke to a standing-room-only crowd in Higgins
300 on Oct. 8.
Welcomed by the cheers of
the many adoring females in the
crowd, Roberts said, "I think I like
this college already." He told the
crowd that they were demographically similar to most he had seen
before: "95 percent female, a few
gays, and a couple of boyfriends
who were dragged along." After
teasing the crowd a bit, Roberts
said, "I'm really gay, even though
somepeople don't want to believe
it."
Before taking questions from
the crowd, Roberts gave his listeners a brief story of his life. Born in
northwest Georgia to Southern
Baptists, he said he did not understand what it meant to be a homosexual as a teen. He entered the
University of Georgia as a French
and foreign language education
double major, and it was there that
he discovered his true self. After
realizing he was a homosexual during his sophomore year, he said,
"I spent most of my college years
dating women and men."

As graduation rapidly ap-

his stint on The Real World, one
ofRoberts' listeners asked whether
or not he felt pressure to represent
the gay community well during his
time on television. "You're always
chosen to be a token representative," he answered. "The way
you're portrayed comes down to
whether or not the editors like

proached, Roberts found himself
faced with the classic question:
What do I want to do with my life?
His uncertainty led him to The Real
World.
Roberts said he was "semi-inthe closet," when he was cast, and
faced the daunting task of telling
his parents about his homosexuality. "They found out a lot about me
through watching the show," he
said.
Roberts peppered his serious
discussion with humor. "After tonight, I'm all about changing your
minds and taking you to the dark
side. That's what I do - I travel
around and turn people gay."
Retreating to his serious side,
he concluded his speech by lamenting the fact that "our society
completely controls us as people.
I realized that if I was going to be
happy in my life, I'd have to be
honest with my self."
A question-and-answer session ensued. An audience member
inquired about the difficulty Roberts had telling his parents about
his lifestyle. He said that his
mother "took it fairly well...my
dad took it a lot harder. The problem with myparents is that they're
reallyreligious Southern Baptists."
Roberts told the crowd that
his parents did indeed accept him.

you."

PHTO COURTESY OF WWW.QUEERAMERICA COM

Danny Roberts of The Real World: New Orleans spoke at BC last week.
"I think for most people, parents
usually come around, sooner or
later," he said.
Roberts'
partner,
Paul, is
a

former
captain
in the U.S. army, and Roberts
briefly commented on homosexu-

By Rosanne Palatucci
Staff

The Lesbian, Gay. and Bi-

sexual Community of Boston College (LGBC) held a panel discussion entitled "Guess Who's Gay?"
on Wednesday, Oct. 9. The panel,
consisting of 12 members, was
asked questions by the audience
relating to any topic except sexuality. The event was one of several
scheduled by the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College
(UGBC) as part of National Coming Out Week.
The questions ranged from
favorite female artist to favorite
place to shop for clothes to most
embarrassing moments. The audience refrained from questionspertaining to sexuality, but there were
social and more personalquestions
such as how is your relationship
with your parents, what issues are
important to you, and describe a
typical Friday night.
After the question session,
Tim Carraher, LGBC president and
A&S '04, explained the "voting
process." All members of the audience were required to vote, as the
panelistsrepeated their names and
asked, "Who here thinks I'm
straight?" followed by, "Who here
thinks I'm other?," meaning gay,
lesbian, bisexual, or transgender.
After each vote, the panel member told which choice was correct.
The panel was evenly split with six
people calling themselves 'other'
and six straight.
The voting was followed by
an open discussion during which
the audience could ask the panelists any questions, now including
questions relating to sexuality.
One audience member asked
how they felt when people had
voted incorrectly. "I think it shows
that the process was vindicated,"
one panelist replied. "We have
proven a point. It makes you feel
like this was worthwhile because
it shows that you can't just guess
and tell."
In light of the recent discus-

ality in the military. "Our military
does not accept gays...[Paul] actually would have gone to jail,"
said
was going
Rob-

"I realized that if I
to
happy
be
in my life, I'd have to be
honest with my self."
?Danny Roberts

Guess Who's Gay?
challenges stereotypes
Heights

Peter Marino, director ofgay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
issues (GLBTI) for the UGBC and
A&S '03, asked whether or not
Roberts had met with any negative
feedback because of his public homosexuality. He answered, "It just
bounces off of me because it's like
a neon sign that bounces off their
head that says 'moron.'" Roberts
continued, "I stay positive knowing things will change and are
changing."
When asked about intolerance
within the gay community, Roberts
said, "Gay men are some of the cattiest people I've evermet. It needs
to stop. Gay men tend to pick up
the worst traits women carry. A lot
of it i s based on insecurity... I think
people like to pick out their differences, and they like to Fight about
it."
Roberts also spoke about his
relationship with his two brothers.
"Young people today are so much
more open-minded than ever be-

erts.

"It's a
1 a w
that is
so ridicu -

lous and so wrong."
Turning the conversation to

fore," he said when referring to his
16-year-old brother, who "thinks
it's cool." Wary of his telling his
22-year-old brother, a member of
the Marines, about his lifestyle,
Roberts said he was happily surprised when his brother merely
told him he was disappointed he
had not informed him sooner.
"I feel really weird about being called an activist," said Roberts. "I'm a passive activist. It was
what I was meant to do in my life,
at least right now."
Identificationby sexual orientation was another subject touched
on during the discussion. "I'm gay
Danny," Roberts exclaimed, only
half-joking. "All I hear when I
walk down the street is, 'Oh my
God, it's the gay guy from Real
World!'... It's just like being a
vegetarian; it's not your full identity."
The discussion came to a
close on a serious note. After a
member of the audience asked if
Roberts thought people were born
gay or become gay, he asked,
"Why would you decide that it
would be fun to be discriminated
against?" While he claimed that no
one knows whether homosexuality is controlled by genetics, he
said, "I just know for a fact that
it's not a choice."

Students gather for gay/straight dance
By Michelle Sanders
Heights

Staff

On Friday, Oct. 11, gay and straight students alike
gathered at O'Connell House to celebrate the conclusion of National Coming Out Week with the Gay/
Straight Dance. The event was co-sponsored by the
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community of Boston
College (LGBC) and the Undergraduate Government
of Boston College (UGBC). The event attracted approximately 50 students who were entertained by a
caricature artist and danced to music DJed by WZBC.
"It is really nice to see gay and straight people
having fun together on a Friday night. It is a great
ending to what has been a great National Coming Out
Week" said Mathew Blattner, CSOM '05.
"I think [LGBC] did a really good job with National Coming Out Week this year. It was very well

publicized and the events really brought people out,"
said Lulu Wang, A&S '05.
"It's sad that at a school of 9,000 people only 401
or 50 people showed up" said Meghan Butler, A&S
'03. "I know people who wanted to go but decided
not to because they were embarrassed. They didn't
want people to think they were gay."
Peter Marino, director of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
and Transgender Issues (GLBTI) for UGBC said he'
was "really thrilled" with how National Coming Out
Week events turned out.
"Hopefully the events last week were able to'
reach out to some of the people who felt disconnected:

;

By Shawna Gallagher Vega
Heights Staff

with the BC community and showed them the supportive nature of our student body," he said. "If National Coming Out week did that for just one stu-

dent, it was all worth the effort."

Panelists at last week's "Guess Who's Gay?" event endured interrogation by audience members who tried to determine their sexual
orientation based on a series of questions.
sions about acceptance of homosexuality at BC, a discussion arose
about how those on the panel felt
about the level of discrimination
atBC.
One panelist said, "BC is
awesome the community is very
supportive. Although the administration isn't as much, the students
and faculty are great. I've had no
-

problems."
Another panelist, disagreeing
slightly said, "I don't think the
community is as good as it should
be."
"There is room [at BC] for tremendous improvement," said another panelist.
Camy Camacho, A&S '04,
attended the discussion and said
"This is a great event, because it's
a great way to abolish stereotypes.
It also intrigues everyone to come
because it has a great title."

Peter Man no, organizer of the
program, director of GLBTI for
UGBC and A&S '03, said, "We
had an awesome turnout and I'm
very happy. The panel did an awesome job and I am very proud of
everyone, and touched."
The program is performed
throughout the year, often at residence halls to teach students about
stereotypes of homosexuality.
Panelist Hannah NolanSpohn, A&S '05, said, "It's really
important, especially for freshman
residence halls, because a lot of
freshmen haven't had exposure.
Even if a lot of people come and
only a couple aren't aware that you
could be a lesbian and not 'look
like a lesbian,' it's worth it."
Marino is optimistic about the
future. "I think it shows that the
community is turning around," he
said. "I think this is going to be
our year."
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A&S changes policy on
credit for summer courses

UGBC books Coolio, Nappy
Roots for fall concert
By Ryan Heffernan

In essence, solving the problem created a

By Allie Weiskopf
Heights Editor
The deans in the College of Arts and
Sciences announced a policy change in regard lo credit for summer course work. All
summer courses, taken at Boston College
or abroad, will now count for enrichment
only. Courses can only be used to make
up deficiencies and satisfy core, major, or
minor requirements, but they will not
count toward the 38 classes needed for
graduation and will not factor into a
student's grade point average (GPA).
This policy is a return to a former
policy, ending a three-year shift, said Associate Dean for Arts and Sciences Joe
Burns.
"Until the summer of 1999,
you could only take summer
courses for enrichment or to
make up deficiencies," said
Burns. "We made the decision
last spring to return to the old
policy because we felt the altered policy was undercutting
the idea of a full-time student.
and all academic work for the school of
Arts and Sciences should be full time."
The new policy says that if students
have deficiencies, they can obtain credit
for summer courses. Otherwise the course
shows up on the transcript, but is not factored into the GPA and does not count toward the 38 courses needed for graduation.
"The point isn't to stitch together an
easy year because of summer work," said
Burns. "We want students to understand
that they are earning a full-time degree and
not to slack off during their senior year. In
a small number of cases we had seniors
only taking two or three classes a semester because of summer course work."
The initial alteration, said Burns, resulted from student complaints. "Students
proved a good point why incur the deficiency first or have to fail or drop out of a
course," he said. "So we allowed students
to get two courses ahead; if they planned
on under loading, they were fine. But by
senior year when students were weren't
keeping up a full-time schedule this led to
problems with financial aid, housing, etc.

enroll for extra semesters," he said.
Burns emphasized that students can
make up deficiencies and that if a student
needed to finish two or three courses to
graduate, they would pay for the courses,
not full tuition.
The Center for International Partnerships and Programs (CIPP) will most feel
the effects of the new policy, as many students who cannot study abroad used the
summer to take courses overseas.
Joy Yamamura, International Programs assistant director, said that CIPP
held its first information session regarding summer programs only last week. "Because we have only had one information
session, we are not quite sure what the students are saying," she said. "From the first
information session we can
tell that students are still takthey ing in the information and deciding how they want to spend
their summer. We are trying to
see if the grades can at least
be calculated into the GPA because that adds a serious component to doing a summer
course. The courses are faculty lead, and
we believe strongly they are academic and
well structured and should be seen equally
as the BC courses offered during the
school year."
"Students should take courses because they are valuable to them," said
Burns. "If a student is taking a course to
get an easy 'A,' then the grade becomes
the focus, not the course. Students should
take extra courses for enrichment and the
grade shouldn't matter."
Burns said that retroactive credit will
be given for summer work if a student
decides to under load or withdraws from

larger problem."
Reverting back to the old policy is
causing a rift among many students who
look to the summer to boost their GPAs
or make their upcoming semesters easier.
"This policy is a bad idea because you
need the grades to get into medical
school," said Jen Sweet, a pre-med biology major and A&S '04. "Medical schools
don't care if you just tookthe course. They
need to know how well you did. It's hard
enough to fit all the courses in, and summer is a great way to get ahead or ease the
courseload for people like me who didn't
realize they wanted to be pre-med until
sophomore year."
Although Burns emphasized that the

"We want students to understand that
are earning a full-time degree and not to
slack off during their senior year."
?A&S Associate Dean Joe Burns
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many students want their summer
coursework to help boost their GPAs.
"I would still have gone to Paris last
summer just for the experience, but I
wouldn't have gotten as much out of the
course if I wasn't getting credit for it," said
Rory McGovem, A&S '05. "Obviously,
being in Paris offers a lot more than just
coursework. If I had known my performance wasn't going to affect my GPA,
then I wouldn't have put as much effort
into the course. I would have spent more
nights on top of the Eiffel Tower instead
of doing homework, and I would have
skipped classes so I could hike in the Alps
for a couple extra days. The class itself
would not have taken a back seat to the

a course.

"The policy is not meant to penalize
students, but to emphasize full-time work.
We really don't want to hurt students who
plan to under load," said Burns. "All prelaw grades, and similarly formed school,
go through on a student's transcript and
for these students every grade is included
on the Law School Admission Council
(LSAC) application because they have a
standard way of doing it anyways."

experience."
McGovem also expressed a fear that

summer tuition will be the same as courses
that render credit since professors must be
paid for teaching in the summer. "Beyond
this, BC will profit because those who
normally have graduated on time by taking summer courses will now be forced to
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Rap artist Coolio will open for Nappy
Roots as part of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College's (UGBC) fall
concert, Mark Norman, executive director of programming and CSOM '03, said
Sunday during the UGBC Cabinet's
weekly meeting.
Tickets are currently on sale now for
the Nov. 20 event at the McElroy Ticket
Booth for $ 10. The concert, which will be
held at Conte Forum, will start at 7 p.m.
David Rice, assistant director of programming and A&S '03, also reminded
members of the Cabinet that tickets for
tomorrow's Vanilla Ice concert in the Rat
are still on sale for $8 at the McElroy
Ticket Booth. Students of legal drinking
age who wish to drink at the event will
need to have their student IDs validated
by Student Services prior to the concert.
The UGBC will be sponsoring a pep
rally, complete with a Halloween theme,
on Oct. 29, hosted by an Elvira impersonator, in support of BC's football and
hockey teams. The pep rally will take place
in O'Neill Plaza at 7 p.m. "There will be
pumpkins and apple cider for all the students," said Alana Blanks, co-director of
athletic affairs and A&S '03. "It's going
to be really fun."
Within the next few weeks, the
UGBC will also be updating its Web site
(www.ugbc.org) to include off-campus
housing evaluations, which, similar to the
professor evaluation profiles, will allow
juniorswho have lived in the area to evaluate their apartments. The site will also include an eßay-esque forum that will provide BC students with the opportunity to
buy and sell various items from the UGBC
Web site.
The AHANA Leadership Council
(ALC) will be hosting its first discussion
"The Asian Mafia: Why are all the Korean kids sitting together?" tomorrow at
9p.m. in Devlin 008.
Adam Baker, UGBC president and
A&S '03, also told the Cabinet that National Coming Out Week was the most
successful to be held at BC, with a high
attendance at all events. A petition showing support for a Gay/Straight Alliance at
BC was passed around at the meeting.

The UGBC Senate will be going on
its second retreat next weekend to New
Hampshire to discuss rules and regulations
of the Senate, as well as current issues that
are affecting the student body, they announced at their general meeting last Sunday.
To date, the Senate has spent over
$6,000 of its nearly $30,000 budget on
mandatory retreats for its members. Funding for the Senate budget comes from the
$100 Student Activities Fee that is included in every undergraduate's tuition
statement.

Baker, Vice President Orville Thomas, A&S '03, and Executive Director of
Finance Andrew Delßoccio, CSOM '03,
attended the meeting to discuss the allocation of an additional $4,000 to the
Senate's budget, as well as an additional
$56,000 to other UGBC departments.
"The information is given to us five
minutes before the meeting," said Matthew Bowie, A&S '03, who criticized the
Cabinet for not giving the Senate more
time to debate the individual allocations.
"We need to have the opportunity to discuss the funding and bring up ideas of our
own."
Following a lengthy discussion, the
Senate voted and passed the Carry-forward
Allocation.
Stas Gayshan, CSOM '04, sponsored
a resolution authorizing co-sponsorshipof
a 'Club Night' in Barat House.The event,
which is part of Alcohol and Drug Awareness month, will provide a substance-free
dance club for BC students in the Barat
House basement on Newton Campus.
The resolution was passed and $150
was transferred from the Senate account
to provide supplies and decorations for the
event, which will take place this Thursday from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
The Senate Ways and Means committee then sponsored a new set of rules for
the 2002-03 Senate body. Included in the
new rules is an attendance policy that gives
Senate members a total of three unexcused
absences from meetings. After exceeding
this limit, the Senate will now begin an
immediate impeachment hearing to decide
whether or not the Senate member should
be removed from his or her office.
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Regular Updates

Must See Features

Campus News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the conversation.

Movie Listings.
Go check out that new

flick before someone
tells you how it ends.

.

Daily Weather.
Now that you're going
out...

Cash for College.
Sure, college life costs
money. We'll even help
you find scholarships.

Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?
Calendar.

Daily Horoscope.
That's right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh?

Find something to do.
See what's going down
on and off campus.
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Former Tufts provost
discusses immigrants' role
in U.S. higher education
By Tim Czerwienski
Heights

Staff

Former Tufts University provost Sol Gittleman discussed the

role of immigrants in American
higher education in a lecture titled
"Higher Education and the Immigrant Experience" presented by the
Monan Symposium on Higher
Education last Tuesday.
Gittleman, himself the son of
illiterate Eastern European immigrants, earned his Ph.D. in comparative literature at the University
of Michigan.
Gittleman said that since
America was settled by immigrants, it makes sense that its system of higher education was defined by immigrants.
"The Protestants, the first immigrants to America, set the tone
for higher education," said
Gittleman. He said that Harvard,
William and Mary, Brown, University of Pennsylvania, and a host of
other schools were founded by
Protestants or with Protestant principles in mind.
"Each church, whether it was
the Puritans or the Methodists or
the Congregationalists, set up a
college, mainly to train a new generation of clergy," said Gittleman.
These churches had another motive.
"The first colleges were
founded in order to separate certain denominations from everyone
holding him bad
Ihi'H

Catch speech,
language #d

level of separation, even in public
schooK."

else," said Gittleman.
Colleges may have separated
students according to religion, but
not by class. Even poor farmers'
sons could go to college. By the
late 18th century, certain colleges
were accepting women and blacks,
said Gittleman.
The early 18th century saw
the last great waves of Protestant
immigrants. It also saw the Louisiana Purchase, which paved the
way for an expansion of Protestant
schools into the Midwest.
"In the 1840s, America saw
its first big wave of 'different' immigrants: the Irish Catholics," said
Gittleman. Catholics were scorned
by the Protestants already in
America, which was reflected in
their exclusion from most of the
older universities.
"You see most of the big
Catholic schools pop up around
this time," said Gittleman. "Notre
Dame was founded in 1842.
Georgetown was incorporated in
1844. Boston College was founded
in 1863."
The Morrell Act of 1862
helped to make colleges less segregated by allowing for the foundation of public land-grant colleges in every state. Students of all
religions would be able to attend
these schools, said Gittleman.
"Around this time, the fraternity movement was gaining
steam," said Gittleman. "This
stems from the need to maintain a

Immigrants were responsible
for an innovation in American
higher learning. Johns Hopkins
University. America's first modern
research university, was founded
by Germans in 1876 and based on
similar models in Europe.
Gittleman said that by the end
of the 19th century, Italians and
Jews were immigrating into the
country at increasing rates. These
immigrants, including the previous
waves of immigrants, were getting
more of a foothold in the system
of higher education. In the 1890s,
20 percent of the students at
Harvard, Yale, and BC were children of immigrants. In spite of this
growing diversity and acceptance
of immigrants, nativist sentiment
ran high on college campuses in
the late 19th century.
Gittleman concluded by saying
that immigrants and the children and
grandchildren of immigrants are still
hard at work gaining acceptance as
students and as faculty. At Tufts
University, he said, it was not until
1961 that the first non-Protestant
was hired in the history department.
The first Catholic was not hired in
the English department until 1963.
"Nothing is as different and
unique about America than its
higher education system, and nothing makes it so more than its immigrant background," said
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a child learning
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Military recruiters conflict with BC Law policy
Continued from Al

color,

religion; national origin or

ancestry; sexual orientation; disability; or marital, family, or mili-

Despite this, Minuskin said.
"The number of people forcibly
discharged from the military because of sexual orientation has
continued to go up and up."
Minuskin also cited cases in which
soldiers and sailors have been
murdered by their comrades because they were thought to be gay.
This kind of thing, he said, "flows
naturally from the military's institutionalization of a policy and
practice of active discrimination
against gays."
In practice, don't ask ?don't
tell, isn't as simple as it appears.
What happens when soldiers, sailors and Marines men begin talking to each other their lives, taking photographs out of their wallet? Where does this leave gay and
lesbian service members?
Minuskin recounted the story of a
gay friend in the military whom,
because of don't ask?don't tell,
was forced to create a fictionallife
story to share with his comrades
to avoid questions about his sexual

orientation.
BC Law professor James
Rogers, who served as interim
dean from 1998-1999, said that the
United States is nearly alone in the
world excluding gays from the
military. According to Minuskin,
Turkey is the only other NATO
country that discriminates against
gays in its military. Even Israel includes gays.
"Maybe they see that the military is what really matters," Rogers
said.
"Israel's not an easy place to
be gay," said Minuskin. "But Israel has no ban based on sexual
orientation and also has a requirement for military service. Everyone has to be in it, and it's not a
problem,"
"If don't ask don't tell were
to be eliminated I think we would
have a stronger armed service, I
think we would be a more secure
country, I think we would be more
tolerant country. I think we would
be more in line with the rest of the
world. The least of it is we
wouldn't have this Solomon
Amendment problem here at the
law school," Minuskin said.

tary status. Boston College Law
School extends use of its facilities
to employers whose policies are
consistent with this policy and expects that no discriminationor harassment will

occur in hiring, promotion, compensation, and work
assignments."
BC Law's inclusion of sexual
orientation in its policy dates back
to the early 1980s. The inclusion,
according to Rogers, is "a matter
of the law school's educational
policy." At an institution where law
and social justice are studied, an
environment sensitive to all issues
is essential. Any other sort of environment would be "inconsistent
with the fundamental principle of
education. It's an important part of
our educational philosophy," said
Rogers.
Accreditation by the Association of American Law Schools is
essential to a law school's vitality.
The AALS maintains standards for
its approval of a law school. Their
bylaws require that member
schools provide "equality of opportunity in legal education for all
persons... without discrimination
or segregation on the ground of
race, color, religion...or sexual
orientation." The American Bar
Association also has a similar standard of approval that also includes
sexual orientation under equality
of opportunity.
According to theAALS, there
is no clear conflict between religious affiliation and non-discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Interpretiveprinciples of
this bylaw to guide religiously affiliated member schools "seek to
strike a fair and sensitive balance
between the values of religious liberty and nondiscrimination based
upon sexual orientation." The principles protect "against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. When applied to religiously
affiliated schools, that absolute
protection of the status of sexual
orientation continues, but in the
unique context of religious liberty."

A difference in policy
Although BC's four undergraduate schools, three graduate
schools, and BC Law are all part
of the same university, BC Law has
its own unique policy against discrimination that unconditionally
includes sexual orientation.
The University's notice of
non-discrimination states, "In addition, in a manner faithful to the
Jesuit Catholic principles and values that sustain its mission and
heritage, Boston College is in compliance with applicable state laws
providing equal opportunity without regard to sexual orientation."
The BC Law Policy against
Discrimination and Harassment
states, "Boston College Law
School is committed to a policy
against discrimination and harassment based on age; sex; race;

Enter the Solomon Amendment
The Solomon Amendment
was passed in 1996. Any institution of higher learning could deny
military recruiters access to students and resources, but would do
so at the cost of all federal funding.
"Nothing really happened
about that until 1997," Minuskin
said. BC Law was notified by the
military that they were not in compliance with the amendment, and
that government financing would
be terminated.
In 1998-1999, then Interim
Dean Rogers created a task force
to deal with the Solomon Amendment, chaired by Minuskin.
Minuskin said one goal of the task
force was "how we can best comply with Solomon law without
causing undue harm to the law
school community. That meant,
without trading off any part of our
non-discrimination policy unnec-

essarily."
The task force sought to fight
against Solomon in the spirit of the
civil rights movement, making an
effort to change law through a
grassroots movement.

Rogers said the task force was

also a forum for discussion of the
discriminationthat gays face in the
military and in the society. Films
and speakers came to BC Law, involving much of the greater law
school community with the issue
something.
The task force interpreted
Solomon carefully, and determined
that the military could still be allowed access to campus and students, which was all Solomon
asked, through "minimal compliance."
Inspired by Congressman
Barney Frank (D-MA), an openly
gay representative, the task force
worked on a national level with
other law schools to change
Solomon, generating support for
Frank-Campbell Bill. The bill repealed the part of the Amendment
that cut off funding for student
loans, leaving only the part that
would cut off direct grants to law

"[Our policy towards recruiters] was unequal. We intended it
to be unequal because there was
nothing in the law that required it
to be equal. We also thought it kind
of is equal. Because we're treating the military equally to any other
employer who also discriminates,"

Minuskin said.
BC Law had 30 days to comply with the letter or explain to the
military how they were actually in
compliance, or risk losing $35 million. For Harvard and Yale, the
amount at risk approached $350
million. Every school that has been
put under this pressure capitulated.
"Would we trade away race
for 35 million dollars? Would we
trade away gender for 35 million
dollars? What would we trade religion away for? Oh, would it take
100 million for gender and 200
million dollars for race? What are
we doing?" Minuskin asked.
According to Rogers, if Boston College objected to Solomon
the military would cut funding before any litigation was settled.
"What happens to the chemistry professor doing the research
when the checks stop coming?"

"The reason we've taken such a strong stand is
because we see it as a matter of principle, and
it's one we really shouldn't compromise."
?Alan Minuskin,
chair of BC Law's
Solomon Amendment task force
school. Only a few law schools
receive direct funding, so it diminished the effect of the amendment.
The bill "didn't undo
Solomon but it tempered it by taking student financial assistance out
of the equation," Minuskin said.
Though the task force considered the passage of Solomon a victory, two months later, the Defense
Department amended their regulation: If a school within a university refused military recruiters,
then entiie fluids 10 the university

Minuskin asked.

"This was an anguished decision," Rogers said. "It's a terrible
position to be in, and it's a terrible
position for our gay students," calling the military's policy "pernicious."
"The reason we've taken such
a strong stand is because we see it
as a matter of principle. And it's
one we really shouldn't compromise," Minuskin said.

The students react
Protecting equality is the what
BC Law lived with this arBC Law student Arthur Harris calls
the "fundamental essence of hurangement from 1999-2002. Operman rights." Harris came to law
ating under "minimal compliance," military recruiters came to school to focus on issues of civil
campus, but were not hosted by the and human rights, sits on the task
force, and spoke at an October 3
career services office.
Rogers said that this year, the rally.
"It's apparent that this is a
military has taken an extremely
aggressive stance on Solomon. "If human rights issue; I had no
a school doesn't meet the choice." said Harris of his involvement opposing the Solomon
military's interpretationof the statAmendment. Harris is a member
ute, the military says afteryou lose
the money, you can sue us," Rogers ofBlack Law Students Association
and the American Constitutional
said.
Society, two other campus groups
"We, along with 21 other law
schools, got a letter from someone that oppose Solomon.
Harris hails from Montgompretty high up, in charge of recruiting in the Air Force. That letter said ery, Alabama and his family was
directly involved with the civil
to us and 21 other law schools, we
don't think you're in compliance rights movement.
"I didn't choose civil rights,
with the Solomon law," Minuskin
said. Among the other schools coming from where I was born,
and who I was born around
It
were Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and
NYU, to name a few.
chose me," he said.
"It's discrimination. Period,"
The task force saw nothing in
the clause, which demanded only Harris said of the military's policy.
access, that said military recruit"BC students are a valuable resource. We're excluding the best
ers must be treated equally.

and the brightest at a time when
we probably need them the most."
"We're all born different. We
have to accept our differences to
maintain society," Harris said, adding that in Abraham Lincoln's
words, "a nation divided cannot
stand."
"We're not against the military," said Harris, who had once
considered the military's JAG program. Today. Harris sees the military applying the same excuses for
exclusion once applied to blacks
to gays.
"I came to BC because they
had a strong social justice mission," Harris said. With its nondiscrimination policy challenged
by the military, Harris wants to see
BC "live up to that tradition."
"Equality is one of the basic
principles of the legal system,"
said Lisa Hurlbutt, president of the
Lambda Law Students Association. "It's what we're taught every
day."
Lambda is a group of students, faculty and staff at BC Law
that raises awareness and support
for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender community. Lambda is
an official student organization
that receives recognition and funding from BC Law, unlike BC's
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community (LGBC), which receives no
such official recognition.
Hurlbutt agrees the potential
loss of money puts the law school
in an impossible position, but believes it essential that BC Law be
a safe environment for learning,
for all students.
The Jewish Law Students Association is another of the 13 student groups which oppose
Solomon.
"The JSLA board discussed it
in depth," said JSLA president
Adam Bovilsky. "The Jews have a
long history of working for social
justice, and fighting for the oppressed," said Bovilsky. In addition, the JSLA may include members who are homosexual.
"It was an easy and clear
choice." Bovilsky said.

would be threatened.

...

Equality of opportunity
"Everyone at the law school
should have the opportunity to
pursue military careers," Rogers
said; the issue is not an anti-military issue.
"If you want to use the Career Services Center you have to
consider all of our students equal,"
Rogers said. What the military was
saying was, according to Rogers,
"we'll only interview some, but
not all."
A large part of a law school's
administration is devoted to employing current law students. According to Rogers, to provide the
military the extensive resources
they provideother employers, even
though the military does not consider all BC Law students equal,
"doesn't make sense."
"Law schools were required
to include sexual orientation and
therefore weren't able to allow discriminatory employers access to
their career services," Minuskin
said.

In addition to their standards
for a law school's approval, the
ABA also requires the school provide equal opportunity lor employment to law students. Standardsfor
equality of opportunity "apply to
all employers, including government agencies [military recruiters,
for instance], to whom a school
furnishes assistance and facilities
for interviewing and other placement services. However, this Standard does not require a law school
to implement its terms by excluding any employer unless that employer discriminates unlawfully."
The case being made by BC
Law students and faculty is that the
military's don't ask?don't tel"
policy regarding homosexuals
makes them at odds with BC Law's
own Policy Against Discrimination & Harassment. Because of this
disparity, military recruiters were
previously denied treatment equal
to that of other employers. For example, the recruiters were required
to conduct their interviews on the
Chestnut Hill Campus and did not
receive the same "care and feeding" as other recruiters.
Fortunately for the military,
there is a loophole in the ABA's
standard of equal opportunity and
employment. The same standard
that holds prospective employers
to non-discrimination "does not

require a law school to adopt policies or take actions that would violate federal law applicable to that
school."
The fight continues
On October 3, BC Law's Career Services hosted the Air Force
and Army Judge Advocate General
Corps (JAG). Last week Navy and
Marine JAGs also visited and BC
Law, and were treated exactly the
same as other employers.
"What we had to do was open
our doors wider," Minuskin said.
Though BC Law has, for now,
formally agreed to follow Solomon
according to the military's interpretation, the task force continues to
seek ways to challenge that interpretation, to challenge the law itself, and lu wurk legi&laiivcly 10
change it, according to Minuskin.
"The message to the community when we do something like
this is yeah, we included sexual
orientation in our non-discrimination policy and we care about it,
we just don't care about it as much.
And that seems to be a kind of discrimination in itself," Minuskin
said.
Protesters, organized by
Lambda, met JAGs with a rally
October 3 and will meet them
again on November 1. On this date,
BC Law will host theregional government job fair, attracting students from many area law schools.
"The rally for gay rights became a rally for human rights,"
Harris said or the October 3 event.
"It reaffirms our community,"
said Hurlbutt. "to speak up, and let
the military know we're opposed."
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BC Law fights for its rights

Boston

College Law School is unique tion ofAmerican Law Schools to include sexual
among the University's graduate pro orientation in its equality statements in order to
grams in many ways, some obvious, and be accredited, as does the American Bar Assonot
some
so obvious. For example, it's one of ciation. According to Dunn, "Accreditationprecedes all else." Yet the comments made by BC
BC's most highly ranked and respected programs, graduate or otherwise: ranked 22 in the Law students and professors in this week's
nation by U.S. News & World Report and among Heights would lead manyreaders to believe that
the top five law schools in the nation in terms of BC Law doesn't protect its GLBT students beapplication volume (7,232 applicationsfor only cause it is forced to legallyor otherwise,but that
255 seats).
it protects against any discriminationbased on
This week's Heights news coveragereveals the principle of the matter and is willing to
another subtlebut significant differencebetween risk millions of dollars in federal funding to deBC as a university and BC Law. BC Law in- fend that principle.
Professor Rogers put it best. "As a matter
cludes sexual orientation in its own non-discrimination policy and officially recognizes of our own educational policy and philosophy,
Lambda, a gay, lesbian, bisexual, and we firmly believe that we can educate students
transgender (GLBT) students association that for careers of service to the profession only by
plays an active role in
providing an atmolife at BC Law. Furthersphere at our law
The philosophy evident at BC Law school that is hospitable
more, readers can read
the story of how BC
shows that even at a university
to all of the members of
Law students, faculty,
our
community,"
"faithful to the Jesuit, Catholic
Rogers said in Sept. 20,
and administrators
principles and values," a GLBT 2001 BC Law news rehave fought side-byto
side fight what they group can be officially recognized,
lease. "We cannot tolerate any acts of harassperceive as discriminaand that students can be officially ment, abuse, or opprestion against students
based on sexual oriension against any memand unequivocally protected
tation. A task force
ber of our community,
against discrimination on the
on grounds of sexual
composed of BC Law
grounds of sexual orientation.
orientation or any other
students and facultyhas
basis. We cannot sucfought to mitigate the
effects of and to overceed in our educational
turn the SolomonAmendment. The amendment mission if some groupsof our students feel that
forces schools to choose between allowing milithey too do not fully enjoy an atmosphere of
students
if
mutual respect, in which their dignity is reequal
access to
even
tary recruiters
the military's "don't ask, don't tell" stance conspected, and in which they feel free to express
flicts with the school's non-discriminationpolinot only their intellectual viewsand but also their
cies, or risk losing all federal funding. BC Law personality and humanity, without fear or conprofessor and formerinterim dean James Rogers cern for discrimination, harassment,
won the 2001 National Lesbian and Gay marginalization,or exclusion."
The philosophy evident at BC Law shows
Lawyer's Association'Allies for Justice" Award
for his role in the fight against mandatory mili- that even at a university "faithful to the Jesuit,
tary recruiting under the SolomonAmendment. Catholic principles and values," a GLBT group
can be officially recognized, and that students
Although BC Law eventually submitted to feddemands,
the
task
force
continues
to
can be officially and unequivocally protected
proeral
test and resist what, in the words of BC Law
against discrimination on the grounds of sexual
student Arthur Harris, is "discrimination, peorientation. It is even more reassuring to see that
riod."
at BC Law, administrators are fighting just as
Clearly, the official stance ofBC Law with hard as students and faculty to protect the prinregard to sexual orientation differs somewhat ciple of unconditional and true equality. We can
from that of the University asa whole.And even only hope that, in time, the University's leaderUniversity Spokesperson JackDunn admits, "Is ship will learnfrom the exampleof BC Law and
there a contradiction on campus? You can make its struggle against the Solomon Amendment,
that point. Absolutely." Of course, there is a caand reconsider its inherentlydiscriminatory ofveat: The law school is required by the Associa- ficial stance on issues of sexual orientation.
-

Leaving too much on the field

The

most spectacularhits in this fall's BCVirginia Tech football game didn't come
from the Hokies' linebackers or Eagles'
offensive line in fact, they didn't come from
any player or coach on either of the two teams
competing that night. The hits came when fans,
presumably in disagreement with the officials
overa call that didn't goBC's way, chanted obscenities and rained down trash and debris on
the field (mostly in the directionof the officials).
Virginia Tech must have experienceda little bit
of deja vw, as the scene was nearly a repeat of
the last time the Hokies came to Alumni, when
fans chucked water bottles and hot dogs at Tech
star Michael Vick during his dominationof the
Eagles. The difference this time was that it took
announcements over the loudspeaker and BC
coach Tom O'Brien staring down the student
section for the disgraceful fans to calm down.
It seems like there's little point in reminding people of how embarrassing it is for everyone affiliated with BC when an incident like this
occurs, because the people chucking the beer
bottles won't remember or care about that on
game day. After all, the Office of the Dean for
-

Student Developmentand BC Athletics stepped
up efforts this fall with ads and commercialsasking student Superfans to behave well during athletic events. The ads featured the slogan, "Respect your school. Your team. Yourself."Looking back at the Tech game, it seems like a number of students were 0-for-3 on thosecounts. The
age-old excuse of drunkenness could be called
out to explainBC's bad fan behavior, but people
tend to drink just as hard at otherDivision I college football games, and usually not with the
same unfortunateresults. Even if people at other
schools think it's "okay" to throw trash on the
field during a game, it doesn'tmake it right and
it doesn't mean we should sink to that level at
BC.
There probably isn't anything the administration can do to change the mindset of those
hardcore "fans" who show their support through
such embarrassing behavior as demonstratedat
the VirginiaTech game. The cure for this ill must
come from students themselves both those who
behave inappropriatelyand those who look on,
their silence (or in many cases, laughter) a form
of tacit approval.
-

Better safe than sorry

It's

one of the inalienablefacts of dormitory
life: You will be woken up, probably more
than once, by a fire alarm.The sight of hundreds of students scared out of their sleep at a
bleak hour of the morning, assembled outside
the dorm waiting for the firefighters to secure
the building so they can return to sleep is pretty
common here at BC, as it is on many college
campuses. And since the vast majority of all
dorm fire alarms are false, it's no surprise that
many students lingerin the dorm, or don't even
leave the building when the alarm sounds. The
Office of Residential Life in conjunction with
other administrative and campus organizations
is hosting a series of fire safety awareness programs this week. The creative series, including

a "live burn" of a dorm room on the Dustbowl
and the airing of a film entitled Graduation:
Fatally Denied on BC Cable, will hopefully help
hammer the point home that ignoring alarms
along with other unsafe behavior is a dangerous risk not worth taking. Boston College has
been fortunate with regard to dorm fires, but that
doesn't mean a fatal fire couldn't occur at BC:
the example of the March 2000 Medeiros
Townhouses fire, which displaced 18 students
and threatened the lives of severalfreshman residents, is proof of that.This week's events should
remind people thatthe inconvenienceof observing all fire alarms and safety policies is well
worth the trouble when one considers the potentially deadly consequences of ignoring them.

-

-

Letters
Prof comments on editorial
To the Editor:
There are two items in your
Oct. 1 edition that ought not pass
without comment. The first is the
statement in your editorial "that
people [once] said that [BC] faculty, administrators, and trustees
would never accept" the admission
of black students. The second is the
statement in the front page story
on the matter of a gay/straight alliance attributed to my colleague
Paul Breines. He is quoted as saying that the formation of a campus
GSA would "show that homophobia and Catholicism need not go
together."
Since the editorial writer
doesn't identify the people who
held the belief that past BC faculty,
administrators, and trustees would
never accept black students, and
since he or she does not challenge
the belief, it seems as if he or she
may believe that BC once had a
polidyiofexcludingblack students.
What evidence exists to support
this belief? I find it difficult to believe that Jesuit faculty, administrators, and trustees throughout our
early history, and up to and after
World War 11, would have countenanced such a policy. If what is
expressed in the editorial is untrue,
the editorial skirts close to slandering many of those who preceded
us at BC.
I don't know when BC first
admitted a black student, but I have
knowledge of a few facts at variance with the opinion expressed in
the editorial. I attended high school
in Boston in the 1940s and I had a
history teacher, Lou Montgomery,
who was a black BC graduate. I
remember also David Nelson, Lou
White, Dawn Chandler, and
Hubert Howard, all black students
from my home neighborhood in

Roxbury, all of whom graduated
from BC in the 19505. When I
joined the BC faculty in 1961
Wayne Budd, a black student from
Springfield, was a major in economics. All these students came to
BC long before the government
introduced affirmative action for
government contractors in 1965.
It is obvious that BC wasn't
forced by government policy to
admit black students in the 1940s
and 19505. I'm sure that the moral
principles that directed BC Jesuits
in 1940 were the same principles
guiding
Jesuits in 1863. There were
few, if any, black students at Boston College in its early days, but
this is not evidence that a policy to
exclude black students is part of
our history.
My objection to Breines'
statement is an objection to his use
of the word "need." I'm not sure
exactly what people who use the
term homophobia mean. It seems
often to be a synonym for hatred
of homosexual persons. If this is
Breines' meaning then he should
know that Catholics who live according to Catholic teaching are by
definition not homophobic. The
term should not be applied to
Catholics simply because they may
disagree with the user of the term
on the wisdom of a particular
policy objective, such as the establishment of a GSA. Catholics must
love all persons without exception,
but living by this injunction does
not mean that a Catholic must support the establishment of a GSA.
A resolution to avoid the careless
use of the term 'homophobia'
would improve the quality of civil
discourse on this campus.
Francis M. McLaughlin

ND lottery
should be
rethought
To the Editor:
Many students did not receive
tickets for the Notre Dame football game, and the number of tickets given out was significantly
fewer than in the fall of 2000, a
lottery in which even somesophomores won tickets. I am sure the
alumni were given more tickets
and that the athletic department
was able to deal out many to their
friends and relatives. 1 feel that the
school constantly calls for more
school spirit from the student body.
But by providing such a limited
number of tickets, refuses us the
opportunity to show our school
pride. I found the following article
on the Sports Illustrated Web site
andthi'rilcufeat it dernoii'straW'the
significancb of the student trip out
to Notre Dame and highlights the
mistake made by withholding tickets from current students. The excerpt from the following article
ranked Boston College 54th
among division 1A colleges in order of the best sports programs and
school spirit environments.
54. BOSTON COLLEGE
Both hoops teams made NCAAs;
No. 21 in FB; 2,000-plus students
drive 15 hours to South Bend when
BC plays Notre Dame in FB
If the trip students make to
Notre Dame is recognized by
Sports Illustrated, maybe Gene
Defilippo and the Athletic Department could recognize it too or just
pick up an issue of Sports Illustrated.
Peter Jabbour
A&S '03

Department of Economics

Submission policy
The Heights welcomes Letters to
the Editor not exceeding 400
words from the Boston College
community. Said letters do not
include anonymous letters,
poems, or fictional work. The
Heights also welcomes column
submissions for its op/ed pages.
Columns must be from 450 to
900 words in length.
The Heights reserves the right to
reject letters and columns and
edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. Submissions
must be signed and should

include the author's connection
to Boston College, address, and
phone number.
Letters and columns can be
submitted on-line at
www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person
or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467. The
deadline for both is 6 p.m. on the
Saturday prior to the scheduled
Tuesday publication.
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Letters
Columnist misses the mark

Spokesman debunks editorial

To the Editor:
I am usually in agreement
with, and frequently enlightened
by, Joe Sasanuma's contributions
to The Heights, particularly his
coverage of commercial affairs in
"Strictly Business." As a result, I
was surprised to find that his op/
ed "North Korea needs to work for
trust" (Oct. 8, 2002) lacked the
well-balanced, complex arguments
distinctive of his other efforts.
For one, it is unclear why Mr.
Sasanuma believes that the North
Korea-Japan kidnapping situation
directly impacts the U.S.'s policy
toward North Korea. It is common
knowledge that the U.S. and Japan
have a strong economic relationship, and, granted, the U.S. feels it
fit to station its troops in Okinawa
as a protective measure for Japan.
(Although, regarding the latter relationship, it seems likely that the
91 percent of Japanese, who condition North Korea's full disclosure about the kidnappings to having a "normalized relationship"
with North Korea, would also condition the U.S.'s withdrawal from
Okinawa to having a more "normalized relationship" with the

To the Editor:
I feel compelled to respond to
several assertions raised in recent
Heights editorials and articles, and
to clarify the administration's actions regarding the ongoing examination of issues of sexual orientation.
To begin, I was puzzled when
The Heights launched this highly
personalizedand unusually uncivil
campaign, particularly because it
began one week before a scheduled
meeting between the Heights editors and University President William Leahy, SJ.
In my lifetime spent in the
journalism-public relations world,
I have grown accustomed to the
sacred pattern of editors interviewing individuals and gathering the
facts before forming their judgements, a pattern that this group of
editors chose to ignore.
Had they taken the time to
speak with Fr. Leahy, they would
have learned that he is involved in
ongoing discussions on issues of
sexual orientation with UGBC
President Adam Baker, discussions
thatAdam Baker has described as
productive. In fact, they would
have learned that a meeting is
scheduled for later this month at
which, among other topics, Fr.
Leahy and UGBC leaders will review constitutions for GayStraight Alliances that have been
established at 12 of the 28 Jesuit
universities in the United States.
In addition, had they taken the
time, they would have learned that
Fr. Leahy has asked Adam Baker
and Grace Simmons of UGBC,
both of whom serve on the
"Church in the 21st Century" Advisory Committee, to chair a studentsub-committee entrusted with
identifying the issues that students
themselves want addressed as part
of this two-year initiative. Among
the issues that their committee has
said they want explored are the role
of women in the Church, the
Church's teaching on sexuality and
homosexuality, and the importance
of morality and spirituality in everyday life, issues that fit neatly
into the three focal areas that Fr.
Leahy has made as a cornerstone
of this initiative-the relationship
between the laity and the Church
hierarchy, sexuality and the handing on of the faith-and thus enabling the University to address
these matters within an appropriate academic framework.
Moreover, had the Heights
editors actually printed in their
editorial the University's policy on
non discrimination in its entirety,
instead of a randomly chosen section of it, they would have conveyed the fact that BC does include
sexual orientation in its policy of
non discrimination, as evidenced
by the line, "In a manner faithful
to the Jesuit, Catholic principles
and values that sustain its mission
and heritage, Boston College is in
compliance with applicable state
laws providing equal opportunity
without regard to sexual orientation."
Had they taken the time to
gather any of this information, perhaps they might have made a more
informed judgement, one that
would have better enabled them to
examine the overriding question
they have raised is BC a tolerant
place?
Speaking from my experience
as an alumnus, administrator, faculty member, and life-long admirer
of this institution, I know that the
answer to that question is yes.
More importantly, in talking with
students, faculty and alumni of all
races, creeds, backgrounds and
orientations, I believe that they
hold the same opinion.
Boston College is a tolerant
institution because we who compose it are ourselves people of tolerance who, in a broken, divided
and often cruel world, have insisted that the greatest of God's
gifts, the gift of love, triumphs over
hate.
I see this expression of tolerance manifest itself here in so
many ways: in Fr. Joseph
Appleyard's creation of a multifaith worship space at BC; in Jewish alumnus Yale Richmond's gift

U.S.)

However, these positive economic and controversial military
relationships do not explain why a
kidnapping situation of over two
decades ago immediately translates into a substantive shift in
or even substantive support for
U.S. foreign policy towards North
Korea. Furthermore, discussion
about the injustice of North Korean
kidnappings of Japanesenationals
does not by itself logically posit the
judgment thatNorth Korea is "undoubtedly an 'Axis of Evil'."
The problem here may simply be that Mr. Sasanuma failed to
articulate a logical link that indeed
exists in his mind. Even if we grant
him that benefit of the doubt, the
omission is a crucial one, for it
makes the difference between
whether the article remains simply
a protest against North Korea's refusal to be aboveboard about Japanese kidnappings, or an article providing substantive justification for
?trte"Bush administration's official
policy towards North Korea.
Another failing of the article
is Mr. Sasanuma's repeated use of
the phrase "normalized relationship" without explicitly defining it.
It is possible that Mr. Sasanuma
intends the term to synonymize
"better relationship," or "good relationship," which he also uses
throughout the article. Unfortunately, it is also difficult to ascertain what "better" or "good" relationships are, leading the reader to
increased confusion as to exactly
what kind of a relationship it is that
Mr. Sasanuma would like to see
built between North Korea and Japan; North Korea and the U.S.; or
North Korea, Japan, and the U.S.
It is important to define any
term that we upon heavily in argument; it is particularly important
for Mr. Sasanuma to define "normalized relationship"because it is
intended to signify the ideal goal
towards which international relationships should tend. If we do not
know
exactly what Mr.
Sasanuma's concept of the ideal is,
we cannot evaluate its worth, we
cannot ascertain how weare to arrive at it, and we cannot determine

-

-

whether we are headed towards it.
Add to this difficulty the problem
that we do not know whether "we"
includes three parties or two and
which two - and we have a fullblown identity crisis: We don't
know who "we" are, and we don't
know where "we're" headed.
Finally, in response to Mr.
Sasanuma's assertion that "diplomacy is based on trust": It seems
that in the reality of global politics, diplomacy must often be
achieved in absence of the trust.
Otherwise, I daresay, the U.S. (and
its rap sheet of numerous violations of international accord, including, most recently, the AntiBallistic Missile Treaty, and the
Kyoto Treaty on environmental
protection) would not be able to
maintain diplomatic relations with
a great many nations in the world.
Add to the federal government's
violations of international trust, the
more subversive acts the CIA has
orchestrated against the nations of
the world (for instance, the ClA's
regime changing activities in the
Middle East after World War II),
and one begins to wonder if diplomacy has more to do with the kind
of simple trust that Mr. Sasanuma
seems to advocate (i.e. loyalty,
adherence to agreements), or with
a more complex trust that nations
will try to act according to what
their leaders determine to be to
their nations' best interests at the
time.
I realize that Mr. Sasanuma
has roots in Japaneseculture, and
that the kidnapping of Japanese
nationals by North Korean intelligence may be emotionally impacting. Indeed, my own roots in Korean culture may have influenced
my decision to respond to his piece
as well. Emotional impetuses
aside, I do not think that Mr.
Sasanuma and I have truly opposing views on how we think the
world should be; at the end of the
day, I think what we both want is
forthrightness and peace among
the nations of the world. Moreover, neither I nor anybody else,
for that matter - would stand
against Mr. Sasanuma's assertion
that he has "no objections to good
relationship[s] with trustworthy
-

-

countries]."
But we do differ in our concepts of trust: Mr. Sasanuma's
brand of trust is based on whether
or not you act as you say you will,
while mine is based on how well
you act according to your interests.
The former monitors consistency
of stated positions and action,

whereas the latter believes that
genuine interests give rise to similarly aligned action.
The trust I have in Mr.
Sasanuma is of the latter sort. Ido
not know him in person, but I trust
that the unusual breaches in his
normally high journalistic ability
are attributable to both his emotional interest in the integrity of
Japan, as well as his patriotic pride
as an American. That is why I am
anticipating Mr. Sasanuma's next
effort, for his history of writing for
The Heights tells me that it should
be an enjoyable and enlightening
read. After all, even monkeys fall
out of trees.
ArarHan
LSOE '03

Change must start with students
To the Editor:
I would just like to praise Andrew Escaler's letter last week for
saying what I think many people
at this school are thinking. When
was the last time you said to yourself, "Damn, I'd really like to be
friends with that person, but 1 don't
know if the administration would
think highly of that." Never, right?
I think it is time that those with
power and voice in the student
body stop fighting a fight they will
never win with the administraion
and fight the ones they can win,
with the students. There's 9,000 of
us here, but all we ever hear about
UGBC doing is railing against the
administration for not accepting
something that is fundamentally
against the doctrine which the
school was founded upon and is
run according to now.
Fr. Leahy and the rest of the
the administration answers to, ultimately, the Pope, and until he
changes his mind (not likely) the
school will not change its mind. So
why doesn't UGBC start doing

more with the peoplewhose minds
they can change? That is, incase 1
lost you, the students.
It just seems that in each of
my four years here at BC, I' ve seen
the same retreads ofangry Heights
editorials against the administration for not changing its policy on
homosexuals and the same carbon
copies ofUGBC initiatives that are
destined to fall flat on their face.
In fact, I can't actually remember
anything that UGBC has done that
hasn't had to deal with the gay
rights situation on campus. It's not
because they should fail, it's just a
fact that they will at a Jesuit
univeristy.
So, Adam, Orville, I'm asking you... Please turn your attention to the people who've elected
you. And while you're at it, can
you find out why a sub, a bag of
chips, and a bottle of water is $8 at
Lower? Thanks.

Chris Bowers
CSOM '03

-

Doctrine missing from dialogue

of a sacred Torah, held in his safekeeping for 42 years, to his alma
mater upon learning of BC's newly
established Center for ChristianJewish Learning. I see it in my
friend Donald Brown's unflinching efforts to make BC more accessible for people of color. I see
it when I watch my esteemed colleagues Rabbi Ruth Langer and
fellowTheology Professor Qamarul Huda discuss religious differences at Catholic BC. I see it when
I watch students receive outreach
from BC's Support Group for Gay
Students, created by Fr. Leahy and
chaired by Dean of Student Development Bob Sherwood, himself a
person of great tolerance and decency.
I see tolerance manifest itself
everyday in so many ways here at
Boston College. In observing it, I
know that no recklessly random,
methodologically flawed judgement by the widely debunked

Princeton Review can change what
we know to be true. If, given the
criticism of John Silber's oftquoted public comments, Boston
University is ranked the second
most tolerant University, then this
publication's trustworthiness
should immediately be called into

question.
Boston College is not a perfect place. There is, undoubtedly,
much that needs to be done before
all students, faculty and alumni
embrace this institution with equal
zeal. But words in a statement do
not make an institution tolerant

-

the actions of people do. Nor, conversely, does recognition of specific groups ensure tolerance anywhere else. Life is not that simple.
Therefore, while the administration works with UGBC - the
elected representatives of the students on this issue, and while the
President continues to address issues of sexuality within the
"Church in the 21st Century" initiative. T call upon The Heights and
other student groups committed to
fostering tolerance to focus their
attention within.
In my nearly four years as
BC's public affairs director, one
that has been enriched by close,
personal friendships with many
Heights editors and reporters, I
have often been struck by the
paper's lack of sensitivity towards
things Catholic. Yet, Iwould never
attempt to characterize The
Heights leadership as intolerant. It
simply would not be fair. As administrators at a University that is
committed to being welcoming of
all people, while being true to our
Jesuit, Catholic heritage, we have
the right to expect the same of The
Heights.
Reckless, distorted campaigns will occasionally bring
about their 15 minutes of fame, but
they do nothing to resolve complex
issues and improve the climate on
campus. In fact, they only serve to
worsen the situation by legitimizing an obviously inaccurate portrayal of student life at Boston
College.
If The Heights were truly concerned about tolerance, they would
have challenged the stereotype that
allows the religiously affiliated
institutions singled out in the
Princeton Review rankings (Notre
Dame, BYU, Grove City College,
Baylor etc.) to be negatively characterized simply because they uphold their religious beliefs. Or, at
the very least, they would have listened to the thousands of students
who praise this institution's commitment to tolerance instead of
creating a self-serving controversy
where none rightfully exists.
Only by examining our differences of opinion in an open, respectful and thoughtful way can
we truly claim to be tolerant. And
only then can we aspire to uphold
the dream that our founder, Father
John McElroy, SJ, envisioned
when he created this institution a University on a hill committed
to the pursuit of truth that strives
to excel in all things, for all people.
-

Jack Dunn
BC '83
BC Director of Public Affairs

To the Editor:
In recent editorials The
Heights has called for "dialogue"
on the subject of homosexuality.
As an alumni, this is a dialogue 1
heartily support. But I have my
doubts about whether The Heights,
the Administration, or the average
Boston College undergraduate is
really interested in a legitimate dialogue.
From their editorials, it does
not appear that The Heights has
shown any interest in the Catholic
point of view on human sexuality.
Have Heights staffers consulted
Church teaching on human sexuality? Have they checked the Catechism or the papal encyclical
Humanae Vitae. which clearly outlines Church teaching on sexuality, including homosexuality?
More importantly, is The Heights
aware of the Vatican's recent directive Ex Corde Ecclesia which
requires Roman Catholic universities to adhere more closely to
Church teaching? Any one of these
documents can be found at the
O'Neill library.
A genuine dialogue involves
a lot more than just talking. Anyone can do that. Real dialogue demands a genuine attempt to understand the other party's point of
view. But it appears that The
Heights has shown no interest in
Church teaching on this most important subject. Is it not then a little
disingenuous of The Heights to
claim they want dialogue?
On the other hand, today the
Society of Jesus counts a substantial number of homosexuals among
its members. By some estimates,
more than half the Jesuits in
America are homosexual. Indeed,
many Jesuits have died of AIDS
in recent years, including Father

Thorn Savage, former President of
Rockhurst College. Does The
Heights not see the irony in condemning a Jesuit institution for its
insensitivity toward homosexuals?
Does the Society of Jesus not see
the irony in refusing to recognize
homosexuals on campus when
they openly recognize them within
their own order? (Passionate Uncertainty: Inside the American Jesuits by Peter McDonough and
Eugene Bianchi [University of
California Press, 2002]).
The fact is that Boston College like most Jesuit universities
requires none of its students to
study Christianity at all. It can not
blame the students for having no
interest in let alone knowledge
of - Church teaching. If is therefore disingenuous of the administration to invoke Church teaching
only when it is convenient for
them. If Church teaching really
mattered at Boston College, it
would be a core requirement and
the students would have some idea
of what it consists of. But about
the only thing catholic about Boston College is that it celebrates
Mass on campus. Even state
schools do that.
If the BC administration is
really interested in a dialogue on
human sexuality, it would require
students to learn Church teaching
on the subject. And if BC students
(including The Heights) is truly interested in such a dialogue, they
would take such learning upon
themselves.
Boston College has only itself
to blame for the current controversy over homosexuality.
-

-

-

Matthew Richer
BC'93

Sexuality issues have deep roots
To the Editor:
The issue of sexual morality
and sexual identity seems to be a
popular one in the BC community,
and even the Catholic community.
This is evidenced by an editorial
by Andrew Escaler A&S '06.
Escaler, and man) others, assert
that the Church's standing on homosexuality is that it is sinful,
when in fact this is not entirely
accurate. What many people do not
seem to recognize is that there is a
difference between homosexual
activity and actually being gay.
News flash to many out there:
you cannot decide your sexuality.
Desire proof? A straight person
cannot be attracted to a member of
their own sex any more than a gay
person can be to a member of the

opposite sex.
The Catholic Church's stance

on homosexuality is that it recognizes that some people are gay, and
possibly gay by birth. There is
nothing inherrently sinful in being
gay. The Church does call these
people to a life of chastity, because
the Church does not condone homosexual activity, something entirely different from sexual identity.
Moreover, the Church's current standings on the purpose of
marriage are not that it is used
solely for procreation, as Andrew
would have you believe, rather that
it also serves a unilive purpose
between a husband and wife.
Furthermore, to tell people
'Hey that is just Catholic teaching
and such and such person has got
to follow it' is a load of insensitive
baloney. First off, there is absolutely NO reason why BC cannot
support and sponsor an organization directed at helping gay and
lesbian students at BC, so long as
it remains within Catholic belief,

namely does not support homosexual activity. 1 suggest that the
reasons why said organization(s)
are not sponsored by BC are that
the people in charge of making this
happen are insensitive to the needs
of a certain population of the campus and that they are worried about
alumni contributions to the school
that might be lessened by offended
(and thus homophobic) contributors.

The problem is rooted much
deeper than even all of this, because the Catholic understanding
of sexuality and its role in human
growth and development are outdated and largely misunderstood.
Celibacy was introduced in the
Middle Ages to prevent simony
and the loss of Church property.
Birth control, a practice as old as
Cleopatra was a way to ensure
many young soldiers for the crusades. Even our Catholic holidays
and some feast days are nothing
more than modified pagan holidays and rituals. Why are none of
the Jewish holidays celebrated by
Christians, even though they are a
major part of the Judeo-Christian
history? Because of raging antiSemitism of the middle ages.
Instead of pointing the buck
to the Vatican or to the Catechism
every time the administration at
BC decides to follow tollerant at
best policies of the Catholic
Church, why not show their support for the concerned students of
BC by sponsoring petitions and
hearings for change within the
Church. Appeal to Church leaders
for a newer, more appropriate understanding of Christian belief and
morality. Times and people
change, so too ought the Church.
Ryan Burke
A&S '05

Got Opinions?
Why not share them with 10,000
of your closest friends.

Submit a letter or column to the
op-ed pages of The Heights
Send your
submissions to
editor@bcheights. com
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Church teaching and sexuality

A contradiction of self

Rev. Ronald K. Tacelli

Gavin McGrath

Fr Stephen Schloesser (A9, The Heights, October 8,2002) fears that Tim Deely 's "inaccurate" paraphrase of Catholic teaching might be "misconstrued
by some?especially gay students." And so he attempts to give an accurate and faithful account of
what the Church teaches and why. I applaud his aim.
But the account he gives is seriously inaccurate and
misleading.
Consider Jacques Maritain's letter of 6 July 1927
to the homosexual writer Jean Cocteau. Fr Schloesser
claims to prefer what Maritain says there about homosexual love to "the Catholic Catechism's treatment
of homosexuality," where "the word 'love' does not
occur." The words Fr Schloesser quotes from the letter clearly convey the impression that Maritain approved of homosexual love?the kind of love Tim
Deely had called "harmful and disordered."
But Maritain did not in fact approve it. The very
letter?the very part of the letter?from which Fr
Schloesser quotes, condemns homosexuality in the
most uncompromising terms. Homosexuality "destroys" the natural order of things. As love it is "sterile," "disfigured," and "debauched." "It is to [real]
love what a magic trick is to true wisdom." The way
we treat souls "afflicted with this mysterious evil"
can vary from age to age. "But it will always remain
an evil." Still, says Maritain, "I am convinced that a
truly spiritual love, free from sex, is possible even
for our fallen nature." And here follows the sentence
quoted by Fr Schloesser. "Specifically, many friendships between those of the same sex truly merit the
name of love if love signifies that a friend is everything for the other friend." He continues: "Such a love
is able to be chaste, preserved by a great disinterest
in the flesh." Thus, perfect chastity?and only perfect chastity?can transform homosexual love into
something truly noble.
Maybe this was part of the wisdom to which, as
Fr Schloesser says, Maritain's homosexual friends
were drawn. I don't know. I doknow that the Catholic Catechism faithfully echoes Maritain's sentiments
here: "Homosexual persons are called to chastity. By
the virtues of self-mastery that teach inner freedom,
at times by the support of disinterested friendship, by
prayer and sacramental grace, they can and should
gradually and resolutely approach Christian perfection" (2359: my emphasis).
The Church, says Fr Schloesser, declares "objectively disordered"both same-sexrelations and the
"inclination" or "tendency" to such relations. Why?
Because of its "ontological / metaphysical approach
to human sexuality." According to that approach, as
he explains it, any sexual act "not open to [the] allegedly intrinsic purpose [of sexual activity]...the procreation of the species....is seen as ontologically disordered." But these "ontologically disordered" sexual
acts include more than just those between same-sex
partners. They also include sexual acts between "infertile or aged people, contracepting or masturbating
people." None of these is open to the gift of life. And
so all of them stand under the judgment of being "intrinsically" and "objectively" disordered.
"For the most part," Fr Schloesser comments,
"those of us who live in modern urban industrial societies" (rather than "traditional agricultural societies") "do not believe in such claims."
Understandably so. For if Fr Schloesser is right,
then a sexual act unablefor any reason whatever to
produce a child is, in the Church's eyes, closed to the
gift of life; and since a woman is fertile for only a
few days each month, it would follow that almost
every sexual act in the entire history of the world has
been "intrinsically disordered." You don'thave to be
a modem urbanite to find thatview absurd. Even my
agricultural ancestors in the hills of Sicily knew that
their elderly parents' acts of love and the things that a
lonely shepherd might do were radically different in

kind from each other. The Church knows that too.
And teaches it.
A man and a woman who engage in normal
sexual intercourse are doing something?performing
the kind of act ?that could possibly result in a child,
other things being equal. But in the real world those
other things are not always equal; the woman may
not have produced eggs or the man enough sperm.
And so, not because of anything they do, but because
of attendant natural circumstances, no child will result from their sexual union. The church does not
repeat: does not?teach that such acts are innately
closed to the gift of life and therefore disordered.
But sometimes a couple not wanting children will
do things to render their intercourse infertile; will
deliberately thwart the possibility that what they do
might produce a child; will perform akind of act from
which no child could possibly result. These acts are
intrinsically (and not just because of attendant natural circumstances) unfit for generating life. And the
Church does judge them to be objectively disordered.
It makes the same judgment about homosexuality. Homosexual sex is not barren because of some
accidental circumstance (as in the case of an infertile
couple) but because of the nature of what homosexuals do. Homosexual acts are not of a kind that could
possibly produce children. That is why the Church
calls the tendency and not merely the acts "disordered." The sexual intercourse of a man and woman
may be rendered sterile and thus "disordered"; but
their tendency to sexual union is toward the kind of
thing from which the gift of life naturally springs.
Homosexual sex has only to be what it is in order to
be sterile.
Fr Schloesser calls it a "category mistake to shift
from the ontological to the psychological realms, and
from action to being"?"from the ontological claim
about an act...to the psychological claim about a being?an acting person as psychologically disordered."
But if a person identifies himself with a disordered
tendency, how can this not affect his identity? If he
says, "This thing you call disordered is who I am and
what I want," he's talking about something more intimately personal than the ontological status of his
actions. He's talking about his very soul.
This is part of the burden that homosexuals have
to carry. They feel drawn to identify with a tendency
that will naturally propel them toward personal ruin.
Or so the Church believes. And if the Church is right,
then it is an act of love at least to warn people, to tell
them that God intends for them something better. But
to warn people against what they see as their essence
or identity is not likely to be taken as an act of love.
The fact that, on this particular issue, love has been
in much shorter supply than contempt, hostility, and
disdain does not increase the likelihood. And yet it
remains true that just because some things can be said
without love does not mean that they shouldn't be
said at all. There will, I hope, be no lack of love or
willingness to tell the truth at the upcoming Thomas
More Society symposium on homosexuality.
Fr Schloesser ends his piece as he began it with
a reference to Maritain. I intend to do the same. In
another letter to Cocteau (15 June 1928) Maritain once
again touches on the question of homosexuality. I
paraphrasefrom the original:
My dear Jean, it is not the Church that is without
pity for the homosexual; rather it is nature, the law of
our species, the harsh reality of the universe that is
without pity. But God's own love, which is supernatural, embraces in welcome those who bear the
burden of homosexuality?provided they live lives
of perfect chastity, provided they transform the wound
of their nature into a privilege of grace.
?

Rev. Ronald K. Tacelli, SJ is a professor in the Department of Philosophy at Boston College.

The excitement of youth inspires
Allie Weiskopf
1 made a fortunate mistake last Thursday before
the Virginia Tech football game. Iwaited until 4 p.m.
to move my car off campus and go shopping for tailgating supplies. On the way back from Star Market, I
got stuck behind a local school bus on Hammond
Street. And on an afternoon when the University cancelled all classes after 3 p.m., I was less than thrilled
spending 40 minutes to move less than a mile. To
make matters worse, this wasn't any school bus; it
stopped at every intersection between Route 9 and
Beacon Street.
Anxious to get back to campus, I was annoyed
for the first five stops. I blared my music and taped
my wheel impatiently. But, but the sixth stop I turned
my radio off (mostly because all the stations were
playing commercials), and began to watch the school
children getting off the bus. Perhaps I should have
stuck a CD in the radio rather than look up, but then
again, 1 made a fortunate mistake. When I looked up
I noticed that parents moms and dads were waiting at each of the bus stops with eager countenances.
I also noticed that most of the kids ran off the bus
they were elementary school age (there weren't any
15 year-olds running into mommy's arms). At one
stop 1 saw an entire family, even the pet dog, meet a
young girl.
As I inched my way down Hammond Street I
was suddenly filled with a profound sense of true academic passion. I watched the kids full of such excitement about learning that they couldn't wait to share
that enthusiasm with whoever was meeting them at
the bus. The small ones ran off the bus waving artwork, and the older children pulled folders out of their
backpacks, proudly showing off their accomplish-

-

-

ments.

Less than a mile from BC, I was inspired by these
children. On a bustling fall afternoon this big yellow
school bus greatly contrasted the image of students
busily crossing the Dustbowl getting ready for a night
of drinking complaining about bad grades, boring
classes, or unfair professors. Rather than a picture of
students looking to stuff work into their backpacks
and bury it for the weekend, these kids were rushing
to pull it out and share it.

Although the BC community was assembling in
Alumni Stadium for a football game that afternoon, I
realized that there is a greater need for a sense of community to support academic endeavors and academic
accomplishments. The importance of a family's support (like moms and dads greeting kids at bus stops)
doesn't have to end in college. We, as students, professors, and staff members, can act like those eager
parents, ready to ask our friends, roommates, and
colleagues about their academic work, their progress
in certain subjects, and what they're most proud of
from their academic day.
Ifelt pretty hypocritical thinking this as my trunk
was full of burgers, hot dogs, and other goodies, but
since then I've asked about my friends' exam schedules, thesis due dates, LSAT and GRE dates, and general coursework. That interest will build an academic
community supported by interest, enthusiasm, and
motivation.
Being from Virginia, I also appreciated the scene
unfolding before me because back home many children are too scared to get on school buses right now,
due to a sniper who has randomly killed nine people
and wounded two, including a 13-year-old boy after
he stepped off a bus outside of his school. Right now,
schools in the Washington, D.C. area are not only
holding indoor recess for the fourth week, but all outdoor athletic events have been cancelled, and many
counties have postponed not only their Homecoming
football games, but the school dances as well. These
children, unlike their counterparts in Newton are not
jumping off school buses, but tip-toeing around with
extreme caution.
On a sunny October afternoon, I made the fortunate mistake of spending 40 minutes behind a big
yellow school bus and watching the excitement of
youth inspired me to appreciate the wonders of learning and the comfortable shelter of learning in an environment free of fear.
Allie Weiskopf is the layout editor ofThe Heights and
a regular columnist. She is a junior in the College of
Arts and Sciences.

There is a contradiction of self that Boston Coltruly open-minded or tolerant campus. Current
lege must address if it will ever truly excel as a major projects do not include any work towards inclusion
research university.
of homosexuals in the school's notice of non-discrimiBoston College is a coeducational university that nation. To make up for that, the Law School facilities
has an enrollment of 8,900 undergraduate students, and the sports and recreation complex will be renoall of whom are guaranteed protection from discrimivated in the coming years.
nation of any kind except for any homosexual stuThe University has also made a major commitdents, because they don't count. 4,600 graduate stument to academic excellence. It is desperate to add
dents help puff up the university's appearance as an faculty positions, and big name scholars who might
institution of discussion, and ofresearch. These stuboost the school's image. It is expanding appropriate
dents especially, though probably too progressive for faculty and graduate research, increasing student fithe likes of the University, allow Boston College to nancial aid, and widening opportunities in key unproclaim that every state and more than 95 countries dergraduate programs, such as foreign study, internare represented.
ships, community service, and personal formation.
Founded in 1863, it is one of the oldest Jesuit,
Boston College has experiencedunprecedented
Catholic universitiesin the United States, but still fails growth in recent years, including a 21 -percent increase
to encompass the fundamental teaching of its self proin undergraduate application thanks,in part to its overclaimed savior Jesus Christ- do unto others as you eager early action plan. The University has also seen
would have them do unto you. The Princeton Review a 100-percentincrease in revenue from voluntary givranks Boston College second among national univering in the past five years and would do nothing to
sities as least likely to accept alternative lifestyles. insult the sensibilities of its donors. Its endowment
Truly the University is a torch bearer for the educastands at more than $ 1 billion, among the 50 largest
tion offuture statesmen, educators and leaders of inin the nation but still won't give a penny to form a
dustry. Unfortunately, the University's graduates will Gay/Straight Alliance that could help students learn
have to cope with state and federal laws that give to accept and understand the lifestyle of millions of
homosexuals the same rights that natural, unconfused Americans.
people have.
In September of 2002, Boston College launched
Boston College confers more than 3,800 degrees a highly publicized campaign to clear the name of
annually in more than 50 fields of study through 11 the Catholic Church. The Church in the 21" Century
schools and colleges. Isn't that impressive enough to hopefully will not anger big name donors who bemake you want to attend this prestigiously intolerant lieve the Church can do no wrong. To that end, the
institution? Its 641 faculty members are somewhat University has drafted Jack Connors to add some
committed to the conservative totalitarian adminisalumni zeal to possibly damaging series. This should
tration, but secretly support students in their aims for keep the University's wealthy alumni in line long
amore inclusive policy of acceptance. Be assured that enough to get the rest of the $400 million dollars
the University's professors should not attempt to disneeded to complete The Campaign for Boston Colcuss radical issues that the Church does not condone. lege. Truly, the University has at least one foot headed
However if the national press is involved, the Unithrough the door of the future.
versity is willing to put some things on the table.
Boston College: Way better than most of those
The University's 116-acre main campus is loother intolerant schools.
cated in a sheltered, suburban setting six miles from
Information in this column was received from
downtown Boston, and far enough away from more "About Boston College" at www.bc.edu/about.
indulgent universities. If students wish to see what
these places and people are like, there is access to the
city via trolley. The past decade has seen the conGavin McGrath is an editorial assistant for The
struction or substantialrenovation of 10campus buildHeights and a sophomore in the College ofArts and
ings, but not a single inch of movement towards a Sciences.
-

Words are weapons
Paul Crocetti
"Faggot.Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Faggot. Fag-

Faggot."
That is exactly what I heard
in no more than 30 seconds at the
end of the football game last
Thursday night. The clock was
winding down and students started
to get frustrated. Some words were
exchanged between a friend of
mine and the person standing behind me, and then my friend was
hit with this barrage of slurs, so
despicable that it had most of the
section yelling at him to stop.
The thing is, he didn't stop.
When he said it the first time, most
of us reacted but somewhat let it
slide. Then he said it again. And
he kept saying it. And saying it.
After about the 10th time, some
were asking him to stop, some
were yelling at him to stop, and
some were calling for security. Unfortunately none of these options
worked. Finally, he just stopped.
This word of anger and hatred
provoked anger and hatred inside
of me. After the game, I thought to
myself thatI wished Ihad punched
got.

the kid right in the face, which
would have solved the problem,
but probably led to many more. I
realized that would have brought
on more hate, probably more use
of the word. Someone who uses
that word that many times is hard
to reach. Incidents like this remind
us that there are still people like
that at this school who need to be
taught that the word is unacceptable.
It was just so ironic that he
would shout that word right in the
middle of Coming Out Week. After a great lineup of events including the "Guess Who's Gay" panel
and the Danny Roberts talk, it was
frustrating to hear such a reversal
of what the week was all about.
Roberts, a cast member of
MTV's The Real World, who came
out while he was on the show,
spoke about the word at his talk.
He made a good point, in that
whenever he hears the word in a
context like I heard it, two things
go off in his head. One is that the
person who says it might be gay,
in that many people shout out
against things they are afraid of,
such as in the movie American

Beauty. The second thing is that
whenever someonesays it, Roberts
immediately sees a sign above the
person's head that reads, "Idiot." I
couldn't help buf think -th*;a*Bß
notion at the' game. By speaking
those words in such a non-shalant,
rapid-fire fashion, he proves himself to be someone who has no regard at all for 10 percent of the
world.
People like this need to be
reached, and really the only way
to do it is for others to speak up
when they use the word. Don't let
it slide, because they'll just keep
saying it again and again and again.
If they keep going on, like this kid
did, at least send the message that
this ridiculous behavior will not be
tolerated.
I just wonder when this word
will be like the "n" word is now,
and thatis a word of hate that is so
rarely used because it evokes such
a dramatic response. One can hope
that it is soon, because it shows just
as much disrespect and hatred.
Paul Cmcetti is the arts and review
editor o/The Heights and is a senior
in the College ofArts and Sciences.

Kids will be kids
Samantha Massie
I usually take pride in my university and the people I encounter
everyday here at Boston College.
But, on Friday night, I was truly
disappointed in the way the majority of students who attended
Homecoming at the Sheraton
downtown conducted themselves.
Instead of waiting patiently in-line
to board buses in front of More
Hall, BC students decided to cut
the line, push each other and
stumble onto the school buses.
When we arrived at the Sheraton,
students were throwing up outside
the hotel and pushing to get in the
door. Maybe the chaos was the result of UGBC programming deficiencies, but the crowd waiting to
get into the dancelooked more like
animals than students who attend
a prestigious university. I nevertheless enjoyed myself at Homecoming, but as I rode the Comm. Ave.
bus home after the dance, I had a
bitter taste in my mouth because
of the lack of decorum and class
we showed as a university in
downtown Boston.
On Saturday morning, I
headed to the football game where
I took pictures for The Heights. I
stood on the sideline as the Eagles
trampled the Midshipmen of the

Naval Academy, and during the tally any sacks, but they did restore
second half, my faith in Boston my confidence in the people that
College students was at least parmake up the community here at
Boston College. They spent some
tially rejuvenated. Football players, Antonio Garay and Doug
time with little kids and made thenGoodwin, who are both out for the day by just being kind and graseason with injuries, arrived in the cious. Athletes are often labeled as
third quarter and sat near the stands being self-centered and egotistical,
on the sideline. After a few minand although I do not personally
utes, young fans began to surround know Garay or Goodwin, they
them. At first, Garay and Goodwin shed that stereotype at the game.
shook all of the children's hands
Students at Boston College
or gave them high fives. Spurred are usually respectful and are comon by the attention, the kids remonly recognized as the elite of the
turned excitedly with tickets, footcollege students in the Boston area.
balls and pieces of paper for the Yet, we seem to continue to make
players to autograph. Both players fool of ourselves when we step off
took the time to sign an autograph the grounds of our campus. For
instance, at last year's Homecomfor each one of the kids, which by
then had transformed from a few ing, members of the student goveager fans to a crowd of about ernment decided it would be best
twenty-five youths. Garay laughed to destroy the hotel and the presiand talked with the kids, while
dent herself carried alcohol in her
Goodwin kept signing. After dress. We need to model the acspending nearly the entire quarter tions of Garay and Goodwin, the
traits that make us a rare and spewith the kids, the players left to
cheer on their team, but not before cial college community, and
making several children feel like change the attitude we so often display to those outside Chestnut Hill.
the luckiest people at Alumni Stadium.
Some might say that Garay Samantha Massie is the assistant
and Goodwin didn't do anything photo editor of The Heights and a
special on the field on Saturday. junior in the College of Arts and
They did not score touchdowns or Sciences.
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AT ISSUE WAR IN IRAQ
:

Democracy or empire?

Diplomacy has failed

Kamal Bakhazi

Michael Vigars

We are told that war on Iraq
is necessary for the security of the
United States and that Saddam
poses us an imminent threat. Yet
Iraq's army is around 40 percent
of the size of the army the US-led
coalition ploughed through in
1991. Its civilian infrastructure
was almost completely destroyed,
bringing the country from the development level of a small European nation to a member of the
Third World. Severe sanctions in
place since 1990 have caused the
deaths of over 1.5 million Iraqis
around 5,000 children a month
and have made it impossible for the
country to recover from one of the
most concentrated bombing campaigns in history. Why is it that,
over a decade after it was decisively defeated and its weapons
programs dismantled under the
scrutiny of the world community,
and no valid evidence (short of the
administration's accusations) that
he has secretly rebuilt them,
Saddam suddenly poses a mortal
threat to the United States?
The United States has no
problem with dictatorships. It supports many, from Egypt to
Uzbekistan. It does not attack
Saudi Arabia, home of 15 of the 911 hijackers, or other "terror-supporting" states. Its friends Israel
and Turkey violate UN resolutions
and other international law with
impunity. Conquest is also permitted -America continues to finance
Israel's occupation of the Palestinians. Nor is the United States bothered by weapons of mass destruction; its allies, Britain and Israel,
have them in greater quantities
than any country except the United
States and Russia. What gives the
United States the moral authority
to change foreign governments by
force, accusing them of possessing
of ,ntass destruction,
-

-
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chemical warfare on th^i^ietnam-

imposes, disease wid death in
what can only be termed biological warfare on the Iraqis, possesses
the second largest arsenal of
chemical weapons in the world (after Russia), and is the only country in history to have used nuclear
weapons on living humans, in Japan? Its status as the country with
the most killing-power does not
bestow upon it the role of judge,
jury and executioner.
An invasion of Iraq entails disaster for innocent Iraqis. Unlike
Desert Storm, which was fought in
the desert (and is estimated to have
killed up to 400,000 Iraqis not
counting the victims of subsequent
sanctions), this war will be fought
in major cities. U.S. bombardment
of sparsely populated Afghan villages resulted in more innocent civilian deaths than the number of
victims in the 9-11 atrocities, while
casualty estimates for densely
populated Iraqi cities are far
steeper. It is also likely that many
young Americans will lose their
lives to urban guerilla warfare on
Iraqi streets, where U.S. technological superiority is mitigated.
Even if one is uninterested in
the fact that hundreds of thousands
of innocent Iraqis might lose their
lives in an invasion, there remains
the issue of the precedent set by
the most powerful state in the
-

world. What is to stop China from
following America's example,
"liberating" the Taiwanese by invading them, and calling for "regime change"? Or to stop India
from attacking its nuclear rival
(and valued American ally) Pakistan, arguing (with far more evidence than the US has presented
in its case againstIraq) that its military dictatorship is illegitimate,
that it represses its people and violates their rights, possesses weapons of mass destruction, and harbors and supports Islamic terror-

At the end of the Gulf War,
Member of Parliament Tony Benn
told the House of Commons, "All
war represents a failure of diplomacy." The present situation of the
United States illustrates this idea
President Bush is about to embark the nation on a war resulting
from the utterfailure of diplomacy.
Yet this failure is not that of the
United States or the Bush administration; blame rests squarely on
the shoulders of Iraq and its leader,
Saddam Hussein. Due to the failure of their diplomacy, war looms
on the horizon as the best option
available to resolve the situation.
War, no matter the circumstances, is never a happy occasion,
and the war brewing now is no different. What some may view as a
war of aggression, a war of vengeance, or a war of political convenience is actually a war that results from Iraq's refusal to cooperate with the United Nations.
Other tools have been tried in the
past, but they simply do not
achieve the goal, which is compliance with United Nations resolutions and respect for universal human rights. Because of the failure
of tools such as sanctions, no-fly
zones, and diplomacy, the international community must act militarily.
Rhetoric emerging from the
White House and from many
members of Congress from both
parties - seems to indicate that Iraq
is the next stop in the War on Terror. This it certainly is, unless the
entire system of preparations for
war there is merely a cover for a
surprise attack on another state
entirely. Look more closely at the
situation in Iraq, though, and one
finds that military action there not
only eliminates a state sponsor of
terrorism, but also redresses a
number of wrongs that have gone
unchecked by the global community for far too long. The incident
that best illustrates these injustices
is the use of chemical weapons on
the Kurdish minority in the late
1980s, and their continued oppression today.
Certainly, the United States
does not stand as the "City on the
Hill" society imagined for the
Massachusetts Bay colony by its
governor, John Winthrop, and an
ideal for the country since independence. Those who suggest, however, that we as Americans address
what is wrong with our country
before we tackle those societal ills
of another, sovereign state are
missing a piece of the puzzle. That
which encourages terrorist organizations to plot against the U.S. and
despots to build weapons of mass
destruction for use against the U.S.
and its allies will not be resolved
by turning inward and mending the
holes in our society. Becoming a
nation that serves as an example
to all due to its inherent, unassailable goodness would not have prevented the events of September 11,
2001, and nor will it halt future
attacks.
One method for action in Iraq
is weapons inspections, an idea
-

ists?

Assuming that one is not
bothered by these further consequences of war on Iraq, and is concerned solely with the well-being
of Americans, there is one last
eventuality to consider; here a
glance at history is instructive. The
Iran hostage crisis was the result
of American interference in Iran,
where a CIA coup ousted the
democratic leader, installing the
Shah's regime of terror. In reaction,
the Iranian people violently rebelled and rejected American
domination of their affairs. And
when the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, the US, in collaboration with
Pakistan, created, trained, financed, and armed the mujahideen
movement, which eventually
spawned the Taliban militia and
Osama bin Laden's Al-Qaeda. A
pattern emerges: U.S. support of
Third World tyrants and terrorists
results in inevitable anti-American
"blowback."
There is a cost for'violent imperialism. Terrorists are born from the
rubble of American bombardment
and in reaction to repressive governments the U.S. supports. This
war guarantees further American

-

isolation from the international
community - in London, capital of
America's closest ally, 150,000
people took to the streets in opposition to war on Iraq. A war, according to a CIA report, would not
decrease the threat of an attack on
America, but would increase it. Its
other predictable effect will be to
raise already massive anti-American sentiment worldwide to explosive levels. Itis the policy that most
ensures future terrorist attacks
against innocent Americans.
With its incredible resources,
its talented people, and its cherished values and ideals, America
is indeed capable of being a beacon to emulate, if it uses its vast
capabilities for the good of a struggling planet. At present, millions
all over the world admire American culture or dream of emigrating there, despite their bitter opposition to U.S. policies. Often,
they are baffled at the contradictions between America's words
and its actions. U.S. citizens are
perhaps the most powerful in the
world they must exercise their
rights and order their government
to behave in keeping with American convictions. You must decide
if you wish to be citizens of an
admired democracy, or of a hated
-

empire.

Kamal Bakhazi is a member of the
Global Justice Project and a junior in the College ofArts and Sci-

ences.

that has been attempted in the past
to little success and one that the
Bush administration is reluctantly
giving another try. Undoubtedly,
this next round will unfold as a failure, but it is required for President
Bush to potentially get U.N. approval for a strike against the
Hussein regime. Giving weapons
inspectors another try at uncovering evidence of biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons programs
will likely emerge as the key that
unlocks supportfrom a number of
member nations. Though an unanticipated attack one that catches
Hussein and his military off-guard
would be ideal, President Bush
will likely await action by the U.N.
before military action is taken.
Direct intervention in Iraq
using military means is not the
ideal method of prevention with
regard to future attacks, but it is a
necessary next step. Once past the
preliminary stage that is weapons
inspections, the U.S. will commence its attack on Hussein's regime. What shape this takes is impossible for someone who is not a
member of the Pentagon's planning staff to know. It is obvious
that when a decision is made to
attack, the planners will focus on
minimizing casualties all around,
from U.S. troops to Iraqi troops
and civilians. Presently, the general public - largely in favor of
military action also frowns on the
idea of civilian casualties, as it
should. The military and the Bush
administration are also far from
eager for innocent Iraqis, victims
of their leader's actions and inaction, to suffer and die.
Fortunately, there are steps
that can be taken to ensure the relative safety and security of the
people of Iraq during a military op"eratiofi. Urilik'e'ih the 'G'iilt'.'War,
«!?\u25a0; ''I'.') . .
, .
.il Villi T \u25a0!:
when communications\u25a0 were a target of the attacks, keeping lines of
communication open in Iraq is a
goal the military seems to strive,
toward. Keeping this system and
the public utilities from being attacked increases the chances of civilian survival, especially in
Baghdad. In a Time magazine article last month, a retired general
suggests a siege of Baghdad using
a ring of artillery and armor around
the capital, giving its residents an
opportunity to flee. Further, once
the Iraqi army witnesses this, they
may do as many did during the
Gulf War, and surrender.- %'.
Perhaps war will not erupt.
There is a chance that Hussein will
let the weapons inspectors look everywhere including his "palaces"
and they will find nothing. Alternately, he could confess to possessing these weapons, and seek.a
diplomatic resolution. It is painful
to admit that it appears conventional diplomacy has failed in this
case. When this happens, planning
must sadly shift from negotiation
to mobilization.
-

-

-

-

-

Michael Vigors is a member of the
Boston College Republicans and a
senior in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Watering the Jeffersonian tree of liberty
Michelle M. Naujeck
Oct. 7, 2002 marked the oneyear anniversary of the United
States-led bombings of Afghanistan. On the same day, concerned
students on the Boston College
campus collaborated with professors and community members to
create a forum for dialogue
(buzzword) and uncompromised
representation (keyword). The
majority of speakers stated fact and
shared opinionagainst the invasion
of Iraq, but there was an important
representation present in support of
the recent war resolution that is

currently receiving (politicized)
bipartisan support and (reluctant)
backing from a (submissive)
American public. However, it is
the (outrageous) last-minute re-

solve this past week by House and
Senate representatives that have
shown their true colors in the final
hour.
The elected representatives of
theAmerican people who had been
wholeheartedly and vocally denouncing the proposed invasion
during the course of the debates
have now turned their back on
those who still cling to the threadbare cloth of human justice. In betraying the voices of the unrepresented to save their electoral souls
from a box of banished ballots,
they have tarnished the remnants
of democratic decency and precious human idealism that many of
us continue to uphold. In a
moment's time, the signing of their

John Hancock severs all ties, confirming an act that will violate and
disrespect the precedents of international law, disregard the credibility and virtual existence of a world
community, veto the right to life
of every human being (which,
might 1 add, was part of the conservative platform of accusation
against the liberals at the debates
two years ago), and casts a defamatory shadow upon their own
positions. It is they who should be
dishonorably discharged from service, not the military veterans, currently enlisted and American patriots who harbor critical sentiments toward the proposed authorization of baby killing at home
and abroad. For it is babies who

have died and will die in the name
of every single American citizen,
in the name of national security, in
the name of democracy, in the
name of whatever they decide to
fill the blank with.
To their grievous discredit,
our political and social leaders
have been blinded by a maxim that
puts Profit and Power above
People. Our representatives stand
unpardonable, poised to water the
Jeffersonian tree of liberty with the
blood of our generation, willing to
allow our mothers and fathers to
tremulously utter, "We never
thought we'd have to see this
again". In his testimony, Oliver
Norlh asked the question lhal our
officials may ask themselves when

their term is up: "Were we certain
what we asked people to die for?"
Students, we have awakened
to the day where we find the world
irrevocably changed, and our campus is no exception. We, too, shall
ask ourselves a question that continues to be repeated throughout
the course of history and continues to be shamelessly disregarded
by our history books. When we
have graduated, joined the work
force of laborers, managers, entrepreneurs, exploited, and enlisted;
when we will no longer have the
luxury of passivity and indifference, the alibi of naivete and selfmaligning ignorance, the carefree
option to choose not to attend, not
to read, not to vote, not to care;

when we will no longer have the
unchecked audacity to unleash a
war of labels on presumed enemies
including communists, terrorists,
nationalists, and sixties revival
peaceniks; when we will no longer
have the shelter of a self-enclosed
sphere of influence that allows us
to pass across the Quad without
stopping to notice that a new cross
has been erected, that the people
have gathered; the students and the
people will ask themselves once
again, and once again too late,
"Were we certain what we asked
people to die for?"
Michelle M. Naujeck is a senior in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
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The sun rises on
the women's
rowing program
Jake Berry

\u25a0 BC 8, UVM 6
BC 4, #2 Denver 2
Heights

Me too.
We don't know about dedication.
But, oh the rowers ... They know.
By 5:30 a.m., the rowers have quit
their dreams and begun their day. They
have left their dorms and are quickly
approaching yours. But, no worries,
they won't disturb your sleep. They will
silently slip past our dorms and away
from our campus, leaving their mark
on our school without a sound.
Just as the sun is fully committing
to the horizon, they have reached the
Charles River where they will practice
for over two hours, and they will still
make it back to campus in time for their
9 a.m. classes.
And you thought 9 a.m. classes
were rough. You can't even begin to
guess.
The rowers have been exhausting
themselves on the cold waters of the
river since 5:45 a.m., just as they do
four mornings a week. Add into the
equation cold weather, three seasons,
and immeasurably hard workouts, and
you have determined the formula for
the most dedicated athletes at BC. You
do the math.
Admittedly, each of the BC athletic team's has a practice schedule that
would make my stomach turn. But
5:45? Freezing waters? Practice six
days a week? Three seasons a year?
That's dedication.
Few people go to the competitions. Many don't even know that BC
has competitive crew teams. The teams
never get any press. And the men's
squad, a club team, doesn't even get
varsity recognition. Yet these athletes
continue to give their time and their
energy to the sport. That's true dedication.
Dedication is the key to the success of the rowing dedication to the
sport, dedication to the team, dedication to the community. Through unheard of hours, almost every day of the
week, throughout every season, the
rowers are there, practicing, enjoying,
and living their sport. Rowing goes
beyond dedication.
The rowing teams are just that
teams in its truest essence.
They do everything together, and
they share things that no one else could
possibly understand. That is a team.
They go for daybreak runs together.
They freeze on the river together. They
weight train in the afternoons together.
And they laugh about it together at the
end of the day.
Rowers share a community. While
popular sports like football and basketball boast endless popularity, the rowing community makes up a subculture
that digs far beyond that of more popular sports.
Rowers have a bond stronger than
gold, a simple love of the sport, and
that makes the rowing community,
however small, the strongest sports
community that I have seen.
Where was I at 5:45 a.m. last Tuesday? I was lying in bed, caught somewhere in between dreams of football
and midterms, only to be awakened by
the alarm clock two hours later. When
the alarm sounded at 7:45 a.m., I
groaned, hit the snooze bar twice and
grumbled endlessly at the unjust demands of 9 a.m. classes.
By that time, the rowers had been
on the water for over an hour. They had
seen the sun rise, and experienced the
serenity of the dustbowl at dawn. They
had become better rowers and become
better athletes. And they had come to
better define the word dedication, all
while the rest of the us sleep in our
beds. Who knew?
-

-

-

Jake Berry is the sports editor of The
Heights. His column appears weekly
in this space.

www.bcheights.com

Men's hockey flies past Denver, UVM
By Pete Mazzone

If you have ever seen
the sun rise over the
Mods at 5:30 a.m.,
you know. If you
have ever heard the
silence of the deserted campus at
5:30 a.m., you know. And if you have
ever witnessed the serene ebb and flow
of the Charles River at 5:30 a.m., you
know all about the word dedication.
It's 6:30 a.m. on aTuesday. Where
are you? Caught in between dreams of
Monday Night Football and nightmares
of Tuesday's midterm?

Inside:
?Women's hockey, B3
?Football, B8

Staff

The Boston College men's ice hockey
opened its home schedule with a
bang, sweeping non-conference opponents
Vermont and Denver, 8-6 and 4-2 this past
weekend. While both games looked very
different in their tempo, the Eagles had
enough offensive and defensive weapons
to win them both and start the season with
a 3-0-0 record.
Head Coach Jerry York described
Sunday's game against the Vermont Catamounts as a "race to see who would get to
eight goals." Neither team had a solid deteam

fensive outing, as penalties and breakdowns led to some easy scoring opportunities for both squads.
BC trailed for the first time this season as Vermont's Scott Mifsud quickly
scored on a power-play. The Eagles' offensive machine evened the score half a
minute later as Ned Havern notched his
first goal of the year. After UVM tied the
game at two, the Eagles took the lead for
good with less than a minute remaining in
the period. Ryan Shannon scored, assisted
by his sophomore Dave Spina and Ryan

Murphy.
The turning point of the game came
after Vermont was assessed two minor
penalties, giving BC a five-on-three advantage for less than a minute. BC capitalized with one second remaining on the

first infraction, as Spina netted a goal from
Shannon and freshman Peter Harrold. The
Eagles increased their lead during the ensuing five-on-four advantage as freshman
sensation Patrick Eaves converted on a
shot from brother Ben, Eaves and J.D.
Forrest. Goals by Spina, Voce, and
defenseman Brett Peterson closed out the
second period as the Eagles led 8-4.
Vermont surged in the third period,
taking advantage of every opportunity and
closing the lead to 8-6. Time was not on
their side, and BC was able to hang onto
the victory. Starting goaltender Tim
Kelleher stopped 14 shots in the win.
"We played very well offensively, but
defensively we had some breakdowns that

See First, B7

Sophomore goalie Matti Kaltiainen was a
key factor in the Eagles' win over Denver.

The most famous regatta in the world, the Head of the Charles, took place on the Charles River Saturday and Sunday. The Eagles entered seven boats in the race.

Heading the new class
After two yeras, the women's rowing team make most of varsity status
By Jake Berry
Sports Editor

It's

5 a.m. on a Tuesday. It's late October, and it's
cold. In just a few short minutes, the morning sun
will hit the horizon creating a captivating mosaic of
vibrant colors, and, in just a few short minutes, the Boston College women's rowing team will descend upon the
frosty waters of the Charles River.
The bitter cold is no deterrent to these women. Nor
is the early hour. In fact, these factors only add to the
mystique of the experience. "Its hard to describe how
amazing that feeling is," says Amelia Stephens, co-captain of the team. "Walking through campus at that hour,
the sun is rising, no one is around, and we are doing something amazing that no one else gets to experience. It's
just an indescribable feeling."
The indescribable feeling, as Stephens terms it, is
one shared by 31 varsity rowers, four times a week
throughout the fall season. Until mid-November, the
women train on the Charles River, preparing for their
fall and spring competitions. Yet, only recently has the
women's rowing program appeared on the athletic radar
screen.

Just two years ago, the women's team was promoted
to varsity status. Until then it had been, along with its

male counterpart, a club sport, but a very popular one
nonetheless. "Rowing has always been a pretty popular
sport at BC," said Head Coach Steve Fiske. "One of the
reasons being the women's team was selected [to be varsity] was because it was so popular as a club sport for the
women, still is for the men. The athletes took it very seriously, and it was a very competitive team."
Now as a varsity squad, the women's team has continued to grow since its upgrade in 2000. The 2001-02
season saw a first place finish in the New England Championships, a third-place finish in the Big East Rowing
Challenge and the team's first top 20 national ranking.
"It has been great to see the program expand and
grow," said Stephens, who is now in her fourth year on
the team. "It used to be such a small program, and now
we can compete with top teams like Syracuse and Miami. The program has really progressed a lot in the last
few years."
Stephens has been around to see the advance of the
women's rowing program. Now in her senior season, she
walked on to the team as a freshman four years ago. Like
many of her teammates (an estimated 75 percent),
Stephens had no rowing experiencewhen she first joined
the team. She had swam throughout high school, but was
looking for a new medium through which to further her
athletic career.

"After high school, I was tired of swimming," said
Stephens. "I was looking for something new, so I just
sort of walked into the rowing meeting. The coach spoke
about the dedication and enthusiasm needed, and I just
knew this sport was for me."
This sort of redirection is common among rowers
according to Fiske. "The best athletes on the team, for
the most part, are walk-ons," said the coach. "These are
people who were very good athletes in high school, but,
for whatever reason, aren't competing in college at the
Division I level in that sport. So they really get into rowing, and they find that they can really make a significant
impact on the team."
Before the rowers can make a real impact on the
varsity team, they must spend a year on the novice squad.
The novice team is reserved for first year rowers, and the
NCAA requires that each rower spend only one year at
the novice level before advancing on to varsity.
"The novice program brings them along and teaches
them how to row from absolute beginnings," said Fiske.
"They progress throughout the course of the year, and
they learn how to row quite well by the end of their novice year, at which point they have to row varsity."
The varsity option is one that has benefited both the

Melamed provides experience
Sophomore pushes
Eagles into spotlight
By Tim Arth
Heights

Staff

When asked to describe himself, Boston College men's soccer co-captain Guy

HEIGHTS PHOTO / HADLEV WRIGHT

Sophomore standout Guy Melamed has
helped the Eagles climb into the national
top 20 from the center halfback position.

Melamed said that it's not up to him, and
that the "job of describing a myself
shouldn't be done by me, but it should
come from other people." But when pressured for an answer, he finally admitted
that one word would describe him: old.
Now, that is true for this 23-year-old
sophomore soccer player, but it would be
foolish to end the description there. When
Melamed on the soccer pitch, in his usual
center halfback position, he has helped the
Eagles become one of the nation's top 20
teams and become the second-ranked team
in New England behind Connecticut.
When off the soccer pitch, he has
helped incoming freshmen become accli-

See Women, B6

The mid-game
pre-game hurts
BC athletics

mated to BC as an Orientation Leader and
served members of an impoverished community in Virginia by serving in the Appalachia Volunteers program. That is to say
nothing of the life experiences Melamed
encountered prior to coming to BC.
Melamed's love for the sport of soccer started at an early age a little less than
two decades ago. Back in his hometown
of Nofit, Israel, he was introduced to soccer, and as with the majority of kids growing up outside of the United States, his
first love for sports came in the form of
European football. It is, after all, the
world's game.
"When I was a kid, we would always
play [soccer] in the neighborhood," said
Melamed. "I loved it from the start."
Playing soccer as a young child was
not the only reason that Melamed got involved in "the beautiful game." His grandfather was a doctor on Brighton and Hove
Albion, a first division English soccer
team. He sent Melamed jerseys, hats, and

Stop me if you've heard this one
before. A Boston sports team shoots
itself in the foot and falls behind in a
game early, only to make a valiant
comeback and fall short by a few runs,
points, or goals. If you are in fact a
Boston sports fan, chances are that you
have heard this sad story before and
also want me to stop talking now.
That's only half the problem. The more
pressing issue is that usually fans show
up on time for those other big games. I
guess some of the Superfans missed the
memo on that one.
Most of BC went into the game
with high hopes of upsetting then
fourth-ranked Virginia Tech and aspirations ofrushing the field to rip down

See Army, B5

See Superfans, B2
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Roger Smerage is the assistant sports editor of The
Heights. His column appears regularly in this section.
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Kaltiainen made 27 saves, many of which were
both acrobatic and amazing, against Denver Friday
night on the way to the 4-2 win. Kaltiainen's
goaltending was stellar against the second-ranked
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Pioneers, and the second goal he gave up came on a
six-on-four power play in the last minute of the contest, after the Eagles had the game completely in hand.
Making his performance all the more impressive was
the fact that it came against Denver's top-ranked offense.
Kelleher's struggles against Vermont, a team that
has been on probation for the last two years due to a
hazing problem, were reminiscent of his play in the
last two seasons. After a stellar freshman season in
1999-00 in which he gave up only 2.02 goals a game
with a .919 save percentage, Kelleher's play in his
second year was less than impressive. That year he
missed 22 games because of mononucleosis and
played in only four games. His goals against average
in those games was 2.90, not horrible, but not great,
and his save percentage was a mere .883.
Last year Kelleher played in 20 games, and his
GAA jumped to 3.09 while his save percentage
dropped a point to .882. Kelleher is a senior, which
generally gives a player the edge in ice time; but when
a younger player, such as Kaltiainen, has better size,
talent, and prospects, he should get the nod.
The Finn played in 18 games last season and had
a GAA of 2.67, more than have a goal per game better than Kelleher. His save percentage during his freshman year was .901, not a fantastic number but respectable, and better than Kelleher's percentage none
the less. Kaltiainen is 6'2" and 207 pounds;he fills
the net pretty well. Kelleher is just 5'9" and 182, providing the opponent with a lot more open space to
stuff the puck home and light the lamp.
On top of this, Kaltiainen was drafted by the
Boston Bruins in the fourth round of the 2001 NHL
Entry Draft, and has both something to prove and
something to work for during his time at BC.
With the pressure on the Eagles to return to the
Frozen Four, this issue must be solved. One of the
two goalies who have split time for the last year must
be given the chance to start nightly. Based on all the
evidence in hand, Kaltiainen should be that goalie.

'

If the Boston College men's ice
hockey team is going to head to
Buffalo next April and return to the
Frozen Four after failing to get there
last year for the first time in five
years, they are going to need solid
goaltending. For the Eagles to have
solid goaltending, Head Coach Jerry
York finally has to make a decision as to which goalie,
senior Tim Kelleher or sophomore Matti Kaltiainen,
will be the starter. York has said that the decision is
not an easy one, but after Kelleher's play against Vermont on Sunday, Kaltiainen should get the nod for
the year.
The Eagles may have won 8-6. but it was not
because of Kelleher's performance. Kelleher saved
merely .714 percent of the Catamounts' 21 shots. At
times, he looked as if he didn't even realize he was in
the crease, as he failed to see the puck well all day.
Sure, he made a nice save or two, but Vermont was
able to confuse Kelleher to the point where he would
just randomly position himself in the net and pray
that he made the save.
BC won the game only because it has one of the
most powerful offenses in college hockey this year.
The top line of junior captain Ben Eaves, his younger
brother, freshman Patrick Eaves, and juniorTony Voce
has been the juggernaut for the Eagles this year and
was responsible for three of BC's goals Sunday and
has 21 points in three games. BC has averaged six
goals a game so far this year.
Sure, Kelleher had a good performance last Sunday at UMass-Amherst, shutting out the Minutemen
and making a solid 20 saves during the season opener.
But UMass is not exactly an offensive powerhouse,
and has just two seniors and three juniors on its ros-

This Week in BC Sports
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Virginia Tech's Lee Suggs ran over the Eagles defense, but many tailgating Superfans didn't see half of it.

Superfans need to be ready
for kickoff in the future
mention a basketball team that
goes to the NCAA tournament and
the goal posts. Even ESPN was a hockey team that contends for a
giving the Eagles a legitimate national title annually.
chance to upset the Hokies. Lee
If anyone saw the game on TV
Corso, who was one of the three because you weren't in the stadium, you would have seen how
announcers for the game, said we
had a great opportunity to pull off empty it was at kickoff. It was not
even close to full by the time halfthe unthinkable.
The Eagles lost 28-23 to Tech.
time rolled around. Are you kidIt's not the score that bothers me. ding me? You cannot be serious.
You can get blown out by another
Michael Gee of the Boston
team and lose 28-23. Texas was
Herald wrote in the follow day's
dramatically out-played by Oklapaper, "The Eagles will never be a
homa two days later, but that score perennially ranked team until its
was somewhat close. The Eagles home crowd puts down that last
shot themselves in the foot time cocktail and arrives for the openand again. You lose by five with ing kickoff."
three turnovers inside thered zone.
I'm all for pre-game festiviEveryone's done the math; ties, trust me, but for the fourthyou figure a field goal on two of ranked team in the country, I made
those three possessions and we'd sure I was in Alumni for the openwin. Granted, it's not that simple ing series. Even Corso commented
because we take no other facet of about the lack of fan support and
the game into account. We do not lack of noise and that was halfway
through the second quarter. It was
know how the rest of the game
would have panned out had things almost halftime and there's a lack
gone our way. The team did have of noise? Something's wrong with
that one. This was our biggest
its chances though.
In the first quarter, the Eagles home game of the year.
I wonder if Miami had trouble
went from a first-and-goal situation and knotting the game at seven getting people into the Orange
apiece to missing a field goal. The Bowl to see the Hurricanes take on
defensive unit made a good stand Florida State. Do you think the
at midfield and put the Hokies in a
Texas Longhorns were lacking in
position where they had to punt. fan support for their contest against
After a nicely timed personal foul.
the Oklahoma Sooners? Clearly
Tech had new life and went into not, because their fans understand
the end zone and increased its lead how much their respective team
to 14-0.
appreciates the fan support.
Enough about the outcome of
Last year for the Miami game,
the game. Every Superfan loves (granted it was the day after Homegame day, but I'm convinced that coming), the stadium was terribly
not nearly enough Superfans even
under-filled. Yes, the stadium did
like the game that's played on the fill eventually when people realfield. I don't gel it. I have friends
ized that the team actually had a
who go to school where there is chance to win the game. As much
no football program, let alone a
as 1 would not want to say it, we
team thai competes and plays well
should look at the students of Mienough lo beat some of the best
ami and Notre Dame.
teams in the country. Some of my
Miami fans filled the Orange
friends and would kill to have a Bowl for the BC game. They had
sports program like that, not to
73,000-plus people there on time

Continued from Bl

The Heights reaches 8,500 students every week. Your business could
too. Call the ads department at (617) 552-2220 for more info.

for an unranked BC team and more
than 52,000 for lowly Connecticut.
More than 2,000 of us will see in
a few weeks how Notre Dame fans
arrive on time if not a little early
for each of their team's games.
Should the Eagles have won
the game? Yes. We had all the makings of an upset, but just fell a few
points short as is typical with Boston sports teams from this area
with the exception of last year's
Patriots. The recurring problem is
that 1 doubt many people knew
what the score actually was. Game
day has less to do with football and
more to do with, as my roommate
so aptly put it, "Who can be seen
where?" To me that just doesn't
make an ounce of sense.
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Chris Fernando is a staff writerfor
The Heights. He is a junior in the
Carroll School of Management.
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Halloran leads women's
soccer past Bobcats
\u25a0 Boston College 1,
Quinnipiac 0
By Jay Hedstrom
For The Heights

"I just took an extra look and tried
to keep it low to the ground. Katie
[MacGreger] gave me a pretty good
flick on that. It had been tough."
?Senior captain

The Boston College
women's soccer team
came into Sunday's
match-up against the
Quinnipiac Bobcats winners of four out of its last
five and with eyes on a postseason berth.
Although the Bobcats had a defensivegame plan
by having theirplayers play inside, the Eagles were
able to fight for a Kate Halloran goal well into the
second half and win 1-0 at Newton Campus Soccer
Field. The win brought the Eagles record to 10-6-1
overall.
"We knew they were going to play practically
all of their team on defense and really pack it in,"
said Halloran, a senior captain. "We worked on keeping our width and finishing strong [in practice]."
BC seemed to dominate the first half with excellent ball movement in the offensive zone. Senior
Kate MacDonald, who had a solid all-around game,
helped control the ball with solid headers and by being in the right place at the right time.
With a sense of urgency, the Eagles put the pressure on an inferior Bobcats team, now 2-9-1, and attacked the net in the last two minutes of the half. They
failed to come away with any points despite a close
call by Halloran with a cross-field attempt.
Although BC controlled the ball early on, it was
difficult for both teams to get a shot off. The Eagles
had some trouble getting the ball deep into the Bobcats' zone because of their challenging defensive
scheme.
"I thought our possession was decent," said Head
Coach Alison Foley. "We did a good job through midfield and building it out of the back by connecting
and linking the backs and mid-fielders."
Despite escaping with a win against a frustrating defense, Foley found plenty to be pleased with.
"We kept our two-thirds really tight and we also had
a lot more space ... but I thought we were composed,"
she said.
The second half began as the first had ended with
pressure from the Eagles.
Midfielder/forward Laina Ceddia made a good
shot on net that missed high and then set up Halloran
on an excellent pass for another good chance.
Ceddia, who wore a brace on her right leg, was
injured early in the first half going up for a ball against
Quinnipiac's Lauren Carmody.
As the game wore on, Quinnipiac appeared to

Kate Halloran

be getting tired while BC
was only getting stronger and making better
plays. It took a miraculous diving stab by Bobcat goalkeeper Jenna
Lawless on a shot by Sarah Rahko to keep the
game scoreless.
After BC let a few

more opportunities slip
by, the Quinnipiac players started to get their legs back. Having survived another BC flurry, the Bobcats put some pressure on
BC goalie Elyse Meredith, who made an important
save with 17:13 left to play.
Back-and-forth play continued in Quinnipiac's
zone until minute 81 when Kate McGregorflipped it
to Halloran for a one-on-one attempt against the
goalie. Halloran, as she has done many times in the
past, came through with a goal, her seventh of the

season.
"I just took an extra look and tried to keep it low
to the ground," said Halloran. Katie [MacGregor]
gave me a pretty good flick on that. It had been tough
[up to that point]."
Foley had much deserved appreciation for the
play of her captain. "She comes through when we
need her," said Foley. "She certainly came through
again with a goal. We have that type ofconfidence in
Kate that she's going to score a goal when we need
one."
Not to be forgotten in this win is Meredith's
strong play in goal. Although she didn't see many
balls to stop, she controlled the defense and positioned
them correctly.
"Elyse Meredith did a great job," said Foley. "She
talked the whole time back there ... she was organized
she kept her defense organized when she
needed to keep the ball out of the zone at the end. I
think she's a big reason the defense was so solid with
her communication and presence back there."
Halloran, Meredith, and the rest of the Eagles
squad will have to focus on a number of things before they play a vital game against the Notre Dame
Fighting Irish next Sunday if they hope to keep their
postseason plans intact.
Foley and the team realize the importance of every win at this point in the season. "I think at this
point, especially when you're hoping to get into the
postseason," said the coach.
"I would say that 12 [wins] is the lucky number
and this one brings us to ten. It provides us with another check in the 'W' column and closer to the 12
wins that we are looking for by the end of the regular
...

season."

Freshman Bronwen Kelly (13) assisted on the game-winning goal against Holy Cross on Sunday.

Late goal sinks Eagles
\u25a0 Villanova 1,
Boston College 0
By Brett Wilzbach
For The Heights
The Boston College field hockey team trotted
onto the turf of Alumni Stadium on this very bright
past Sunday, hoping to rightly illuminate future success and escape the looming shadows of the past. For
the opponent, Villanova University, which ended BC's
season last year in a tough double-overtime loss in
the Big East semifinals, would once again attempt to
be the dark spot in the Eagles season. A part of the
past was relived as Villanova once again barely edged
by the 17th-ranked Eagles 1-0 in a crucial Big East
game.
To the BC field hockey community, the past implications of this game were very hard to ignore. Junior captain Kim French recalled the emotions of the
last time BC faced the wildcats. "There is no doubt
about it that there is extra motivation in this game for
us," she said. "They ended our season last year; we
want to go out and show them our role in the Big
East this year."
Sophomore phenomenon Kerri Doherty added a
little heat to the issue. "This game is a huge one," she
said before the game. "It's payback time."
Feelings ofrivalry or revenge aside, no one could
deny the crucial role this game poses for Big East
play.
Judging by the tight competition of the conference, the game would serve to be a late-season battle
for second place in the Big East. Both teams held a
2-1 record in the conference, in which the difference
between 3-1 and 2-2 is crucial. With BC only having
two Big East games left in their regular season, it
added extra importance to this match-up.

The fast pace of the game would mirror the determined pre-game mentalities. Right away, the game
established itself as a defensive battle. Villanova
owned possession in the offensive zone for the outset of the game. BC was able to counter with terrific
defensive play, with several blocks accredited to the
defensive unit of Kristen Madden and Kim Young.
The tension and intensity between both teams could
be easily witnessed by the physical style of play
throughout the game. BC's best offensive opportunity arose off a terrific coast-to-coast drive by Madden and a near-missed shot from captain Virginia
Drozd.
The second half strayed away from defensive
stalemate and exhibited some explosive offensive
plays. BC nearly ended the scoreless battle when
French found the post off a great deflection off a shot
from Doherty. BC dominated much of the second half,
yet just found no luck finishing on opportunities. At
the 17-minute mark of the second half, Villanova
ended the scoring drought as Christina Lugones connected for the only goal of the game. The game-winner would come off a series of rebounds as Lugones
followed up her own rebound with a goal. As
Villanova played more defensively, BC was unable
to muster up any chances to force a tie.
Head Coach Sherren Granese would label the
contest as "a frustrating loss." "It's when you don't
get outhustled, don't get outworked, play your hearts
out but just can't finish," said Granese.
BC found few breaks on the afternoon despite
out-shooting Villanova 9-5. "It didn't feel like
Villanova beat us today, its just that they got one and
we didn't," added Granese.
Unlike last year, the loss to Villanova doesn't
mean that the season is over. BC still possesses the
capability to continue to expand on their 11-4 season
and still win the Big East.
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Women's hockey to open first Hockey East season
By Jay Kinsella
Heights

Staff

Last year the Boston College
women's ice hockey team experienced a season of "almosts." In
each and every game they played
it seemed as if they could have won
as if they should have won. They
lost by one goal twice last season
and once in overtime to Niagara, a
team ranked second in the nation
at one point last season and ranked
ninth in the nation in this year's
preseason poll. They lost to Northeastern, a team consistently ranked
in the top five last year, by one goal
twice.
They were always in it, even
against some of the best teams in
the country, but in the end they
couldn't pull it out. Not until the
last game of the regular season,
when the team recorded perhaps its
biggest win in school history when
they beat Providence College 1-0.
That game, in which the Eagles
shutout and beat the team that
would go on to win the ECAC
Eastern League Championship, is
what will hopefully set the tone of
the 2002-03 season.
This season the Eagles start
play in the brand new Women's
Hockey East Association along
with Providence, Northeastern,
New Hampshire, Connecticut, and
Maine. Providence is ranked first
in the preseason Hockey East poll
(and eighth in the national poll),
and the Eagles sixth, but the fact
that the Eagles defeated them at the
end of last season should give the
team some confidence going into
play in this inaugural Hockey East
season, especially considering the
improvement of the team as a
whole.
Head Coach Tom Babson has
a positive outlook on the season.
"This is a breakthrough year," he
said. "No more excuses. We are no
longer building. We have great
players coming in and we can really compete...We can and will
compete with everyone in this
league."
BC returns 17 players from
last season and welcomes eight
new freshmen, with only two significant losses from last season,
and Missy Barsz.
McManus and Barsz will definitely be missed as they were first
and third respectively in scoring
last season and terrific all-around
team leaders.
"We may not have one particular player step up to fill her
spot, but I believe a number of girls
will break out," said Babson of
McManus. "We will have a more
balanced attack and will play four
lines instead of three."
The Eagles look to continue
the massive improvement they began last season when they cut their
goals against average from 5.44 to
2.83 from the 2000-01 season and
increased their goals for a game
from 1.56 to 2.00.
After the huge reduction in
goals allowed and with no player
losses in the defensive unit, the
returning Eagles defenders, along
with newcomers Jen Fischl and Jill
Mclnnis, will look to lead the team
to success through stout defensive
play. Senior assistant captain
Genevieve Richardson will look to
lead the Eagles defensive unit and
improve upon her performance last
year, which earned her second
team all-league honors in the
ECAC.
Richardson has played in every game for BC since coming here
as a freshman. During the off-season, she was invited to participate
in the Under-22 Women's National
Festival in Lake Placid and played
well enough to be chosen to the
USA Hockey Select team. Later,
she was chosen to play for the
United States in the Four Nations
cup against Sweden, Canada, and
Finland to take place Nov. 6
through Nov. 10 in Kitchener,
Ontario. She led the BC defensive
squad last season with seven
-

"This is a breakthrough year. No more excuses. We are no longer building. We have great players
coming in and we can really compete ...We can and will compete with everyone in this league."
?Head Coach Tom Babson
Eagles are juniors Alaina Clark and
Kaitlin McGrath, seniors Jaclyn
Kryzak and Thia Connolly, and
sophomore Kerri Sanders.
Clark had a breakout season
last year with 21 points, trailing
only McManus in point total, and
will be called upon to lead the offense that averaged only two goals
a game last year. She will be joined
by McGrath, who experienced a
marked improvement last year and
was fifth on the team in scoring
with 12 points, and assistant captain Kryzak, who is coming off an
injury-plagued season that ended
on a hugely positive note.
It was Kryzak's goal in the
third period against theProvidence
Friars at the end of last season that
won the game for the Eagles.
Connolly, who was a powerhouse
last year and third on the team in
scoring with seven goals, and
Sanders, who played extremely

sistent senior team captain Sarah
Engwall, returning ECAC allrookie selection Jessica Tychsen,
and outstanding sophomore Sarah
Carlson will look to provide the
defensive impetus for a team
counting on strong defense and
hoping for an even lower goals
against average for the 2002-03
season.

"This year we have a lot of
skilled defensemen," said Babson.

"By playing more people, it will
give the players a rest so they can
play more aggressively in the offensive end. Their fresher legs will
greatly increase the intensity on the
ice. Instead of having to conserve
energy, they will be able to contribute offensively."
Offense is where the Eagles
need to improve most, as a number of people need to step up to
fill the skates of McManus and
Barsz. Expected to step-up for the

well on the team's first line with
McManus and Clark last season
before she got hurt, are also expected to produce.

Newcomer Meghan Scully is
also expected to have an impact on
the offense as she looks to contribute right away. "She is strong, aggressive, good-sized, and tough,"
said Babson. "She should be able
to jump right in and score a lot of
points for us as a freshman."
If the Eagles can put pucks in
the net, they'll have little to worry
about. Returning sophomore sensation goalie Lisa Davis will look
to be stalwart between the pipes.
Last year she broke school records
with a .918 save percentage and a
2.59 goals against average. For her
performance last year, Davis was
rewarded with being named to the
ECAC all-rookie team and was
named ECAC Goaltender of the
Week three times.

forward to.
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The women's hockey team will look to a combination of youthful energy and senior leadership to build on last year's success throughout this coming season.
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"Richardson has been the best

defenseman on the team since her
freshman year," said Babson. "She
has continued to be a tremendous
presence on the ice and a great
player for us every game."
Richardson is thrilled about
the upcoming season. "I am really
excited about being elected assistant captain," she said. "I will be
able to speak my mind and help
lead the team from the ice. I can
use my personal hockey experience to help the younger girls improve."
Along with Richardson, con-

Newcomer Alison Quandl,
who will push Davis to improve
through stiff competition, will
back her up. Quandt played at
Milton Academy before coming to
BC and is an extremely talented
netminder.
Babson has positive things to
say about both goalies. "Davis really had to stand on her head without much chance for respite last
season. [Lisa] was consistently a
very good goalie all year... Alison
could be the number one goalie in
a lot of programs. She will be there
for us when Lisa needs help and
will provide intense competition
throughout the year."
All of this talent points the
Eagles in theright direction for this
upcoming season, but they were
not without talent last season and
they experienced a series of heartbreaking losses.
On Friday, BC women's

hockey lost in overtime to Vermont, 3-2, to open the season. The
Eagles were dominant for the majority of the game, but they still
found a way to lose. It was apparent that they have talent, and lots
of it, as they controlled the tempo
of the game and controlled the
puck, but they didn't capitalize as
they should have.
The game had a number of
positives. Clark scored her first
goal of the season as did Lindsey
Bazzone, and the Eagles held Vermont to only 13 shots. The game
was scarily reminiscent of last year
in that the results did not reflect
the quality of performance, which
was high.
What the Eagles need is cohesiveness and a will to win. That,
combined with the improvements
each player has made and the addition of talented newcomers,
should tip the scale in their favor
next time they find themselves in
a tight situation with the game on
the line. If the Eagles can find a
way to win the close ones, they
could have a bright season to look
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Eagles
knock off
Panthers

Army training in Israel
gives Melamed the edge

\u25a0 Boston College 2,
Pittsburgh 0

Continued from Bl

By Tom Harlukowicz

For The Heights
The Boston College men's
soccer team knew it could not afford to take Pittsburgh lightly.
Coming off a devastating 1-0 overtime loss to Notre Dame last weekend, it was essential that the Eagles
come away with a win on Sunday.
BC rose to the occasion and tallied a 2-0 victory over the Panthers
at the Newton Campus soccer

field.

Standing in BC's way was arguably the top goalkeeper in the
Big East, Pittsburgh's Justin Gaul.
The Panther goalie led the conference in both saves and goals
against average prior to Sunday's
showdown. Both junior forward
Neil Krause and sophomore defender Guy Melamed found the
back of the net.
The Eagles started the scoring
with 11:33 left in the first half
when freshman Uri Magen-David,
making his first career start, collected the ball on the left sideline.
He slid a perfect pass to the front
of the net where Krause put the ball
past the keeper Gaul. Krause now
has four goals on the season to
keep him as the Eagle's secondleading scorer. The assist was not
only Magen-David's first of the
season but the first of his BC ca-
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Senior co-captain Casey Schmidt (17) leads the Eagles in scoring and
contributed to BC's 2-0 win over Pitt at Newton Campus Sunday.
with his second shutout of the year.
The fifth-year keeper was not truly
tested and only had to make three
saves, one of which was a dive to
snare a Pittsburgh free kick.
The Eagles kept the pressure
on to the end with numerous other
chances, many coming from leading scorer and co-captain Casey
Schmidt. BC showered the
Panther's goal with a barrage of
shots, out-shooting the opposition
20 shots to eight.
With the win, BC now has 15
points in the Big East, placing the
team in a second place tie with
both the Connecticut Huskies and
the Seton Hall Pirates. The Eagles
have another tough Big East conference test on Wednesday when
they play Syracuse in a game rescheduled due to last Wednesday's
rainout. The game against Harvard
that was scheduled for Wednesday
has been cancelled.
Coming off the field, Head
Coach Ed Kelly reminded the team

reer.

Playing in their first game in
over a week, the Eagles found the
net again early in the second half.
With a hand ball called in the center of the field just beyond the box,
BC was in ideal position for another score.

Melamed stood over the ball
and powered it around the right
side of the wall, out of the goalie's
reach and into the net. The tally
was the sophomore captain's second of the year. Both of his goals
have come off direct kicks.
Eagle's goalie Kyle Singer
continued his very solid season
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that "Wednesday is a big one."
When Melamed was questioned
about the trip to Syracuse he
agreed that it was a very important
game, seeing as how the
Orangemen are traditionally tough
opponents.
"We have three more Big East
games that we must win," he said.
The captain was also content with
how the Pittsburgh game went.
"Losing to Notre Dame was
disappointing but this was a good
game," said Melamed. "This puts
us in a good position in the Big
East."
With no major injuries, the
Eagles are back on the winning
path and happy with where they
stand.
The final three conference
games that Melamed speaks of are
visits to Syracuse, Villanova, and
Rutgers. Though all three teams do
not stand at the top of the Big East
standings, the Eagles cannot afford
to falter against any of the three.
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other paraphernalia, which only increased his interest in soccer.
Melamed's ability in soccer
increased throughout his time in
school. Then, after he went
through his local school system,
his time came. It wasn't time for
college yet, but it was time to serve
his country.
When Melamed turned 18,
he did what every Israeli is requiredto do, he enrolled in a threeyear long program with the Israeli
army.
"It was a great experience,
and I gained a lot from it," said
Melamed. "I gained a lot of discipline, and an understanding as to
what being a small part of a big
machine was. In ways, I feel as if
my everyday life was affected by
the army."
Melamed's three-year stint
with the army allowed him to meet
many new people and he made several very close friends. Now, two
years after he left the army, he still
remains in contact with them while
living half a world away.
Melamed's ability to go into
groups and activities and come out
with many good friends has been
a common characteristic throughout his life.
He enjoyed his time in the
army, but Melamed couldn't see it
as a career. After the three years
ended, he left the army and the
only thing he knew was that he

"I gained a lot of
discipline, and an
understanding as to
what being a small
part of a big machine
was. In ways, I feel as
if my everyday life was
affected by the army."
?Guy Melamed
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able impact on others less fortunate.

edly made an impact on the Class

Last Spring Break, Melamed
took part in Appalachia, a service
trip that takes place along the Appalachia Mountain trail.
He traveled down to Fries,
Virginia where, along with 19
other volunteers, he served the
residents of the small town by
painting buildings, digging up
water mains, and performing an
assortment of other tasks. Although Melamed was skeptical
about going on Appalachia, he
wound up having a great time.
"At the beginning [of the trip]
I wasn't so sure [about going on
Appalachia]. But the week was so
much fun. Any opportunity to get
to know more people is a great
thing, and we were able to help the
people [in Fries, VA]."
Melamed has done so much
at BC, and he has taken much away
from each one of his activities. Yet,
he doesn't look at it in that way.
Melamed knows that he is only a
sophomore, and that he has twoand-a-half more years to take part
in the plethora of other activities
BC has to offer. "I hope my best
moment is still to come," said
Melamed.
Melamed said that he could
only describe himself as being old.
Looking at his activities on and off
the field, it's easy to describe him.
Just ask the people that he's
touched throughout his life. Talk
to them, and 'old' will most definitely not be the word used to de-

of 2006. he has also made a valu-

scribe him.

men.

"It was a wonderful summer,
I'm so happy I did it," he said. "For
me, I didn't consider it a job; it was
so much fun. I don't know if I had
an effecton them, the only people
that can judge that are the stu-

dents."
While Melamed has undoubt-
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"I don't act differently
as captain [on the
field]. I do the same
things, and I have
always done the same
things on the soccer
field."
?Guy Melamed
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wanted to go to school and play
soccer at the same time.
Melamed realized that the
only place where he could partake
in both of these activities was the
United States.
After the connection was
made between him and BC Head
Coach Ed Kelly, Melamed visited
Chestnut Hill and at once, he fell
in love with the campus. He traveled back to Israel and made the
decision to attend BC.
Melamed, now in his sophomore year, was selected as one of
the captains for this year's team. It
was a great honor for him to be
selected to help lead his team on
and off the field.
On the field, he makes a habit
of congratulating his teammates on
good plays and spurring them on
when the team is not playing at the
level that it is capable of playing
at. He commonly talks with his
teammates, getting them to play as
well as possible. This is not unusual for Melamed. He has always
done this.
"I don't act differently as captain [on the field]," he said. "I do
the same things, and I have always
done the same things on the soccer field."
Melamed enjoys his work on
the soccer field, but it can be said
that he enjoys it even better off the
field then on.
Last summer, he was selected
as an Orientation Leader. As with
the army, he made some long lasting friendships, and had a very
good time. More importantly, although the effect has not taken
place yet, he has made a difference
in the college lives of many fresh-
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Rowing world
turns towards
Charles River
By Jake Berry
Sports Editor

In the two years since its inception as a varsity squad, the women's rowing team has expanded in size and success, and looks to continue the
trend. With events like the Head of the Charles Regatta taking place in Boston, the team has the tools to expand even further.

Women rowers experience different sides
of BC, leave mark on Eagles athletics
Continued from Bl
women's team and the men's club
team. Varsity status improved
funding for the women's team and
provided some benefits like access
to the varsity weight room. Such
benefits have aided the men's team
as well, as both squads make use
of the two new boats (costing upwards of $30,000 each) that have
been acquired since 2000.
Even more importantly, varsity status has provided the
women's team with the appreciation and acknowledgement that
had eluded it for so long. "To put
in so much time - race so hard but
it
not be recognized by school
was really hard," said Stephens of
the club years. "It was very gratifying to finally be acknowledged
as a varsity sport."
Now, two years after being
promoted to the varsity level, the
-

Women's Administrator. "It takes
to do what
they do, the hours they put in, and
all year long. They have been an
excellent addition to BC athletics."
BC athletics benefits from the
rowing team, and the team benefits
from BC. But to get back to the
essence of the team takes little besides the morning walk. Very few
BC athletes get to take in the crisp
air that comes with the morning
dew, and even fewer athletes get
to experience the rhythmic flow of
the Charles River at dawn. That is
the essence ofrowing.
"The feeling of racing is incredible," said Stephens. "To be a
part of the race experienceis something I can't describe. But to share
something with my teammates that
no one else really experiences, that
is something really special. That is
a feeling that I will hold with me
the rest of my life."

a lot of commitment

women's rowing team continues to
struggle with recognition. Few
fans attend their competitions, and
few media bother to cover the
team.

Yet, according to the coach,
that is not what drives the rowers.
"I think that therecognition within
the rowing community is as important as seeing an advertisement in
Sports Illustrated," said Fiske. "It's
one of the few great amateur sports

still around, where you just put
your time in and you get a lot. You
are just proud of your accomplishments. You don't need to see
SportsCenter covering your race."
Without the fame and celebrity directed towards other sports,
rowing remains focused purely on
the rowers. "They really are great
young women," said Lynn
Halleran, Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and Senior

Although the sport ofrowing
is often overlooked in the sports
world, great focus within the rowing community descends on the
city of Boston for one weekend
each fall. With the Head of the
CharlesRegatta, Boston plays host
to the most celebrated rowing
event in the world, one in which
the Boston College women's rowing team is proud to participate.
"It's a great thing to have the
best crews in the world come to
your river and row in your backyard," said women's team Head
Coach Steve Fiske. "It [the Head
of the Charles] is a great event,
very well run. It has the best competition of any fall racing event.
So it gives us something to really
go after, and to really be as competitive as we can be. It is the peak
fall race for us."
This year's regatta was held
this past weekend, with the BC
women's team contributing a number of boats to this year's competition. Among them, the Club Eight
Women's boat finished with a time
of 18:35.458.
The women were led on the
water by co-captains Amelia
Stephens and Martha Tierney. The
two head a team that consists of
31 varsity rowers.
"It is honestly an indescribable experienceracing in the Head
of the Charles," said Stephens of
the race. Lots of BC alumni go
stand around, cheering and going
nuts when we go by. Superfan
shirts are all over the place. It is
the most incredible experienceracing in this race.
"Some of the best rowers in
the world come out for the Head
of the Charles," said Fiske.

"You've got the British national
team racing in therace. You've got
the University ofWashington, the
national champions, coming out
here to race. That makes this event
even more special."

For Fiske and his team, the
Head of the Charles marks the high
point of the fall racing season. Following the Charles, more minor
races like the Princeton Chase and
the lesser-known Foot of the
Charles are scheduled. Following
the Foot of the Charles, the fall
season will conclude, and the team
will continue to practice in preparation for the spring season.
"The main racing season is
the spring," said Fiske. 'The fall
season is a hard race season. They
are longer races, they are three
miles or more in length. And the
idea is that you are developing an
aerobic base, a cardiovascular
base, learning how to row with
your teammates over the course of
the fall. Spring is what everyone
focuses on. You have a set racing
schedule of about 12races. We will
be racing against Big East competition and a lot ofdifferent schools
in the northeast."

"It [the Head of the
Charles] is a great
event, very well run. It
has the best competition of any fall racing
event. So it gives us
something to really go
after... It is the peak
fall race for us."
?Head Coach
Steve Fiske

How did you spend your summer vacation?
We want to know!
If you did an INTERNSHIP this past summer, fill out an Internship
Review survey at http://careercenter.bc.edu.
We want to hear about the good and the bad. Other students can benefit
from your experience, so be candi d!

After fi 11 ing out your review, come by the Career Center for a coupon for FREE
White Mountain icecream. You will automatically beentered in the
th

October 29 drawing to wi nup to $100 from
The Gap, Borders, or the Cheesecake Factory!
Sponsored by the Boston Col lege Career Center Internship Off ice

#

38 Commonwealth Avenue

$

intern@bc.edu

$

552-4771
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After weekend,
goalies will still
split time in net
1:34 of the first period off a giveaway in the BC defensive zone.
Kelleher had no shot on the play,
Heading into Kelley Rink on as the BC defensemen gave the
Sunday for the Boston College puck away right in front of
men's hockey team's game against Kelleher's cage.
The goalie did not face anthe University of Vermont Catamounts, many onlookers were surother shot until 10 minutes had
prised to see that senior Tim elapsed in the first period but
Kelleher had been named as the looked sharp on Vermont's first
Eagles' starting goaltender.
powerplay, making three saves on
shots from inside the hash marks.
Friday night against the UniThe Eagles led 2-1 in the
versity of Denver Pioneers, sophomiddle of the first period, when
more goalie Matti Kaltiainen recorded 29 saves, many of which Vermont answered back on another
came while the goaltender was
strange goal for which Kelleher
could not be put at fault. JeffCorey
standing on his head.
"It was a goodgame," said the banged in a weird carom off the
Finland native after Friday's game. back-wall resulting from a point
"We played a good 60 minutes out shot that went wide. Kelleher never
there."
saw the puck.
The Catamounts scored on a
Kaltiainen stymied the number two team in the country, makfive-on-three powerplay with eight
ing a plethora of flashy saves with minutes to go in the game, as
his glove, controlling rebounds
Mifsud tallied his second goal of
the game.
and frustrating thePioneers' shooters all night long.
Stellar passing by the Cata"I thought Matti was very mounts left the Eagles' penalty
good; he made some outstanding killing triangle collapsed around
saves," said Head Coach Jerry Kelleher's crease and gave the
York. In reference to a kick-save goaltender virtually no chance of
that Kaltiainen made in the second coming across to make the save.
period, York said, "That was an He rebounded 30 seconds later,
outstanding save. I'm not sure how with a spectacular glove-save off
a Jeff Miles wrist-shot from the
he saved it."
Yet, even on the heels of this right circle.
Miles got his revenge three
performance by Kaltiainen,
Kelleher had been named the startminutes later, beating Kelleher on
ing goalie for Sunday's game, due a shot he should have stopped. It
was certainly one the goalie would
to York's goalie rotation.
York has made it no secret have liked to have had back.
that he plans to continue to alterIt is strange to describe, but
although Kelleher let up six goals
nate his two starting goalies.
"Right now I feel that we're in net, he did not look that bad out
deep in goal," said York after there. BC peppered the Vermont
net for 50 shots on goal, and conFriday's night's victory. "We'll
have to watch how we develop trolled the offensive flow of the
through the months of October, game.
November. If one guy emerges,
York defended his goalie. "I
certainly he'll be our go-to guy. think it's a game where it was difBut if both play very well, they'll ficult for a goaltender to play besee a lot of action."
cause we had a lot of shots and we
So far this season, it has been
had a lot of opportunities," said
a luxury for York to have two highYork.
When asked about a
caliber goal tenders who have been
goaltender controversy, York displaying winning hockey.
Kelleher, a senior from missed the idea at this juncture of
the year. "We'll go deeper in the
Belmont, played extremely well
season," he said. "It's still very
against Massachusetts in the seaearly. We're still looking at deson opener, stopping all 20 shots
fense, who should play with who.
he faced in a 6-0 BC victory.
He did not look nearly as I feel pretty good about our
sharp against the Catamounts as he goaltending."
Kaltiainen was non-controdid against the Minutemen of
UMass, allowing six goals on only versial as well. When asked about
playing time, he simply responded,
22 shots in an 8-6 BC win.
According to York, it was not "I want to play more than I did last
year."
all Kelleher's fault.
And well he should.
"I think a goaltender's play reflects the people in front of him, Kaltiainen looked solid against
and we gave too many good Denver on Friday night, and
chances to Vermont, and they're a Kelleher, despite his shaky outing
good team, and they capitalized on on Sunday, is an experienced
them," said York after Sunday's goaltender with a lot of big-game
game. "It was more defensive experienceand a national champibreakdowns in front of Timmy onshipring to boot. For Eagles and
York, it is a definite luxury to have
than Timmy's play in goal."
ScottMifsud beat Kelleher at such a solid tandem in net.
By MikeChevallier
Heights Staff

Junior defenseman J.D. Forrest (23) scored a goal in BC's win versus Denver, while sophomore goalie Matti Kaltiainen (30) made 27 saves.
Forrest's goal, which came on the power play, gave the Eagles a 1-0 lead on the way to 4-2 win. He added two assists versus Vermont on Sunday.

First line leads BC in two weekend wins
Continued from Bl

on this chance as Pat Eaves found
a breaking Forrest on the right

Vermont really capitalized on,"
said York. "Defensively we were
just average today."
Special teams were an important part of the win, but York was
concerned about the team's ability to play a man down. "It needs
to be better on die [penally kill]."'
he sard.
The Eagles' first home game
was a highly anticipated showdown against the second-ranked
DenverPioneers, a match-up York
called "a goodearly season barometer" of how the team could perform this year." If the game was a
true early season test, the Eagles
passed with flying colors. BC controlled the game from start to finish, outplaying the WCHA preseason favorite en route to a 4-2
victory.
In the initial minutes of the
home opener, both teams were reluctant to take chances, instead
testing each other's playing styles.
BC's first real opportunity came
seven minutes into the game when
Denver's James Connor committed an interference penalty. The
Eagles wasted no time converting

point. Forrest then slapped the
puck past Pioneers goaltender

?

Wade Dubielewicz. Ben Eaves
added an assist on this power-play
goal at the 7:37 mark. York was
very impressed with his special
teams efforts this game. "We capitalized on some power plays which
is important for us early, and I think
getting out of the gate helped us,"
he said.
Denver quickly evened the
score at 1-1 a minute later. Senior
center Kevin Doell was able to lift
the puck behind starting sophomore goaltender Matti Kaltiainen.
Aaron MacKenzie and Greg Barber assisted on the goal.
After Denver tied the game,
the BC offense took control for the
remainder of the first period. BC's
first line was able to regain the lead
as Pat Eaves scored at 13:47. He
retrieved the puck outside theright
circle after a couple well timed
drop-passesby Tony Voce and Ben
Eaves. Pat Eaves then slapped it
top-right corner, just over
Dubielewicz's glove hand.
The Eagles added to their lead
at 16:27 with a mad rush to the net.

Voce hit the post but kept plugging
away and netted the first of his two
goals of the evening. Pat Eaves
was credited with the lone assist
on the goal.
Kaltiainen was able to keep
the Eagles ahead 3-1 at the end of
the first with some sharp
goaltending, stopping 12 of 13
shots that period. York concluded
that Kaltiainen's-play was the real
difference in the game. "Excellent
goaltending by Matti," said York.
"I thought he was very good today,
making some outstanding saves."
In the second period, BC
showcased its strong defensive
abilities. While the team was still
aggressive, holding its 3-1 lead,
both offense and defense played
smart hockey. BC showed more
hustle than Denver, getting a stick
on almost every pass. The wingers
also helped out defensively, backchecking effectively, and preventing most odd man rushes.
Denver got into trouble again,
late in the second period, as
defenseman Ryan Caldwell took
an unwise high sticking penalty.
BC's special teams made them pay
for their mistake. Ben Eaves, situated in the right corner slid a per-

feet pass to Voce, skating outside
the goal crease. Voce chipped the
puck past Dubielewicz and BC
extendedits lead to 4-1 in the closing seconds of the second period.
Denver added onemore goal in the
third, and BC closed out the 4-2
victory. Kaltiainen finished with
29 saves, earning his first win of
the season.
"We defeated an excellent
hockey team," said York. "Everything is really based on that; I think
they are very good. We were pretty
solid top to bottom."
York expects much out of his
first line for the remainder of the
season. "The biggest thing about
them is that their size is not a factor because they're strong in the
skates and they have excellent
physical strength," he said. "None
of them are giants, and they are
able to use each other effectively.
They find holes and move pucks.
They made some incredible tic-tactoe passes tonight."
Having depth is very important for a hockey club and York
feels his team has many good players on his roster. This advantage
allows him to keep three of his best
players on one line. "I feel we're
deep enough that we can keep the
three [the Eaves' brothers and
Voce] on one line, we don't have
to spread them out."
York was impressed with the
weekend's two victories, but he
acknowledged that there are still
some things that need to be worked
on. "We have some game action
to look at to see what our strengths
and weaknesses are. We're looking to get a little more cohesion in
our defensive play.
"We're more experienced,

Junior forward and captain Ben Eaves (22) centers BC's top line of himself, freshman Patrick Eaves, and
junior Tony Voce. The line generated five goals this weekend in the Eagles' wins over Denver and Vermont

we're deeper, and with the addition of a very good freshman
class," continued York. "We
should be considerably better."
The Eagles return to the ice
Friday night when they host Wisconsin, who is coached by Mike
Eaves, father of the two BC forwards.

.

"Right now I feel that we're deep in goal. We'll
have to watch how we develop through the
months of October, November. If one guy
emerges, certainly he'll be our go-to guy. But if
both play very well, they'll see a lot of action."
?Head Coach
Jerry York

Geocentric
The tirre has come to introduce the next
generation to the talents of Newbury
Streets Best of Boston hair salon.

Bring a friend and the services are 2 for 1
Come alone and the service is 35%off

30 Newbury St. Boston
617-262-2222

34 Park St An d over

978-749-9888

Offer available with select stylists. Higher price prevailsif
Student ID requir ed
2 for 1 resultsin different prices

Sophomore goalie Matti Kaltiainen collected 27 saves in leading his
past the then-second-ranked Denver Pioneers,
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Eagles crush
Midshipmen
\u25a0 Boston College 46,
Navy 21
By Jim McLaughlin
Heights

Staff

Boston College entered
Saturday's contest against the Midshipmen of Navy with something
to prove. It was a mere nine days
ago that the Eagles took the field
and competitively battled fourthranked Virginia Tech. It was time
to put the "What if's..." and
"What could have been's...." behind and play football. That is just
what BC did.
The Eagles dominated Navy
for four quarters and featured a
high-powered offense that scored
early and often. The Eagles tallied
29 points before the Midshipmen
tallied their first score on their way
to a 46-21 win. Defensively, BC
allowed just one touchdown in the
first three quarters.
The Eagles struck on their
first possession. It took only five
plays forBC to march 73 yards and
find theend zone. Derrick Knight's
three runs highlighted the first
drive, which included runs of
seven and 27 yards, not to mention a 22-yard scamper into the end
zone to cap the drive.
The offense scored again late
in the first quarter. This time BC's
offensive weapon was Brian St.
Pierre's right arm. A short pass to
wide receiver Joel Hazard, resulted
in Hazard dashing and cutting
down field for a gain of 43 yards.
Hazard, who replaced the injured
Keith Hemmings, made the most
out of his opportunity. Hazard was
the Eagles' top receiver on the day,
ending with five receptions for 85
yards and a touchdown. The catch
set up a touchdown pass from St.
Pierre to a streaking Grant Adams.
A high snap on the extra point
caused MikeFassel to rush the ball
for a two-point conversion making
the score 15-0.
BC started the second quarter the same way the team left off
in the first. Knight ran for a twoyard touchdown three seconds into
the quarter. The score remained 220 until St. Pierre again found
Adams for another touchdown
with 9:51 left in the half. Brandon
Brokaw had a series of steady runs
that put the offense in position to
score.

Navy finally navigated, by
way of the run, its way to the end
zone on the ensuing drive. Just
three minutes later St. Pierre found
Hazard again for a touchdown.The
Eagles led 36-7 and the game's
outcome was decided with the
whole second half left to play.
BC added a field goal in the
third quarter by Sandro Sciortino

and Brokaw had a one-yard touchdown in the fourth, upping the
score to 46-7. Navy's back-up
quarterback, Aaron Polanco, had
two one-yard touchdown runs in
the fourth quarter bringing the final score to 46-21. The last 11 minutes of the game provided the BC
fans with a preview of what is to
come at quarterback after St.
Pierre's graduation. Sophomore
Quinton Porter took the snaps for
the Eagles the rest of the way and
completed one of his two pass attempts. He also got sacked for a
fumble inside BC's five-yard line,
which set up the last Navy score.
St. Pierre threw for 274 yards
and, even more impressive, no interceptions. Knight ended the day
with 138 yards rushing, while
Brokaw contributed to the win
with 41 yards on the ground.
Despite a record of 1-6, the
Midshipmen have been able to run
the ball. Navy has rushed for at
least 240 yards in five out of its
six previous games. The streak
continued Saturday with the Midshipmen rushing for a season-high
380 yards. Navy had eight different players run for over 20 yards,
including starting quarterback
Craig Candeto, who led the team
with 63 yards on 10 attempts.
The Eagles' defense was able
to stop the Midshipmen at key
points in the game. The defense
also forced Navy to fumble five
times, all of which were recovered
by the Eagles.
"It was a tough game to play
especially with that offense," said
Head Coach Tom O'Brien. "I
thought when we played our first
group they did a good job against
them and only gave up seven
points. They created a lot of turnovers and gave the offense a lot of
opportunity."
BC now enters the toughest
part of its season, with three consecutive road games against quality opponents Pittsburgh, Notre
Dame, and West Virginia.
"Every game from now on is
an opportunity to move up in the
conference," said O'Brien. "Each
and every week is do or die as far
as this football program is concerned."
"We've got to take one game
at a time and practice like it is our
last game every day," said Vinny
Ciurciu.
Much of the Eagles' season
will be decided before they return
home in a month to play the
Orangemen of Syracuse. However,
the team got the job done handedly
on Saturday and now the "What
could have been's" can take a
backseat to "What could be's" as
the Eagles enter their deciding
stretch of the season.

Big East Football Standings
Conf.

Overall

PF

PA

Virginia Tech

2-0

7-0

242

76

Miami

2-0

6-0

262

101

West Virginia

2-0

5-2

236

145

Pittsburgh

2-0

5-2

179

108

Temple

1-1

3-4

156

203

Boston College

0-2

4-2

176

130

Syracuse

0-3

1-6

187

225

Rutgers

0-3

1-6

105

204
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Brian St. Pierre (2) threw three touchdown passes, and completed 17 of 25 attempts against the Midshipmen of the Naval Academy.

Win over Navy builds team's
confidence, but problems linger
By Aaron Rose
Heights

Staff

The scoreboard read Boston
College 46, Navy 21, but it wasn't
even that close, as the Midshipmen
scored two touchdowns in the last
9:10 to cover the 28.5-point
spread.A better indication was the
overwhelming amount of silver
that dotted the stadium between
the few remaining fans for most of
the fourth quarter after the cool
weather and a large Eagle lead sent
thousands to the exits.
Following the game, all involved in the victory were saying
the right things.
"It was a game I was a little
worried about because of the way
they run the ball and the way they
play," said senior quarterback
Brian St. Pierre. "It was one of
those games that if you don' t come
ready to play, they can really sneak
up on you and hurt you. We did
the things we needed to do."
Well, BC came ready to play,
jumping out to a 29-0 lead with 10
minutes remaining in the first half
and entering the locker room for
the half leading 36-7. The Eagles
showed a balanced offensive attack with Derrick Knight running
for 138 yards and two touchdowns
and St. Pierre completing 17 of 25
passes for 274 yards and three
touchdowns.
"Offensively, I think Brian
came out and he was into the game
and ready to play," said Head
Coach Tom O'Brien. "He threw

"It's the big leagues now, we are back in the
conference. The mistakes have to be eliminated
and everything to be at its maximum."
?Wide receiver
Jamal Burke
the ball well. Derrick ran the ball
well. He ran it hard and he did a
good job picking his spots."
But BC fans have come to
expect this from the Eagles. For
2002, the team is 4-2, with victories at home against Connecticut,
Stanford, Central Michigan, and
Navy, four teams that have their
strengths, but are by no means
tough games on the schedule.
Granted, Connecticut led at halftime, Stanford led late in the game,
and Navy had 389 rushing yards,
but their success was due to BC
mistakes.
The team's two losses have
come at Miami, when the Eagles
allowed 21 points in the fourth
quarter and lost 38-6, and against
Virginia Tech, in which penalties
and 334 yards rushing by the
Hokies resulted in a disappointing
28-23 defeat. At the time of the
games, Miami was (and still is)
ranked first in the nation and Virginia Tech was the fourth-ranked
team in the country.
But in the press conference,
the players continued to focus on
the present and the near future.
"We needed to get back out there

and try to get things on the winning track," said Knight.
"This game in general helps,
particularly our defense," said
middle linebacker Vinny Ciurciu.
"We had to be super sharp today
or otherwise the ball could have
scooted out and the score could be
anything right now."
Knight thinks the Eagles will
build on the victory in the sevenweek stretch of games that began
with Navy and that the win gives
the Eagles momentum heading
into next week at Pittsburgh.
The entire team understands
the importance of the next few
weeks.
"It's the big leagues now, we
are back in the conference," said
senior wide receiver Jamal Burke.
"The mistakes have to be eliminated and everything to be at its
maximum."
In the victories, St. Pierre
combined for 83-129, 1,088 yards
(272 per game), 10 touchdowns
and five interceptions and Knight
turned in 456 yards (114 per game)
rushing, 71 yards receiving (18 per
game), and five touchdowns. In the
two losses, St. Pierre was 30-54 for
370 yards (185 per game) and four
interceptions and Knight combined for 151 yards rushing (75.5
per game), 68 yards receiving (34
per game), and one touchdown.
It seems that mistakes follow
the Eagles in the big games. Penalties, fumbles, interceptions, poor
routes, missed tackles, and incorrect formations have cost BC numerous opportunities and given the
opposing teams second lives several times.
Against Virginia Tech, personal foul penalties, a costly
fumble, and an ill-advised interception cost the Eagles at least 21

points.
In the losses, the Eagles ofby the
pressure of the big game, turned
the ball over a combined seven
times (3.5 per game), as opposed
to seven times in the four victories (1.75 per game). The big difference, was turnover margin, as
the BC defense had zero takeaways
(-7 margin) against Miami and Virginia Tech, but forced 17 turnovers, for a 10-turnover advantage,
in the victories.
fense, obviously flustered
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The Eagles' offensive attack was effective against Navy, as BC amassed 469 yards of total offense, including 180 yards on the ground.
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"It's definitely something you
think about, something you work
on," said Knight, who has fumbled
in three consecutive games, including one inside the five-yard
line versus Virginia Tech. "It's just
going out t[iere and getting snaps.
It's a mistake that you try to avoid
and that's something that I am
working on right now and I need
to avoid."
Knight believes this can happen and that BC will continue to
improve throughout the coming
months. He thinks BC is much better than they were at the beginning
of the season and even two weeks
ago versus the Hokies.
"The first game you get in
there and are kind of anxious and
the offense wasn't doing too well,"
said Knight. "Now, everything is
starting to hit on all cylinders. It
progresses; teams get better during
the season. That's what you want:
you want to be better the next
month, the next game."
BC will travel to Pittsburgh
next week to face a strong Panther
team that, entering this weekend,
was 5-2 and had scored 71 points
more than they had allowed. This
will be a tough test for a team
prone to mistakes when the pressure is on.
If Knight holds onto the ball
and St. Pierre limits his mistakes
and interceptions, the Eagles can
show that they have improved and
can beat a tough team in a hostile
stadium in a must-win game.
Then, BC heads to South
Bend to take on an undefeated
Notre Dame team ranked in the top
10 nationally who simply seems to
find a way to win. This will be the
Eagles biggest test the rest of the
season, as the Fighting Irish are
very opportunistic and take advantage of the opposing team's mistakes.
If the Eagles can emerge victorious from Pittsburgh and South
Bend, they can show that they can
handle the pressure of a big game
and limit their mistakes. It won't
be easy, but with hard work and
discipline, BC can come out on
top.
"Every game from now on is
a chance to move up the ladder in
the conference and move yourself
into a better position as far as a
winning season and a bowl game
goes," said O'Brien. "Every week
from here on out is do-or-die as far
as this team is concerned."
"We have to focus and really
execute now," said Burke. "You
execute or you lose."
The Eagles now understand
what they need to do, and only time
will tell if they can do it.
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Campus activists stand up and speak out
By Janine Hirt
Heights

HEIGHTS PHOTO

/

SAMANTHA MASSIE

Students crowd the Dustbowl on Oct. 7 for the National Day of Student Action.

Staff

As centers for intellectual stimulation, college campuses have always played
a crucial role in the history of political
activism. Universities provide a natural
setting for learned and eager minds to
meet, allowing individual hopes to become collective ideals.
Since the school year has begun, recent political and social justice issues have
sparked several events of activism on the
Boston College campus itself. This new
outburst of activity often leaves one to
wonder just how politically active BC is
in comparison to other Boston area
schools. Perhaps more importantly, has the
amount of awareness and activism among
students increased over the years?
Two individuals who may have the
best insight on BC's activist transformation are Alex Cheney and Deepinder

Mayell, both A&S '02. As recent graduates of BC, Cheney and Mayell went on
to become the directors of Boston Mobilization, an organization that originally began in 1977 as an anti-nuclear organization and has now re-shifted its focus to
educating and mobilizing young people to
become activists and organizers for peace
and justice, on both a local and global
scale. Their work with Boston Mobilization, which often brings them back to BC,
give Cheney and Mayell a unique perspective of how the BC campus and mindset
have changed over the years.
"At first, when 1 was at BC, I felt there
was social awareness, in the sense that
there was a lot of volunteerism," said
Mayell. "But when it came to activism, to
actively try and recruit effective changes
to structures that created the problems that
resulted in this volunteer work, that wasn't
as present."
Mayell said she observed increasing

student activism during the anti-sweatshop campaign in 2000. "Since then I have
seen a dramatic change in the amount of
political activism on Boston College."
"The growth of activism at BC is
larger than any college I am aware of. I
know that there are campuses with a lot
of activists, but it hasn't exploded like it
has at Boston College," said Cheney.
"When 1 first came to Boston College I felt like it was a very closed campus
and not open to much diversity or difference, especially political activism. It had
a real bad connotation.
"Looking at The Heights the other
day I was looking at all the articles being
published about the gay-straight issues on
campus, the activism around the anti-war
issue, and a lot of the different social issues that are really prominent in the paper, and it makes me very proud of Bos-

See Activism, C3

Jesuit influence adds spirit, strength to BC
Weekly dorm Mass brings residents together
By Katherine Trainor

,

Heights

Staff

The air has turned bitterly cold by 10 p.m. on
Tuesday night. Throughout campus, some students
are being studious (or are trying to be). Some might
be preparing to hit the sack early, while others are
wide awake on an adrenaline and caffeine rush. And
some are gathered in room 211 of 90 St. Thomas More
Hall, the apartment of Rev. Marty O'Malley, SJ, the
Resident Jesuit of 90 and Vanderslice.
As they sit on the comfortable couches and chairs
in this olive green-painted and tastefully decorated
apartment, the smell of fresh-baked bread and
brownies wafts into their noses, making their mouths
water. Visitors feel right at home as the primary reason
for this gathering, to celebrate Mass, soon comes to
mind.
Twelve students from 90. Vanderslice, and other
dorms gather in O'Malley s living room, introducing
themselves before the Mass commences. A resident
of 90 shouts down the hallway to his friend, answered
by the friend with a "Shhhh."

The B.C. of BC

The Mass lasts roughly a half hour and is
followed by a study break, a chance for residents to
chat with each other and O'Malley overhis homemade
bread and brownies.
"It's my favorite part of being the Resident
Director. I like the community that forms, 1 get to
know the residents, and the residents get to interact
with each other differently than they do in the halls,"
said Joe Schott, resident director of 90 and
Vanderslice, who is attending the Tuesday night Mass
for his second year.
"It breaks down the building into a community
that you feel a part of regardless of who your
roommates are, what your major is, and your typical
social scene. Also, there are good homilies followed
by good food," said Schott.
O'Malley, who often goes by Fr. Marty, is a
graduate student in the College of Arts and Sciences
studying theological ethics. He is currently writing
his dissertation on Catholic social ethics. He also
teaches Intro to Christianity and has been holding the

See Mass, C4

Rev. O'Malley begins Mass in his apartment

Jesuit Institute director Kennedy
hits all of the high notes

Tales from the Past

Jesuit presence formed campus

By Kathryn Werner
For The Heights

By Meredith Stoffel
For The Heights

There are 120 Jesuits at BC, 80 living
at St. Mary's, and 46 working full-time,
but behind the numbers, there are

At Boston College it's always easy
to spot a Jesuit eating a meal at one of the
dining halls, teaching one of your classes,

It's no wonder that BC is synonymous
with the Jesuit order. But not many of us
know the why and how of the Jesuit
presence at Boston College.
The largest Catholic religious order

or even living in your building.

See Jesuits, C4

What's

Most of BC's Jesuits live in St. Mary's.

Tuesday, oct. 22

extraordinary men who shape the
community in which we live, work, and
study daily. The Jesuit Institute is one of
the centers of Jesuit life at BC, and its
director Rev. T. Frank Kennedy, SJ, is

?

monday, oct. 28

going

a look at the events on and around campus
Tuesday

responsible for the many changes taking
place. The Heights sat down with Fr.
Kennedy to gain a better understanding of
his life as a Jesuit and insight into the
Institute.
Kennedy, a Rhode Island native,
earned his Bachelor of Arts here at BC
after the required two years of novitiate
training to become a Jesuit. He described

See Kennedy, C4
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Thursday

BC's Initiatives on Aging program sponsors
a screening of Cocoon, the classic comic
film that raises profound but hysterical
issues on growing old and dying. Go ahead
jump into the fountain of youth at 7 p.m.
in Higgins 300. Admission is free.
-

Wednesday
The Boston Globe Spotlight Team comes to
campus to discuss how they broke the story
of the sexual abuse crisis in the Catholic
Church. Robsham Theatre, 7:30-9 p.m.
Come to the Rat for the ultimate '80s
revival. Vanilla Ice, pictured left, performs
in an "Old School" concert from 7:30-10
p.m. Tickets are $8.

Saturday
The Coolidge Corner Theatre hosts a 12-Hour
Halloween Horror Movie Marathon from noon to
midnight. $20 gets you viewings of classic horror
films, including Poltergeist, The Car, Blacula, and
Dracula, among others.

Senior Kyle Stewart directs Godspell, a production
presented by the Contemporary Theatre and
sponsored by BC's department of theatre arts at 8
p.m. in the Bonn Studio of Robsham Theatre. Tickets
are $5. For more information, call 2-4800.

Sunday

Friday
Come swing the night away as BC Swing Kids host
Swingtoberfest, a jivin' dance for everybody. The Swing
Kids will teach a lesson with basic swing moves at 8 p.m.
for anyone who has never danced or feels a bit rusty. The
dance will run from 8:30-11 p.m. No partner necessary.
Dress is vintage or casual, and charge is $2 at the door at
Gasson 100.

Got a car, or know of one you could steal? The
Salem Witch Museum is open from 10 a.m.-5
p.m. with presentations every half-hour about
witches and all things scary. For more
information, call (978)744-1692.

Monday
The Artist Planning Meeting for next spring's BC Arts
Festival is tonight from 6-7 p.m. in the McElroy Conference
Room (second floor). Interested individuals or organizations
can attend to discuss participating in the festival. For more
info, contact Cathi Fournier at 2-4935.
?

Compiled by Kale Trainor, Heights Staff
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They've got "class"

one of those brave
souls who have classes
five days a week

-Being

BC's Best Dressed Professors

-Still not understanding the
Christmas gnome fetish in
Amelie

Maija Langeland
Maija Langeland can often be spotted on the steps of Lyons
Hall, engaging in one of Boston College's most popular sports:
people watching. Langeland, a graduate assistant in the romance
languages department, said she loves observing the students and
making mental notes of potential purchases based on the free
fashion advice the students unknowingly solicit.
Langeland's appreciation for BC students' "trendy yet sophisticated" style probably stems from her love of her mother's
"classic taste." She explained that her mom "has the coolest stuff'
and that she always keeps her in mind when making a purchase.
Langeland admits to shopping about every other day, despite the efforts of her fiance' to curb her habit. Her favorite places
to find additions to her urbane wardrobe are department stores,
especially Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Marcus, because she
is "lazy and likes to have everything laid out in front of her."
But Langeland does rave about a little boutique called Wish
on Charles Street. She describes the store as "feminine and
dressy," which perfectly suits her partiality to an elegant look.
Unfortunately, her love of elegance does not bode well on a college campus: Langeland's favorite article of clothing, a pair of
tope satin mules, sits boxed and shelved in her closet along with
her 50 other pairs of shoes.
Nevertheless, Langeland's amazing sense of style does not
go unnoticed. Colleague Liza Orfao said Langeland "is the
Queen," and claims to always go to Langeland for fashion advice. So the next time you run into Maija Langeland on campus,
follow her lead and take advantage of a free lesson in style.
BRYNA BUTLER

-Fear of heights
-Having to move your car to
Newton on game days

WINGS
UP

-Having to pee and wanting
to leave as soon as you get

to the dance
-Hairnets

campus raves

-Giving unwrapped candy to

little kids

-Three-day weekends

WINGS
DOWN

-Learning the words to the
October movies on Channel
48 by heart
Maija Langeland contributes her fresh, hip style to BC.

-Fear of The Heights

campus rants

-Having a BC parking permit

A road map to success

-Dressing up and getting
drunk for Homecoming

there
up just a tad ..." Just kidding. I'm not saying you need
to set up some road flares to help him locate the magic spot (you
could burn yourself using that technique), though a speed trap
probably wouldn't hurt. Rather, I am suggesting it may be necessary to hold his hand on his first day at "school." It's okay.
...

Anna Schleelein
Okay, I admit it. It has been some time since I
felt much in the way of gratification around
here. I need a little help. Could someone please
tell me why is it that boys in my age demographic are still sitting at the sexual equivalent of the dorky lunch table in junior high?
I'd really like to know. This lack of skills is
both frustrating and disheartening for us females. Some of us
find solace in older men, some of us simply grin
and bear it, and someof us, just a few, are trying
to rectify the situation.
Girls, I can't help what's in the past, but I
propose that the solution to this dilemma starts
with us. How so? Before you lament a boy's inability to deliver the goods, consider the following: You can't expect him to do something you
can't do yourself.
Let me give you an example. On Thursday,
Oct. 24, I will have had my "equipment" for
exactly 20 years.Twenty yearsis a long time. This does not mean
I know all the bells and whistles on how that thing works. For all
I know, I could have power door locks down there. So, if I don't
know all about my gear when I have had it with me 24 hours a
day for 20 years, how can I expect a guy to master its nuances?
Realistically, 1 can't.
Ladies, I propose that the key here is knowledge. As the old
adage goes, knowledge is power, but unfortunately when it comes
to the female body, an instruction manual, like batteries, is not
included. Knowledge therefore must be obtained in other ways.
You've definitely got a hot button, but until you know exactly
where it is, you can't complain that a guy can't seem to push it.
You've got to find it, and once you do, you've got to be comfortable enough to give the poor boy some directions.
You know, "a little to the left... little to the right... almost

You're both here to expand your horizons and get a good, wellrounded education.
Find out what you like, find out what you don't, and take
responsibility for letting him know both. Positive reinforcement
is key. Draw him a map. Promise him a treat. Give him a cookie.
Remember that boys get confused easily so be consistent and
don't deliver unless he does. But if what he's
doing feels good, don't be afraid to make
noise, bang pots and pans, claw his back, cry
out wildly in sexual ecstasy, throw a parade,
scream "Daddy," etc. etc. It doesn't matter
what it is but damnit do something!
Boys, I can't stress this enough: Pay attention. Learn the difference between a good
"oh" and a bad one. Don't expect all girls'
hot spots to be the same. True, the basic floor
plan is identical with each model and it's a
good place to start, but we're all unique in our own way. Think
of it like driving a car. You wouldn't use the same map to go to
New York as you would to go to South Bend, but the last thing
you want to do is stop and ask for directions. In fact, you probably won't until we make you, so save us both the embarrassment, pay attention to the signs, and don't get lost.
One last thing. This is it. I promise. I know in Massachusetts a yellow light means full speed ahead, but in this case anything other than a definite green is decidedly a sign to proceed
with caution. Why? Because if you run a red light, even accidentally, you're going to get nailed for it. And I don't mean in a
fun way.

-The Internet
-Giving cans of food to a
food drive

lei

Unfortunately when
it comes to the female
body, an instruction

manual, like batteries,
is not included.

Anna Schleelein is a staff writer for The Heights. Her column
appears weekly in this space.
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Irish language is alive and well
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I was surprised by the number of people who asked me if I
spoke the language when I told them I was studying abroad in
Ireland. I attributed these comments to ignorance; after all, everyone knows Ireland is an English-speaking country. It was quite
a shock when I got off the plane in Dublin and every sign was
written in both Irish and English. I began to wonder just how far
off my friends from home were in assuming I would have to
learn a new language.
Irish was spoken in Ireland until the British invasion in the
1800s. Under British rule, the Irish language was suppressed.
Children were taught only English in school and gradually Irish
had become associated with poverty and ignorance. In 1886there
was a revival of the Irish language with the advent of the GAA
(Gaelic Athletic Association). Irish began to grow in popularity
and by 1921 Irish became a standard part of school curriculum
in both primary and secondary school.
Today there are parts of Ireland where people use Irish in
daily life. Places like Connemarra, Ceather Rua, Minna and the
Aran Islands, all in the west of Ireland, are known as the
Gaeltacht. Some students even attend summer camps in the
Gaeltacht. These camps, called colaistes, are organized by Irish
teachers.
For three weeks students aged 13 to 17 take courses in Irish,
and speak to one another solely in the language. After four years

language by watching the Irish channel, TV Ceithre (four), where
all the programs are in Irish, or by attending a hurling or Gaelic
football match where the commentators speak only in Irish.
Despite its past association with poverty, today Irish is becoming the language of the elites. Professions such as law, education, or television anchoring require a fluency in both Irish
and English.
Today it is considered posh to send one's children to

Despite its past association with poverty,
today Irish is becoming the language of
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Pick your favorite childhood
picture book and hold a story
hour session in which you read
aloud your beloved book to
any interested (or not) listeners. Advertise the place and
time, and be sure to say there
will be free cookies and juice.
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Get into me Halloween spirit
andcarveaJack-O-Lantem.For
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Feb. 18

Become a connoisseur in the
Burt ' s Bees P r° ducts- From car
rot cuticle cream to coconut foot
salve, you'll be the expert in allnatural body products. Give out
free samples in the Dustbowl
just to spite those Calvin Klein

Pisces: Feb. 19

Kristyn Kelly is a guest columnist for The Heights. She is a junior in the College ofArts and Sciences.
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How many...

-
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the elites.
Gaelscoils, primary schools where the students are taught completely in Irish. As Aoife, Sinead, Sean, and Padraig top the list
of most popular names in Ireland, it is easy to see that Irish is
alive and prospering in Ireland.
Today you would be hard pressed to find an Irish person
who didn't understand the phrase "Is aoibhinn liom Gailge": I
love Irish.
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For the ultimate act of kindness,
buy flowers for yourself. Tell all
your friends that a secret admirer under the pen name Pedro
or Lolita (depending on your
desired sex) sent them to you.
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at the colaistes, students are fluent in conversational Irish. Those
who don't attend the colaistes can still get in touch with the
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Katie Thomas is the assistant features
editor ofThe Heights. Her column
appears weekly in this space.
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Homecoming was horrific
I'm just looking for Jim O'Sullivan or
Father Leahy, just so I can have one of
their regular references to throw in my
Didn't go to Homecolumn. No Jimmy O. Probably, brilcoming? Doesn't even liantly, stayed away. No Father Leahy.
matter. Follow me if you
Probably just stayed at home and thought
will.
up new ways to ignore anything the stuHere we are. Friends.
dents have to say.
Hanging out. On camAt this point 1 realize Crystal Pepsi
pus. At our place. All the was a much better idea than Greg going
question?
girls look lovely. Good to Homecoming. Like, way better. Like,
Crystal Pepsi. Better idea. Crystal Pepsi,
for them. I still look like a dork. Only now
I'm a dork with a tie on. So everyone tells for Christ's sake. Probably the worst idea
ever, OK Cola notwithstanding.
me I look hot. Sure. Sure.
A couple of my roommates are still
People are just making love to the
insisting they aren't going at this point. dance floor right now. Intense. I, of course,
am not dancing. I'm too busy paying
"Why not?!" I demand. Needless to say,
in the end they made the exact right call. $19.95 a beer.
Bravo.
Again. Crystal Pepsi. Way better idea.
We're outside our place drinking. A
At this point I decide to try to shamegirl introduces herself to me. I shake her lessly dance with girls I know. I know
hand and promptly make a fool out of them. They're my friends. Only even they
myself by saying something dumb. Nice. aren't even into it. Apparently I'm sweatMore or less sets the tone for the night. ing even more than I know. Again, sweet.
I now want to go. Definitely wanna
For every night.
Suddenly, I'm waiting for the bus to go. In fact, I'm realizing I should've just
come in front of More Hall. So are 25,000 stayed home with my roommates and
other people. Sweet. Now I have a watched VHl's "100 Sexiest Artists" all
wingman in my roommate. Nice. Me and night. Like, definitely.
you, dude. Let's get a bus.
Pretty bitter at this point.
Okay, no more wingman. He's with
Getting home is almost as much of a
a girl. Me? No girl. Obviously. Again, setdebacle as getting here was. Needless to
say, I end up in the single seat in the back
ting the tone.
Now I'm on the bus. You remember of the bus again. Obviously.
We're on the Mass Pike. I'm alone. I
that seat in the back of the school bus?
The single one? Yeah, well I'm sitting in just wanna get back to my Mod at this
that. Remember how it used to be cool to point. I start dialing my eel) phone again.
sit in that seat? Like in the sixth grade? Only this time Bart in Maine isn't picking
Back when Boyz II Men used to be cool? up. Crap. Maybe my roommate's dad is
Yeah, well, I'm sitting in that seat. And, still awake. He seemed pretty talkative
trust me, it's not cool anymore.
before.
The girls on the seat in front of me
I'm alone in the bus. Friends gone.
Obviously. I try to introduce myself to the are four deep. All trying to convince a girl
Late Night employee Bill Driscoll eagerly took a few moments away from wondering
girls sitting next to me. Needless to say, she should ditch her boyfriend. "He's just
what's in the jalapeho poppers to reflect on his work at Lower Live.
they want nothing to do with me. Again, a bastard," they say. "He's totally, like, not
even, like, good enough for, like, you.
the tone.
bus,
on
I
to
alone
the
resort
Like."
Finally,
what's
for
accidentally
got
subs lines
Fill in the blank:
is
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph. If I had a
dialing my friends from home on the
dinner. Hawaiian pizza.
switched? What?
phone. I speak with my friend Bart in nickel for every time I overheard BC girls
How much do you get paid? It starts Do you steal the silverware? Me? Maine. Suddenly, there's a call on the other talk about that, 1 could have bought my
line. It's my roommate's father, looking own beers at Homecoming. (Zing!)
at $9, but payroll was accidentally No.
for
I get off the bus. Finally. I see a girl
my roommate. Jesus. Needless to say,
paying us 22 cents an hour for the
past one-and-a-half months. It was Do people? Yeah, I've heard stories my thoughts right now are a) Why am I from my class and I tell her she looks
talking to my roommate's father? b) Why lovely. She did. I wasn't trying to hit on
like slave wages for six weeks.
of quite the collections.
am I still on a bus? c) Why am I sitting on her. Either way, pretty much everything I
What's the worst thing about workIs it still silverware, even though a bus? A school bus no less! Single seat say at this point just sounds awkward and
weird.
ing at Late Nite? Missing the Thursit's plastic? No, those would be style, to boot.
I walk toward my place. Home again.
I pathetically attempt to speak to the
plastic utensils.
day night action.
Almost. Only first I have to walk by Che
girls next to me again. Yeah. No reaction.
How do you like the uniforms? The Does anyone ever get busy on the I suddenly realize I have so little game that Chi's. People are literally hooking up at
Che Chi's. There's like girl-on-girl action
patented Driscoll white paper hats griddle during Late Night? Um, I can't even learn a girl's name. Sweet.
Now
I'm
at the hotel. 1 think. And 1
now. It's like Snoop Dogg's shootright
they
collars
there
this
one
time
when
However,
are a must.
the
are
was
have to pee. Good thing the line for the ing his "Girls Gone Wild" video. Only at
asked us all to leave and have one
a little funky. They don't fold corguys' room is approximately 90 minutes Che Chi's. Where am I?
rectly. There used to be this color kid stay behind
Some kid I don't really like makes
long.
system where the managers wore
towards
fun
of
my
way
When
I
make
me from afar. Sweet.
flaming
finally
blue and the workers wore red. So Do you ever stand by the
behind
me if
home. It smells like dirty diaget
stall,
the
I
ask
a
I
guy
waiting
imEvery
get.
shirt,
wear
feel
and
fart?
chance
my
grill
when I
blue
I
I
he wants to go two at a time not because pers in my Mod.
portant.
I sit down at my laptop immediately.
Ever do anything to anybody's food? I'm creepy, only to help out the 1,280
people waiting behind us. Needless to say, My friends promptly refer to me as Doogie
Do you think pizza really constiLike spitting in things? (smiles)
he gives me a weird look. A really weird Howser.
tutes an "innovation?" Maybe if
look. Sweet. Things are going just great
Needless to say, my night at this point
they put tofu and random toppings Any advice for Late Nite goers? Alis complete.
ways pay attention to the writing on at this point.
on, it might be innovative.
I get into the dance. If you looked up
Happy Homecoming!
the glass on the salad bar and fried
Any crazy memories from work? food cause you never know what "horrific mob scene" in the dictionary,
The first night I stated working here people have written about your food. there'd be a picture of the 2002 Homecrowd right beside it. True story.
Greg Johnson is a staff writer for The
I overcharged one of my former RAs It's kind of the Late Nite inside joke. coming
I get in. I'm justas amazed as the next Heights. His column appears regularly in
an extra 15 bucks.
this space.
guy that I've made it this far. At this point
CHRISTY BERKERY

Heightslines
Who said there's

Driscol

Bill

The Heights sat down with Late Nite
employee Bill Driscoll, a 19-year-old
sophomore from Milton, MA, for some
free insight into the thrilling world of
Late Night at Lower Live.
Late Nite or Late Night? Gotta be
Late Nite.
What's the best thing about working at Late Nite? Free food.
How much do you get? We get six
dollars worth.
What do you eat on your break?
Cranberry juice and water, nothing
that exciting. Although the flan is
good. Try the flan.

Is this job a good way to meet the
ladies? Um, no. If you work Late
Nite to get chicks then you are looking for love in all the wrong places.
Although I have my favorites and
they know who they are.

customers is
drunk on weekends? Visibly drunk?
I'd say about 45 percent.
What percentage of

What about weekdays? Like 10 percent.

What's the most food you have ever
seen anyone order? It was like $40
or something.
What's the weirdest thing they
serve here? I guess its jalapeho
poppers. I don't really know what
those are.
What's the most

ortief? Chicken

popular thing to

iirigfers,

I

think.

What's the least popular? Can I go
look? (30 seconds later) I guess it
would have to be the Lactaid milk.
That's what my investigations have
shown.
What would you add to the menu?
The cheese danishes here have
lemon in them. I just want straight
cheese. It angers me when I take
that bite and find out it's lemon.
What should they remove? Beef
jerky. It's just nasty.
Wouldn't it be zany if the fried and

Greg Johnson

no such thing as a stupid

...

-

Student activism
surges on campus
Continued from CI

stand against something that is one way or the other,
I
I saw them shy away everybody walked by
think that the people at BC that are involved are doing a really good job, there are lots of fliers and emails, but I thinkthe problem is that there aren't that
many people that actually want to get involved."
"There's 8,000 kids here, so there is obviously
going to be a lot of politically active people and a
few who aren't," said Kevin Schwarz, A&S '04. "1
think it has changed. More people are getting active,
but 1 think that a lot of that has to do with September
II and the fact that there is a really big issue now.
Before that, there wasn't much that would get the
average person here to be politically active."
Connie Johnson, A&S '03, said, "1 see a lot more
people this year being active people that 1 would
never really have imagined being active a couple of
years ago. Students here at BC are definitely politically active, but at the same time there is a counterforce that is almost as strong. 1 read the fliers and emails; I think more people are starting to pay attention to them, but at the same time some people seem
to be getting annoyed with them."
"Right now I think a lot of people are trying to
figure out if they are for one thing or the other, and
are trying to determine whether to pay attention to
something or completely ignore it," continued
Johnson.
For those who wish to become more active,
Cheney and Mayell offer a few words of advice to
their fellowBC students.
"There's a lot of problems in the world, and there
are a lot of things you can do to alleviate those problems and try to make change. In my experience, it is
the hardest work you will ever do. But you shouldn't
-

ton College. I would never have imagined that while
I was there. Seeing that kind of activity is not something I saw while I was at school," said Cheney.

From their experiencewith Boston Mobilization,
what seems to get the most BC students interested in
acting out for their cause?
"I think that when you can tie an issue into the
daily life of a student, they are going to get active in
it," said Mayell. "Like the sweatshop campaign. At a
school like BC that produces tons of clothing with
Nike and Addidas and these companies, there is a
direct tie. You can see it on what you are wearing."
Mayell also pointed to the example of the recent
fair trade coffee campaign, which was also highly
visible to students.
"At BC you have the Global Justice Project
model thatallows for a changing of issues. Itaddresses
and takes into account that the moverfor social change
is multi-faceted and all the issues are connected. That
is what allows the BC group to flourish and expand
so rapidly," she said.
Over the past few weeks numerous demonstrations have taken place at BC, fliers have been posted,
and e-mails have been sent out concerning a multitude of different social and political activist issues.
Yet have these messages reached curious students, or
does the majority ignore them? What do current students at BC feel about the amount of political activism on their own campus?
"At the peace rally the other day, I was surprised
at how few people there were," said Gabriela Suau,
A&S '06. "I was expecting there to be a lot more
people, just to listen. But because it meant taking a

...

-

Dustbowl demonstrations aren't the only way BC students can speak out against issues. Impromptu tables
and signs posted in dorm windows also help students express support for issues they care about.
let that keep you from doing it," said Cheney.
"You just have to remember to take care of yourself and remember why you are doing it. There are a
lot of people out there who will support you and there
is a community out there for you," continued Cheney.
"When I was at Boston College, when I started, the
hardest part about becoming an activist was that there
was no supportive community, and now learning that
there is one really helps me in my work and in my
personal life."
"Being part of your local community and your
global community is a responsibility," agreed Mayell.

"As a citizen of the world and as a person who goes
through a higher education process, you have to be
fully aware and conscious of every decision you make,
and as a result you do have a responsibility to be part
of your community," she said.
"And this isn't a negative thing," added Mayell.
"It is not something that should be bogged down with
guilt, like, 'I feel so bad that there are people who are
suffering.' This is a positive thing. You want to become a positive member ofyour community because
the outcomes and what you get out of it are so much
better than being isolated."
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A day in the life of a
Jesuit: Father Clooney
Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ,
shared an outline of his typical
life over a three-day period with
The Heights. The report was
compiled by Kathryn Werner.

Tuesday, Oct. 8
4:40 p.m. Early on in my
Hindu Texts course, today
discussing another part of a 14th
century text in Hindu spirituality
theology: What does it mean to
surrender completely to God?
7 p.m. Return to Newton
Campus, listen to NPR on the
radio. Dinner with the Jesuits and
Dominicans in Barat House
pasta, salad, fruit. The day's gossip
and politics fly around the dinner
table.
9 p.m. Preparing for Wednesday's graduate class in
comparative theology, answering
some late e-mails, and then my
slow but sure jogging around
-

Jesuits
build BC

community

7:45 a.m. Making a quiche

Newton in the dark.

Continued from CI

crust for Thursday night dinner at

Wednesday, Oct. 9
6:55 a.m. Setting up for the
7 a.m. community Mass in the
second floor chapel in the Jesuit
Community at Barat House of
Newton Campus.
8 a.m. Eating a bagel and
reading The New York Times.
5:15 p.m. A post-class
discussion with five graduate
students on how theology matters
in pastoral contexts. How do
different ideas of a God help
people differently in different
situations?
9:05 p.m. Shopping in Star
Market so that I can cook dinner
on Thursday
what to buy to
make a good spinach quiche?
...

Thursday, Oct. 10
5:30 a.m. Brewing coffee,
listening to BBC news.

Barat House.
10 a.m. After finishing class
preparation, I e-mail back and forth
with a professor from Oxford
University for plans for winter
term there.
12 p.m. Lunch at St. Mary's
with a visiting scholar from
Belgium.
4:30 p.m. After office hours,
walking back to Newton Campus,
avoiding the game traffic. I realize
that as of today I will have missed
112 football games in a row. Did
someone take over as quarterback
for Doug Flutie?
7:15 p.m. Eating dinner with
other Barat Jesuits who aren't
going to the game, finishing the
great spinach quiche I cooked and
the leftover chocolate birthday
cake from Wednesday.

in theworld, the Jesuit order was
founded by Ignatius Loyola in

HEIGHTS PHOTO

/

SAMANTHA MASSIE

Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ, opens a discussion during his small
seminar for theology majors.

Opera connoisseur, music dep't
chair heads up Jesuit Institute
Continued from CI

As music department chair and director of the Jesuit
Institue, Rev. T. Frank Kennedy, SJ, has a full schedule

the BC of the past as "much wilder than today, filled with
days of uncertainty because of the ongoing war in Vietnam."
He did point out that "today's youth is just as irrepressible
as the past's youth."
Kennedy left BC for Heathrop College to study
theology for the four mandatory years prior to ordination.
In 1988 he returned to BC to begin his work as a Jesuit and
a professor. He is now chair of the music department and
was elected director of the Jesuit Institute in 1992.
Kennedy says that his favorite aspect of BC has
remained constant. He notes the remarkable "lively
interchange of life that goes on at a place that cares for
truth, values, and a sense of community."
Kennedy has continued his work in music, recently
editing Jesuit operas found in the National Library of Vienna,
one of which, Patientis Christi Memoria, will be performed
at St. Mary's Hall in November. A few weeks ago, he was
awarded the Alumni Achievement Award for Arts and
Humanities for his development of the music department.
Quietly situated on College Road, the Jesuit Institute
is a center that "encourages research that grows out of faith
and culture at the intersection of humanistics."

Founded in 1988 by gifts from both the Jesuit
community and the University, the Institute is responsible
for fostering awareness about BC's Catholic and Jesuit
character. Each year, the Institute provides new discourse,
whether through research, seminars, or the media, on the
many nuances within the University's identity.
The Institute hosts two annual faculty seminars and
this year, under Kennedy's direction, will provide resources
for BC's Church in the 21st Century initiative.
"The Jesuit Institute will sponsor a two-year scholarly
seminar aimed at producing a book that will address some
of the necessary issues of change in the Church, especially
from the perspectives of different cultures," said Kennedy.
He also noted that the Jesuits' role at BC had changed
over the years. "They're less in number. There were more
Jesuit teachers in past years. However, many more lay
people, especially the students at BC, take the Jesuit
challenge more seriously today."
Kennedy believes that the Jesuit presence at BC today
promotes a group of people constantly striving for unity
and peace. He also pointed out that all religions and all
people desire the same things: "wholeness, peace, and a
sense of belonging." Kennedy believes that BC offers this
to all who come here to study and learn.

1534. Several hundred years
later, in 1863, BC was
established in the South end of
Boston. Although the Jesuits
have been a large part of BC
since its inception, much has
changed in the face of this Jesuit
university over the years.
Rev. Harvey Egan, SJ, a
theology professor who hasbeen
at BC for 26 years, discussed the
Jesuits and some of the recent
changes in the Jesuit community.
He mentioned how the 1960s
and '70s were an especially
turbulent period at BC. One of
the major changes was the legal
split between Boston College
and the Jesuit community.
Until 1970, the two were
unified by law, with the rector
of the Jesuit community serving
as University President.
This tradition changed
when Boston College's 22nd
President, Rev. Michael P.
Walsh, SJ, proposed a
separation. This split established
an all-Jesuit Board of Trustees
and a Board of Directors, which
consisted of laymen, laywomen,
and Jesuits. Egan said that many
see this initial division as the
beginning of BC's "emergence
as a modern, national institution
of higher education."
In 1972, BC's financial
situation, managerial success,
faculty morale, and student
satisfaction were at an all time
low.
Concerned
with
management issues, Rev.
Donald P. Monan, SJ, Financial
Vice President John Smith, and
finance faculty member and later
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella headed the merger
of the Board of Directors into the
Board of Trustees. Egan noted
that if it hadn't been for these
initiatives, "BC would not be the
quality university it is today."
Al'th'oiigh the offices of
Rector arid'President are now

separated!, m ofBC's presidents

after graduation?
Explore your options at the

Post Graduate Volunteer
and
Human Services Job Fair
When: Monday, October 28th
4:00-7:00 PM
Where: Heights Room
Lower Campus Dining Hall
Sponsored by Campus Ministry
and the BC Career Center

Tuesday night Mass
a peaceful break'
'

Continued from CI
Tuesday night Mass for four years.
"It's a small faith community,
and 1 had always appreciated
praying with folks in small groups.
The weekday night is a different
'space' for prayer and reflection,
different from a large Sunday
morning liturgy," said O'Malley.
He added that everyone, not
just residents of 90 and
Vanderslice, is welcome to attend
this weekly tradition. Deirdre
Schroeder, LSOE '04 and a
resident assistant in Vanderslice,

began attending O'Malley's Mass
last year when she was a
sophomore residing in Walsh.
"It's a really intimate setting,
really casual, and you don't have
to be Catholic to go. It's a nice way
to meet kids that share your faith,
and it's a really peaceful break
from the hectic atmosphere of
BC," said Schroeder.
Schott added, "I think Father
Marty is a fantastic person, a good
guy, and I'm glad students have the
chance to get to know someone
like him."

.AKAftis
Burritos

&

Tacos To Go!

Boston's Best Burrito 1999 & 2000.
Boston's Best Mexican Restaurant 1998.
-
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have thus far been Jesuits. Is a
lay president, such as the one
that recently took office at
Georgetown University, in the
future of BC? Egan believes it
is. "I can't foresee it not
happening," he said.
In addition to shifts in
control, several other changes
have been made over the years.
Originally, all of the Jesuits here
at BC were housed in
dormitories with the students.
This, of course, was when there
were fewer Jesuits on campus.
Today, with 120Jesuits, BC
has the largest grouping of the
order in the world, and has been
forced to find other places for
them to reside. St. Mary's Hall
serves as the main residence of
the community. Jesuits also live
in Barat House on Newton, and
some live off campus.
Formalities such as a required
daily Mass for BC students have
been eliminated.
Many students wonder just
exactly what the Jesuits at BC
do. For the 2001-02 school year,
34 Jesuits were full-time faculty
members while 12 held full-time
administrative appointments.
Another 12 had part-time
teaching or administrative
appointments. There are even 26
Jesuit graduate students, the
majority of whom come from
Asia and Africa. The rest are on
sabbatical or engaged in
administration of the Jesuit
community.
After such changes, BC's
Jesuit community differs from
the other 27 Jesuit-affiliated
universities in theUnited States.
Egan notes that BC has a great
reputation
academically,
athletically, and religiously,
which draws not only students
but also Jesuits to the University
from around the world.
"The daily interaction
between the Jesuits and students
is unique." said Egan. The fact
that a Jesuit will say a quick
hello as they pass by is
something special. Boston
an
is
indeed
College
extraordinary community that
brings the best of what the
Jesuits have to offer to modern
day.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

Marketplace
By Jason Vanderburgh
Asst. Marketplace Editor

Joe Michael Sasanuma

quality will cost the average BC
fan 50 cents more per pizza up
from $5.00 to $5.50
but
DiLoreto believed BC fans
would enjoy having such a "premium item" available at the
games.
Boston College Athletics is
looking to expand therelationship
further by having new give-aways
at BC sporting events. Baldwin the
Eagle has already begun giving out
a free Uno's pizza to one lucky fan
at each football and hockey game
as part of the new promotion.
When the basketball season begins, the Bernie and Phyl's
Superseat winners may also receive a free pizza.
"It works out well for everybody," said DiLoreto. The giveaways "increase sponsorship for
[athletic concessions] and exposure for them."
Pizzeria Uno makes conces-

-

During the bull market of the '90s, the
most celebrated thing
on Wall Street besides stocks reaching
heavenly heights were stock splits. To
put it simply, stock splits allowed companies to lower the price of stocks in
exchange for more shares. For example,
in March of 1999, eßay (EBAY), only
in its second year, split its stock three
shares for one. The company's stock
had reached over $ 150 a share, and the
split allowed the company to lower it
to a more affordable 50 dollars. In exchange, eßay shareholders received
three shares for each share they owed,
essentially tripling the number of
shares.
On Wall Street, a stock split was a
sign of a thriving stock, for it meant that
the stock had risen so high it became
too expensive. For investors, it was a
great deal: on top of the multi-hundred
percent annual return, the number of
shares they held increased
which
meant even bigger returns for each dollar increase in the share price. Some
stocks rose so fast the company
couldn't split their stock fast enough.
In a one-yearperiod from April of 1999
to April of 2000, British chip maker
ARM (ARMHY) split its stock fourto-one, then five-to-one, giving shareholders 20 shares for one share. Because traditional stock splits were given
in the ratio of two-for-one, or even
smaller three-for-two, these high tech,
big ratio stock splits proved irresistible
for many investors.
When the Internet bubble burst in
the late '90s, investors who jumped on
dot-com stocks learned that stock splits,
as with everything else, can go both
ways. After high-flying debuts, share
prices of obscure Internet companies
went into a free fall that never stopped,
a dollar a
pulUngthcir stock,
share an importanttrjireshold, because
the amount is often the minimum price
requirement for the stock to trade on
an exchange. When a company's stock
falls that low, they have only two
choices: either be delisted from the exchange making the stock worthless
or implement a reverse stock split,
which, in essence, exchanges fewer
shares for a higher stock price.
There are numerous reasons why
reverse stock split is a bad idea and
a sure sign of the company's imminent
death. For one, it upsets the shareholders who are already fuming from the
depressed share prices. Tragically, unlike the forward stock splits, reverse
splits are often implemented with
much bigger ratios; splits of one share
for five, 10, or even 20, are rather common in reverse splits. While some analysts claim that reverse splits have no
effect on the value of the stock since
fewer shares are compensated by
higher prices and split is better than
delistment, the psychological impact
on a shareholder whose 1,000 shares
turn into only 50 after a one for 20 split
is nonetheless devastating. It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that reverse stock
splits often fail to maintain the stock
above the dollar threshold. A reverse
split is implemented because the company has no choice but to artificially
increase the stock price. Any company
that uses such desperate tactics clearly
has major problems besides its falling
stock.
Shockingly, this bear market has
led numerous mammoth corporations
like Lucent Technologies (LU), Palm
(PALM), Ericsson (ERICY), AT&T
(T), and Nortel (NT) to either implement or consider implementing reverse
stock splits. These companies are no
Musicmaker.com. Lucent and AT&T
are Dow Components while the others
are household names. Except for Palm,
they all have market value of over $2
billion, providing them with something
beyond stock splits to stay out of obscurity. The outlook for these companies is at best bleak a sub-dollar share
price is the least of their concerns but
they have almost no choice but to split
their stock. Should they manage to
weather the storm and come out of the
bear market alive, they may prove that
a reverse split is a legitimate strategic
option, rather than a last-resort act of
-

www.bcheights.com

There is a new presence at
Boston College sports events this
year. It is not a freshman star like
Will Blackmon or Patrick Eaves,
but instead something much more
accessible to BC fans. During intermissions, fans wait in long lines
to experience the new face of BC
Athletics: PizzeriaUno.
"Pizzeria Uno is a ready-toserve, premium item that people
will recognize," said Jamie
DiLoreto, assistant athletic director for External Operations at BC.
DiLoreto finalized a deal late last
spring to bring Pizzeria Uno's
pizza to BC concessions.
Uno's pizza replaced the inhouse pizza recipes. The change
brought a prominent product to
concessions that many fans are
familiar with and trust. The extra

sions much more efficient than
in the past, said DiLoreto. Pizzeria Uno brings their pizzas to BC
frozen and ready to make, where
the in-house pizza came in as
separate ingredients, causing
major delays in food preparation
for each game.
Concessions employees at
the games will all be volunteers,
except for the one concessions
manager. Dozens of BC organizations, such as University Chorale and the Connell School of
Nursing, as well as local groups
around BC, offer volunteers in
order to make money for their

cause.
"It's a great fundraising opportunity," said Paul Flaherty,
concessions events manager.
"Much better than a bake sale."
Although it is too early to
tell, the new partnership with Pizzeria Uno seems to be a success.

Uno has taken over at Boston College athletic events
DiLoreto said concessions has received nothing but enthusiasm
from the fans for the new product and promotions, and he believes this relationship will be the
continuation of consistent im-

By Jessie Rosen
Heights

-

-

-

desperation.
Joe Michael Sasanuma is a staff writer
The Heights. His column appears
weekly in this space.

Staff

Though the benefits of academia are
certainly countless, institutions ofhigher
learning tend to focus on the mind, inadvertently forgetting the body and soul.
The college student's schedule may be
filled with History 041, Survey of Bio,
and The Religious Quest, but the psyche
and the physique do not get nearly
enough attention.
Over the past few years, trends in
spiritual treatment for the stresses of life
have seen a dramatic increase. Practices
such as yoga, meditation, and
aromatherapy are favored over the temporary solutions of certain medication.
With these practices comes an accompanying set of calming products for both the
life and home/dorm.
Open Doors of Braintree offers
products that nurture all three parts of the
person. They are founded on the philosophy of exploring all areas of being,
which, they maintain, can be accom-

-

-

provement to BC Athletic Concessions.
"This is a first step with Pizzeria Uno and we hope to develop our relationship with our
other sponsors," said DiLoreto.

Open Doors
offers relaxing
remedies

-

for

Inside:
Freekstyle hits
major air, C6

BC Concessions adds tasty treat

Stocks split the
difference

-
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On Saturday Oct. 12, a bomb blew up a popular night spot in Bali, Indonesia, leaving the carnage shown above

Bali endures
terrorist attack
By Jeremy Raelin
Editor

Marketplace

In a disturbing reminder of the terrorist attacks of September 11, the island of
Bali, Indonesia was hit by terror on Saturday, Oct. 12. The perpetrators specifically
targeted a popular tourist destination, bombarding two nightclubs. At least 200 people
are missing and 300 were injured. According to CNN, on Oct. 14, the Sanglah General Hospital in Bali fixed their estimate of
the current death toll to 181 people.
Mimicking the multiple attacks of
September 11, a second assault occurred

plished by natural means through personal care. The shop's selection of mer-

approximately 250 yards away from the
U.S. consulate in Denpasar, Bali's capital. Although no one was reportedly injured in the attack, the intended damage
was done.
Investigators suspect that the onslaught was the work of a radical group
of Islamic extremists, the Jemaah
Islamiah. The group, which has ties with
al Qaeda, has been charged with numerous bombings in Southeast Asia, including the Sept. 23 grenade explosion near a
U.S. Embassy warehouse in Jakarta.

See Bali, C6

Finale's deserts leave a sweet
taste in diner's mouths
By Liz Paulson
Heights Editor
It is appropriate that the most indulgent place to eat in Boston is situated in one of its most luxurious hotels and surrounded
by the dazzling amusements of the Theater District. The awardwinning Finale is a self-dubbed "desserterie," in a wonderful

little corner of the Park Plaza Hotel, located at 1 Columbus Ave.
It's an easy walk from evening entertainments like the Boston
Ballet, Lyric Opera, and the Wang Complex, although after eating there, you may wish it had a been a harder, more calorieburning trek.
Finale caters to the hedonistic. It both tastes and looks
like its creators intended for guests to be immersed in pleasure. Its small main dining room is plush and intimate, with
overstuffed banquette seats and warmly polished wooden
chairs. The curvy interior walls are golden yellow with brown
wood trim. The exterior walls are glass, providing a panoramic
view of an endless procession of limos and beautiful peopleon
the street. On the tables are somewhat out-of-place but nevertheless matching goldenrod depression glass votives. While
waiting for seating (something you'll probably have to do if
you visit on a weekend night), guests can sit at the little bar
sipping on dessert liquors, or wait near the bakery case filled
with wondrous cakes, tarts, and mousses to take home in navy
blue Tiffany-style boxes.

Nestled in the Park Plaza Hotel, Finale offers amazing desserts
Central to the establishment's composition is a large
counter where line chefs do the finishing touches on the desserts. There is a large rectangular mirror suspended at an angle
above them so that all can see them add the last layer of con-

See Finale, C6

chandise includes books, tapes, and CDs
teaching a variety of meditative and
breathing practices as well as an extensive selection of massage therapy materials. Massage tables, oils, and instructional information are all available to the
patronage. These products are extended
to include many options in aromatherapy.
A wide variety of oils, candles, and potpourri cover all necessary physical and
emotional needs.
The methods of life enhancement
sold at Open Doors are an excellent solution to common college woes. Most
importantly, they offer a safe and healthy
alternative to more popular remedies. In
addition to their products for the body,
Open Doors offers a large music selection. Mostly new age in nature, the CD
compilations can be used to enhance
studying or to accompany daily meditation.
Next to practical purchases, one can
find beautiful dorm or home accessories
at the shop. Candle holders, small fountains, wall hangings, tapestries, and much
more make Open Doors a destination with
more than one specialization. Many jewelry boxes accompany a large collection
of accessories to fill them.
Much of the merchandise in the store
is available through its on-line catalog. At
www.opendoors7.com one can view most
of the products and place orders to be
shipped directly.
Next to the products in its shop,
Open Doors runs a comprehensive Intuitive Arts Intensive program. This division of the company organizes classes in
many different areas of personal exploration. Metaphysical sciences such as
handwriting interpretation, numerology,
and astrology are a fascinating option.
Their philosophy and spiritual practices
program is designed to give an overview
of many alternative spiritual disciplines
of the world. Many accomplished and
well-known experts in these areas are
guest instructors for the programs in this
series.
With its unique offerings in products
to aid the ailing and maintain the spiritually-directed. Open Doors serves as an excellent local shopping stop. Prices tend to
be college student-friendly as is the professional and knowledgeable staff.
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EA brings SSX success to
motocross with Freekstyle
By Justin Lubkiewicz
For The Heights
"Tricks equal boost, boost
equals speed." After popping EA
Sports BlG's Freekstyle into a
user's PlayStation 2 console and
going bike racing, one will
promptly have these words hammered into his or her head and
for good reason. These words are
not only the very foundation to
the concept of the game as whole,
but also the overall key to success
that a player must adhere to in
order to succeed.
Like the original SSX, SSX
Tricky, and Sledstorm, Freekstyle
is an extreme racing/tricking hybrid in which one's ability to effectively pull off tricks is just as
important as one's racing skills.
Even if one is the best flat-out
racer on the track, the player will
still finish very poorly if he is not
willing to dedicate considerable
effort to performing tricks. This
results is relatively exciting videogame experience with many
strengths, but also several downfalls.
The game play of Freekstyle
provides four modes: circuit,
single race, freestyle, and freeride.
The latter three modes enable you
to prepare and improve for the
meat and potatoes of the game
circuit mode. Here you will have
to battle through the ranks and
unlock new courses, tricks, challenges, drivers, bikes, prestige,
and more. For motocross fans,
Freekstyle has a noteworthy
lineup of stars that includes real
riders, providing a good blend of
personalities and body types, and
each driver has a repertoire of
bikes, tricks, and outfits. In addition, two multiplayer modes are
offered: head-to-head (the classic
multiplayer mode) and countdown (a race against the clock).
While the multiplayer modes are
fun, the circuit mode is much bet-

makes the game so much fun.
There is no such thing as a fun racing game that isn't fast. In general,
on top of being fast, the game allows one to significantly up the
ante. By nailing tricks, tweaks, and
combos, one is able to earn turbo
boosts. If a playerperforms a medley or series of tricks in a combo,
he can fill a separate turbo meter.
Once a player fills up this turbo
meter, a super-boost, called a
"Freekout," can be achieved. Mastering the Freekout is the key to
the game. In order to do this, one
must take the time to master the
trick system.
All of this capability for
amazing speed would be in vain
without a sufficient frame rate,
tight control, and fun tracks/tricks
with which to put this speed to
use. EA Sports BIG successfully
accomplishes all three of these
goals. The frame rate is impressively fast and consistent, radically contributing to the overall
sense of speed. The control is excellent too, as it is quick, tight, and
responsive. Players feel as if they
are one with the bike rather than
fighting a separate battle with the
controls like in some other racing
games. The expansiveness and
extremism of the levels is stag-

gering. The tracks are really long,
the jumps and air are huge, and
they are very well designed. A remarkable draw distance adds to
the feeling of the tracks' enormity.
Aside from the frame rate
and draw distance, the graphics
are nothing innovative. The
sounds and effects in the game are
veryeffective, accurate, and wellcaptured. The commentary provided by the announcer is adequate but can get repetitive at
times.
The primary problem with
Freekslyle is that we've all played
games like this before. The redundancy in the game is much less apparent because of the speed and
quality of the game in particular,
but the general concept is nothing
new. Because the formula worked
with the original SSX, all the other
extreme sports were developed
into their own individual franchises. Freekstyle is essentially an
SSX clone on wheels. It's still a
great game and can be extremely
fun, but the originality just isn't
there.
For

information

about EA sports

events on campus and in the Boston area, contact Trip Ross,

frankbc @ easportsrep. com.

-
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Bali recovers from terrorist attacks
Continued from C5
In response to the attack, President Bush said, "I
think we have to assume it is al Qaeda, but we are beginning to hear reports that are more definitive than that.
But I wait for our own analysis... Clearly, it was a deliberate attack on citizens who love freedom, citizens
from countries who embrace freedom."
The attacks of Oct. 2 were the seventh major
bombing in the region within the last three weeks.
The Bush administration urged the Indonesian government to increase security to stop terrorists, but
many Indonesians feel that the war on terror is antiIslamic. Many nations feel that this attack could have
been averted if Indonesia had been more wary, but
this is no longer the issue. Instead, efforts are now
focused on the economy.
As Indonesians begin the long path towards recovery, there is no telling what hardships lie ahead. Bali
was a tourist haven, but the tourist industry has already
begun to crumble. Both sightseers and embassy workers alike are fleeing as the U.S. State Department, along
with other countries, issued orders that all non-essential U.S. employees and their families leave Indonesia.
A large majority of Bali's economy is based upon
tourism. Tourism accounts for approximately 55.4 billion-a-year for Indonesia about 3 percent of the gross
domestic product, according to Morgan Stanley. With
the ever-present threat of attack looming overhead, foreign investors are beginning to shy away.
Since the attacks, Indonesia's economy has clearly
taken a hit. The Indonesian stock market fell 10.4percent and the country's unit of currency, the rupiah, began to plunge. Quick intervention from the Indonesian
central bank limited the damage to a drop of 2.8 percent against the U.S. dollar. Other Southeast Asian markets also dropped due to fear that the entire tourism
-

ter.

things about

Freekstyle are its incredible sense
of speed and the intricate and insane design of the levels. This is
an extremely fast game and is what

Rescue workers and volunteers attempt to remove rubble in the search for survivors in Bali

PHOTO COURTESY Of WWW GAMEPLANET COM

The characters in Freeksfyle each have their own personality and
signature style of play.

industry would quickly fall back to the low post-September 11 levels. While Malaysia, Thailand, and the
Philippines may be hit the hardest out of the other Southeast Asian countries, the damage done is nothing compared to what Indonesia now faces.
Will the Indonesian economy fail? Daniel Lian,
a Morgan Stanley economist in Singapore, is not so
sure. He reportedly told The New York Times that,
"The economy will be hurt, but to say the economy
will tank, that is too early."
The Indonesian government is taking steps to
stop economic bleeding. For one, the Indonesian
ministers assured the nation that they would increase
the security of the profitable natural gas fields and
other energy forming ventures.
Other countries are still not sure that the added
security will be enough. The International Maritime Bureau was warned to be on high alert to protect oil tankers in Indonesian, Middle Eastern, and Pakistani waters. With these dangers, Song Seng Wun, an economist at the Singapore brokerage firm G. K. Goh, told
the Times that he expected these attacks to reduce
Indonesia's economic growthby at least 3.3 percent. If
the economy begins to falter, many foreign investors
and consumers may feel obligated to take their business to safer markets, further damaging the Indonesian
economy.
While the debris still settles, Indonesia's economical fate remains uncertain. For the time being, the attacks are over, but there is no guarantee that more are
not looming in the near future. While Indonesia tries to
recover from the horror, many other nations may look
elsewhere for financial safety. Ifforeign investors desert,
the terrorists may succeed in their motives, to.disrupt,
the'entire Indonesian economy. Hopefully, the country
can unite and rebound, thwarting the terrorists and proving to the world that Indonesia will survive.
-.

Patrons delight in Finale's
pleasures
fectioners' sugar, arrange fresh berries, and "brulee"
the creme with handheld torches.
The menu is fairly large for such a small place. It
features any champagne, sherry, or cordial one could
possibly ask for and lists drink suggestions next to the
food items. For people who arrive before 10 p.m. and
want dinner as well as the best dessert in Boston, Finale
offers an eclectic "Prelude" menu, advertised as smaller
portions so one has room for that for which she came.
My date and I were a little concerned. We were
hungry. It was nearing 10 p.m. and I hadn't eaten.
Would this be enough? We ordered a grilled chicken
Caesar salad and Mediterranean pizza from options
that included glazed roasted duck, shrimp, and mushrooms in pasta as well. Our waitress was sweet but
unnervingly fatigued
a little too tired to waitress.
We hoped we were her last table. She brought us de?

A beautiful atmosphere greets the patrons of Finale

liriously dense rolls the flavorof focaccia bread with
imprinted butter (always a favorite) on the side.
My salad was good, but not fantastic. In keeping with the Finale mentality, the dressing was excessive to the point of it pooling up underneath the
drenched lettuce. My date's pizza was beautiful. The
sauce was not distributed, but in concentric circles

underneath alternating sundried yellow tomatoes and
peppers. It was a work of art, but no magnum opus
when it came to taste. Both entrees were adequate
and less expensive than dessert.
The dessert menu changes seasonally. It now
contains fall items featuring nuts, apples, and cinnamon. Words do not do justice to what we experienced
for dessert. From a previous visit, I knew that the
creme brulee was exquisite in taste and presentation,
and so difficult to eat all of because of its richness,
but impossible to resist. Raspberries, blueberries, and
strawberries added magnificent color to the golden
cream. This time, I sampled the molten chocolate and
chocolate ice cream.
Just like seeing an artist's brushwork can greatly
enhance the experience of a painting, being able to
detect the ingredients in the ice cream was refreshing. Garnished with berries and nestled in a shellshaped caramel cookie, it was almost gritty with sugar
and chocolate and so creamy that my allegiance to
frozen yogurt will never be the same. For $7, it would
be unfair to expect less.
If the ice cream was "frozen good," and it was,
the molten chocolate was "liquid good." The medallion shaped chocolate cake was served on a layer of
chocolate syrup beside coffee ice cream and a chocolate-covered almond cluster. The cake would have
been enough on its own, but one bite in, it skyrockets
from good to world rocking. Inside the cake is the
actual molten chocolate, which is warm and gooey,
but not too messy that it doesn't stay where it's supposed to. I consider myself well acquainted with desserts of this earth and can honestly say I've never had
anything better than this. It's a steal at $12.
The word "rich" aptly applies to just about everything about Finale: the to-die-fordesserts, the butter-colored walls, and the clientele. True it is pricey,
and the wait is often long (after September's Carmen
on the Common, those who hadn't called ahead to
make reservations had to wait two hours), but take
my advice: love yourself and visit that garden of epicurean delights as soon as you can.
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Dean Hashimoto,

A.8.,M.5., M.D.,J.D.,M.0.H.,and now, finally, IRA.
As a man who's devoted his life to the pursuit of knowledge, Dean Hashimoto
wasn't going to pick a retirement plan without first doing his homework.
That's why he chose an IRA from us, the people with over 80 years' experience
managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds. After discovering that our
IRAs offer a variety of investment choices and low expenses, he decided to add
one to his resume. A wise choice, by a very wise man.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
/L__
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RETIREMENT

I INSURANCE I

MUTUAL FUNDS

Managing money for people
wn n o tner things to

I

think about."

I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Dean Hashimoto became a participant in 1989. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. and Teachers Personal

The Heights reaches 8,500 students every week. Your business could too.
Call the ads department at (617) 552-2220 for more into.
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Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. For more information, call (800) 842-2733. ext. 5509. lor prospectuses.
Read them carefully helore investing.© 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund
(TIAA-CREF). New York, NY. Dean Hashimoto was compensated.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Experienced childcare and
household helper need for lovely
Newton family 2-3 afternoons/wk.
Must be reliable. References required. Car preferable. Susan 617630-0323.

Seeking responsible, mature,
non-smoker to provide childcare to
2 girls (ages 5 and 3). Experience
and references required. Weekends and 1 to 2 weekday afternoons. Call Leslie (617) 5270726.

CHILDCARE,

FLEXIBLE
HOURS: Play with our terrific
kids (girl 9, boy 7, girl 5) and them
(in our car). $12-15/hour. Flexible 5-30 hours per week (noon-6
PM or so), whatever days/times
you have available. Need own
transportation to our West Newton
home. Call 617-664-5628 (days)
or 617-244-5748 (eves), or email

ter for happy infant. 4 hrs/week.

Acapulco. Mazatlan, Jamaica or

day and time flexible. Occasional
nights if interested. Located on D

the Bahamas for FREE! Call us
now at 1-800-795-4786 or email

Line in Newton. Kristen 617-7951568.

us

Sitter needed for 1 child, help
with homework, take to activities.
Weds & Fridays after 3 PM. Need
car, non-smoker, great pay! Please
call 617-524-2324.

SPRING BREAK '03 with
Air, Hotel,
FREE FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15
friends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment, cash and prizes! Call
1-800-293-1445 or email
sales @ studenlcity.com today!

Newton Center family seeks reliable, experienced,friendly sitter
for 2 afternoon/early evenings per
week (3:30-7:30). We're sensitive
to your schedule. Occasional
weekend evening too. Duties include picking up 2 children (9, 7)
from school, minimal driving, light
supper prep. Own car preferred.
We're a warm family in need of
breathing room! If interested,
email a bit about yourself, experience, and your availability to
mhill@wellesley.edu.

Spring Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people.
Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre and Florida. Call Toll
Free
1-877-460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com.

at

sales@suncoastvacations.com!

StudentCity.com!

...the BC student's source for oB1987 Volvo 240 DL, 5 speed,
130K, maroon with beige cloth
interior, clean, A/C, AM/FM cassette, recent brakes and alignment,
1 year old clutch, 4 new snow tires,
very well maintained. $2,500 or
80. Call Marcia 617-965-1820.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps

Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
&
Meals!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
USA Spring Break Presents

i ?|

Apartments, Sublets,

& RoomList FREE! Stu,
1-2 Bdrm; $800-2500 Shrt-Long
All Areas! (877) FOR-RENT (3677368) www.sublet.com

mates Browse

Work for Ads
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617-964-2826.
Wanted: Childcare assistance
for infant triplets in West Newton.

Willingness to do light housekeeping. Foreign language a plus. AM/
PM hours available. Transportation needed. Call Joan at 617-5581429.
Newton (Waban) Light housekeeping/childcare (12 year old
boy). 3-4 afternoons/week; 3:006:00 PM. Errands, laundry, meal
prep. Refs. Car req'd. 617-5273066 eves/weekends.
-

P/T Babysitter Needed: Seeking
energetic, reliable person earn
_oxlra $ while playing w/ and caring for an adorable, active 16 mo.
Old boy! Flex p/t hours. 2 mornings/ wk or more. Car pref'd.

Make $3,000+ by Christmas! 8
Fun Sales Positions open at the
Atrium Mall. Avg. $8-22/hr. Must
have a fun, outgoing personality.
617-292-6303.

$l,ooo's WEEKLY!! Stuff envelops at home for $2.00 each plus
bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N-109, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
Bartenders Needed! Earn up to
$300 per day. No experiencenecessary. Call 1.866.291.1884 ext.
U93

BC Grad seeking experiencedsit-

i

$4100.
Call Demetrios (617) 413-5858.
NO FEE
Coolidge Corner 1
block off Beacon Street C-Line
new renovation, spectacular 2500
Sq.' on two floors, 6bedrooms, 3.5
baths. Hardwood floors, eik,
wetbar, washer/dryer, some parking included. Great backyard.
Available 9/1/03 for $5000 per
month. (Negotiable)
NO FEE - Cleveland Circle 1650
sq.' 4 large bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fire place, 2 parking, 9/1/
03. $4200 neg. Many others just
like it.
Beantownßealty.com -(617)7194486

-
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Send this form with a check for I
|
$55 (or $90 for two) to:
The Heights
Boston College
McElroy Commons 113
]

i
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Greenline Realty has the apartments and houses that you want
It's ONLY a phone call away.
We will pick you up and show you
the largest and best selection of
greatß.C. off campus places. Call
Greenline Realty at 617-731-5434.

...
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BC Travel is offering weekend
trips to Montreal for only $99!!
For more information on that and
2003 Spring Break packages to
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica and
the Bahamas, please stop by
Carney 30 or call us at 552-8638.

Nextgenßealty.com
7 Bedrooms, 3 full baths, 4 parking spots, 2 kitchens, D&D,
heated, $5000.
8 Bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens,
D&D, $4400 heated.
Commonwealth Ave. Entire
house. 15 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms,
3 kitchens. $ 10,000 heated.
5 Bedrooms, 2 bath, D&D, heat,
hot water, and electricity included.

-

Bartender Trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 123

-

Refs req'd. T accessible. Call
(617) 323-3770.

ii

! Street:
.

Babysitter Wanted: West Newton
family looking for a student majoring in education with
babysitting experience. 20 hours/
week. Car preferable. If you enjoy playing with kids, call Sharon

&

Classified Ad Form

No appointment needed . . . just
drop in! Read about our great listings below . . .
9 Beds.. .Couldn't ask for a better

location. A 4 and a 5 bedroom'
apartment right around the corner
from Cleveland Circle. Accessible
to the C and D lines and the BC
Shuttle. Huge park with basketball and tennis courts at end of the
°
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Category (Choose One)
G Apartments/Roommates

street! 617-731-5434
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun,
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Tacos

Address
|

Quesadillas

Phone
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Boston
Burritos
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of words)

Body Text

"Best of Boston"
CHICKEN BURRITOS
1728 Mass Ave.

149 First St

Cambridge

Cambridge

617-354-7400

617-354-5550

...

1294 Beacon Street
Coolidge Corner, Brrokline
617-739-3900
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taking shape right

ACNielsen BASES is the world leader in new product
evaluation and sales forecasting, a growth-oriented v
company providing simulated test-marketing services j
for clients in fast moving consumer goods. If you're an
organized, team-oriented, analytical person, you can help
shape the future by joining our team of:

11/20/02

Helpdesign studies, run forecasting models, analyze and summarize reports, prepare
reports and presentations and attend client meetings. This position can lead to
greater responsibility. BA/BS in Marketing, Business, Social Sciences or a liberal
Arts field with a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA is required. Strong writing and
analytical skills are essential. Learn more about our campus visit and interview
sign-ups from your Career Services office. If unable to meet with us on campus,

\
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METAPHYSICAL & HOLISTIC STORE IN NEW ENGLAND
Go Xo Salem?

&

MORE HI

PSYCHIC & MEDIUMSHIP READINGS
BRIGHTON
360 Washington St

@CMelseO BASES

S 17-202-6333
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Location, location, location!!!
Plenty of space...cabin fever is
impossible with a living room like

thi5...617-731-5434
3-4 Beds... Cummings and
Egremont rd., oversized apartments, porches, parking avl., laundry in bldg., low, low price
3 Beds.. .Greathome minutes from
campus. Modem kitchen + bath,
dishwasher, disposal. 617-7315434
2 Beds... Cityside at Cleveland
Circle...LAST
ONE
LEFT...Great location, 617-7315434
2
Beds...Commonwealth
All
Ave... modern, porch, heat inc.
& laundry! (perfect for four)!!!
2 Beds.. .Sutherland Road.. .Bring
your swimwear, What more do you
want? Everything modern, dishwasher + disposal,pool, Cityside,
Pino's, C line, d line, BC Shuttle,
heat, hot water...6l7-731-5434
2 Beds...Orkney Rd. Elegant 2
Bed. Shiny hardwood floors, modern kitchen and bath, track lighting, closets galore, p0rch...617731-5434
1 Bed and Studios...We have a
large selection available.. Call for

appointment t0day...617-7315434
5 Beds...Ayr Road. BEAUTY
must see to appreciate 6 people
0n1y...617-731-5434
4 Beds...Hatherly rd., Near
Moogy's, brick house, yard driveway, Charming + h0mey...617731-5434
3 + 4 Beds...Comm Ave.,
"Claridge House", Many to choose
from all modern, hard wood, nice
views, parking
3 Beds + loft.. .Orkney rd., on BC

shuttle, top floor of house, skylights, cathedral ceiling, ultramodern k&b
3 Beds...HW FLOORS, MODERN K/B, POOL, LNDRY, INCREDIBLE!! 617-731-5434
3 Beds...COMM AVE, HW,
MODERN K/B, NEAR RES.
LNDRY, 617-731-5434
3 Beds.. .Strathmore rd., Hw, modern k/b, close to t and shops, 617731-5434
4 Beds... Strathmore rd., "brownstone", elegant detail & woodwork, eik, d/d, fireplace WILL
NOT LAST...
5 Beds... "Gingerbread House" on
Sutherland rd., Triplex, wall to
wall, decorative fireplace, 617731-5434
CALL
OR
WALK-IN
GREENLINE REALTY 617-7315434

Great Apartments for now and
September!!!
ALL-BRIGHT REALTY

1247 A COMMONWEALTH AVE
(617)783-9151
28 years of experience
Tons of exclusive listings
Reduced and No Fee Apartments
Studios...s9oo-$llOO
lbeds.. .$950-$1250
2 beds... $1200-$l5OO
3 beds... $1800-$2200
4 beds . . . $2450 $3000
Plenty of 5 beds and more!!!
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
-

ChtVM # ACAPOLCO *Ts\{n*
JAMAICA # BAHAMAS

J5liU

I WE HAVE OUR OWN WITCHES!

GAGAMOOSH

please apply online at:

(www.bases.com)

mg.. FIND OUT WHY EVERYONE IS COMING TO

OVER 50 BRANDS OF INCENSE ft BURNERS
CEREMONIAL ft TRIBAL PIPES
CRYSTALS ft BODY JEWELRY
FAIRIES. WIZARDS ft DRABONS
WICCAN SUPPLIES ft HERBS
BOOKS. CD'S. VIDEOS ft POSTERS

*

,

*

Marketing Research Analysts
Information Session:
Interviews: 11/21/02

9 Beds.. .Kilsyth rd., 3 bathrooms,
nice house, great BC location,
parking avl., 617-731-5434
8 8ed5...8 bed on Wallingford
Road. Modern kitchen with dishwasher, washer and dryer in the
apt. 617-731-5434
5 8ed5...2 Baths, yeah 2!! Two
floors, sky light, track lighting,
newly renovated modern kitchen
w/ dishwasher and disposal, laundry in basement...6l7-731-5434
5 Beds... Cool 5 bed easy walk or
biking distance to BC. A must
5ee...617-731-5434
3 / 4 + Beds...(Block apts.) Off
Comm Ave. Totally redone and
gorgeous! Parking available, gigantic rooms, new eat-in kitchens
and porches. 617-731-5434
4 Beds... Crosby Road modern
house off Beacon Steps to BC
great space & location
4 Beds... Legendary house on
Kinross...6l7-731-5434
4Beds...Strathmoreßoad. Beautiful brownstone...superb antique
detail, pahkin'inc. Don't miss this
0ne...617-731-5434
4 Beds... Commonwealth Ave.

npus

Mon-Sat 9A-930P; Sun

12-7P

website: www.opendoors7.com

For More Info
Visit Carney Room 30
or Call 552-8638

&j*j&ff
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MOVIES

Punch-Drunk
powerfully portrays
loneliness, love

Bowling
examines
U.S. gun
problem

By Paul Voosen
Heights Staff

PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE; The story of a
lonely man who finds Jove with someone
almost as weird as him. Starring Adam
Sandler. Directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. Now playing at Loews Copley Place.

By Joseph Hummel
For The Heights
BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE: Documentary filmmaker Michael Moore looks
at America's obsession with guns and the
violence thatfollows. Featuring interviews
with Marilyn Manson, Matt Stone, Dick
Clark, and Charlton Heston. Now Playing at Loews Copley Place.

no answers.

Why, Moore asks, does Canada, a
country with seven million guns in 10
million homes, have only a tenth of the
gun-related deaths that America has? Or
why do Americans live in such fear that it
becomes necessary to horde and use guns
to a much greater extent than other developed nations of the world? Maybe it's because of the high poverty and unemployment rates in America? Sorry, but

Michael Moore documents gun culture and violence in Bowling For Columbine
Canada's unemployment rate is higher.
Then what about violent video games?
Well, those are made in Japan, where annual gun related deaths don't reach triple
digits. Well then how about America's violent history? Germany has one as well but
has nowhere near the gun problems we
have here.
No one answer, or any answer for that
matter, is arrived at, and it really isn't
Moore's concern. His concern is the question and its emotional response. Whether
or not viewers agree with Moore's stance
is irrelevant. What is relevant is the reality, as appalling as it may be, and the footage from the Columbine massacre that will
no doubtshock advocates of both sides of
the argument.
While Moore never makes light of the
tragedy at Col umbine, or any similar event
for that matter, he does possess a knack
for highlighting absurdities. Consider, if
you will, the Michigan bank that gives a
gun to new customers who open a CD (the
bank turns out to be a registered gun dealership), or the teen disappointed at only

making it to number two on a terror suspect list. When Mooreasks why programs
such as Cops are so popular, he suggests
his own version of the show, "Corporate
Cops," where he would get to chase down
Enron executives.
Still, these matters are too close to
Moore's heart to be misconceived. What's
absurd is portrayed as absurd, and what's
serious is obvious. Moore spends much
time in Flint, Michigan, his childhood
home, and also the city where a first-grader
brought a gun to school and shot another
first-grader. On two separate occasions
Moore almost breaks down crying, and
when he interviews Charlton Heston,
president of the NRA, the line between
absurdity and gravity dissolves. Heston,
who led pro-gun rallies in both Denver and
Flint only days after the shootings, cannot
answer Moore's "why" questions with any
authority. The reality, like Moore's work,
is something frightening to behold, but
certainly not something to be ignored.

Grade: A-

Diesel leads knockout cast
Directors

of Knockaround

Guys talk with The Heights

By Kathleen Conn
Heights

-

as often replaced by long, quiet, careful
observation.
Anderson's talent shines in this film's
construction. The film begins quietly the
glaze of an early morning that exists only
for Egan, sitting at his desk, disconnected
and it slowly, unstoppably, dissolves to
chaos. Anderson was famous for saying
he filmed his previous movie, Magnolia,
like a piece of music, and Punch-Drunk
Love echoes this.
While the whole film is strong, several scenes stand out: a long, single shot
of Sandler in his apartment, calling a
phone-sex line, following him throughout
his nervous pacing through the apartment,
innocently searching for a connection in
the world; a scene where Egan attends a
birthday party for a child of one of his
seven sisters, and is overwhelmed by the
number of people, sound and chaos, isolating himself in a corner, until he snaps;
the confrontation with four men from Utah
(to say more would spoil it).
Nearly every aspect of this film is
strong: the soundtrack, mixing everyday
ambient background music with drums;
the cinematography, sometimes oversaturated and numbing, harsh and real; the
supporting cast, understated or over-thetop, as their roles demand (Phillip
Seymour Hoffman making his usual outstanding performance); the bizarre plasma
graphics that appear every so often, s string the confusion of the world that
Anderson's characters inhabit, where everything is touched with a bit of mystique.
This is not a movie for everyone: it is
an art house film, not necessarily a crowd
pleaser. As likely as the viewer is going to
come out of the movie glowing, they will
come out confused.and wondering why it
was reviewed so well. So be it: Anderson
has given the public a movie that is quirky,
desperate, and real - and some will just
love it.
-

-

Grade: A

star in the film. Though they are featured
less prominently than the four young actors, their all-star presence certainly con-

Staff

KNOCKAROUND GUYS: New York
meets the Wild West in a story offour guys
growing up in a contemporary mob. Star-

ring Barry Pepper, Vin Diesel, and Seth
Green. Directed by Brian Koppelman and
David Levien. Now playing at GC

tributes to the film. In fact, Koppelman
and Levien wrote the part of Teddy Deserve specifically with Malkovich in mind.
part comedy, part
The movie
drama
seems plausible, and that's in
no small part due to the research the directors did in preparation for the film. The
two went through the Bronx and Harlem
with a couple of local guys they knew.
They did "everything they could without
being illegal," said Levien. Just what that
entails is unclear, but one gets the sense
that these guys know what they're talking
about.
"Growing up, there were a lot of 'mob
types' around," said Koppelman, "or
people associated with the mob." This was
in part inspiration for the movie. Yet
Knockaround Guys is not just a typical
mobster movie. After the four mob sons
head west to fix their botched mission, the
film turns into something of a wild-west
movie. Koppelman and Levien said that
growing up on "gangster movies and westerns," influenced their decision to blend
the two genres.
Overall, the movie is entertaining and
enjoyable. It's not the next Godfather or
Goodfellas, but it's not trying to be. Diesel and Pepper give strong performances,
and Malkovich's quirky east-coast accent
gives the film a campy feel. The story is
interesting, the roles are well-acted, and
the movie is worth what you'll pay to see
it.
?

?

Fenway.
Atlast month's Boston Film Festival,
Brian Koppelman and David Levien
showcased their directorial debut,
Knockaround Guys. The film blends action, conflict between generations, and
East-meets-West comedy to create a clever
and refreshing spin on the often overdone
story of organized crime. The Heights had
the opportunity to sit down with the directors to discuss the movie.
Koppelman and Levien, said they saw
Boston as the natural place to showcase
the film. "It seemed like a great idea when
we heard about it," said Copeland. "It's a
college town, and has a good target audience," said Koppelman. "Boston is really
a special place to us."
In Knockaround Guys, New York
meets the Wild West, in a quick-paced,
amusing, and moving story of four guys
growing up in the modern-day mob. The
guys can't seem to fit into normal New
York society or the world of their mobster
fathers. Barry Pepper as "Matty" Demeret
has been trying to prove himself to his
mob-boss father since he was a kid.
Vin Diesel plays Taylor, the honor-

-

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB COM

Andrew Davoli, Seth Green, Barry Pepper,
and Vin Diesel play wise guys in
Knockaround Guys.
able, muscular, tough guy of the group
who is never fully accepted because of his
half-Jewish descent. Also starring is Seth
Green (of Austin Powers fame), who takes
on the role of Johnny Marbles, a cocaineaddicted street kid looking for a way to
make some money and prove himself. The
guys finally get a chance to prove themselves by delivering a bag of cash from
Matty's father to a contact out west.
The story follows what happens after the mission is botched. John
Malkovich, as Teddy Deserve, and Dennis Hopper, as Matty's mobster father, also

Do you think Bob Saget is
funny? So do we. Come to Arts
meetings Mondays at 6 p.m. in
The Heights office.

Adam Sandler plays the lovesick Barry Egan in RT. Anderson's Punch-Drunk Love

Anderson moves on
from Magnolia
Continued from Cl

2

Here's filmmaker Michael Moore,
imposing yet frustrated, walking to the
corporate headquarters of Wal-Mart. With
him are two young men, one wheel-chair
bound, both victims of the Columbine
massacre. Moore is going to ask the WalMart executives to stop selling handgun
ammunition in their stores, and for a refund for the bullets still lodged in the bodies of the two young boys.
Moore's new documentary, Bowling
Columbine,
is at once a scathing, hifor
larious, solemn, and infuriating look at gun
culture and violence in America. His journey is a vignette of confrontations where
he asks questions to which there may be

I believe in Barry Egan. Barry, the
central character in Paul Thomas
Anderson's newest film, Punch-Drunk
Love, exists as a truly sad, benighted, and
yet oddly innocent being in my mind. I
have seen Barry Egans on the street, and
in many odd situations, I have been Barry
Egan. Why is this amazing, why should it
be shocking that an actor and director have
combined to create a truly vivid character? Because Barry Egan is played by
Adam Sandler.
Egan exists in a world increasingly
spiraling out of control in his own mind.
He is a man overwhelmed with his place
(or lack thereof) in society. His seven sisters (annoyingly but perfectly portrayed)
hassle him constantly at his work, a specialty plunger company, and intrude on his
life; he is their victim. Egan is quiet and
shy, but within him lurks an extreme anger, bubbling beneath the surface, spilling over at moments throughout the movie
in the fits of Sandler violence that we have
all come to know but for once they have
reason behind their manifestation. The
world continues to do Egan wrong.
Sandler, to be cliched, is a revelation in
this role, written for him by Anderson, who
was inspired by Sandler's interchangeable,
but entertaining, comedies. It is the standard Adam Sandler character, but with
depth, pain, and confusion.
The film is not simply Sandler; it is
not simply a character study. It is also a
strange, twisted take on theromantic-comedy, though calling it by such a name does
the movie a disservice it is neither hilarious throughout, nor particularly romantic throughout. But romance does exist
through the appearance of Lena Leonard
(Emily Watson), an atypical female lead
for an atypical movie. She is a woman who

sees the world that Egan only dreams
about, and is worn by it, but drawn to
Egan. Their romance is often confusing,
disheveled, and strange, and the laughs are

"It was an amazing experience," he
said. "It's amazing how fast they work,
how fast the process is."
Anderson liked having the time constraint of four hours to edit a sketch he
worked on, after coming off filming Magnolia for 100 days.
Punch-Drunk Love took two months
to shoot. Many people might deem the
Adam Sandier-Anderson collaboration
weird, but Anderson has been a Sandler
fan for years now. He said he appreciated
his comedic talent on SNL and in movies
like Happy Gilmore, and decided that he
really wanted to work with him someday.
"While editing Magnolia, I got to see
more of what he had been doing, and I
was so excited," he said. "I thought, this
guy's f?ing awesome."
In order to get Sandler for the role,
Anderson basically just walked up to him
and asked him to be in the film.
"I'm a very egotistical jackass. But

Adam's a very practical and reasonable
man," he said. "He was kind of like,
'Okay...'" Eventually, Anderson sent him
the script and Sandler hopped on as Barry
Egan.
For the rest of the casting process,
Anderson used a lot of real people, for
example a group of seven sisters to play
Egan's seven sisters. He spoke about his
disdain for casting real actors.
"Auditioning actors is the most humiliating experience you've ever been a
part of," he said. "And there are so many
bad actors now. Sometiomes 1 want to say,
'Are you a fashion model or an actress?
Go f? yourself. Do you want to be in a
film or a Mountain Dew commercial? Get
the f? out of here.'"
It is clear that Anderson sticks to this
concept in his films, as many of his actors
(Phillip Seymour Hoffman, John C.
Reilly) are not the beautiful people associated with Hollywood. And he'll continue
to make films his way: wnting, directing,
and producing his own unique work.
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Weezer casts magical
EP on indie stores

Matt Sharp
starts down
new path

By Bryan McMullin
For The Heights

Ex-Weezer bassist
talks with The Heights
By Paul Crocetti

Arts

&

Review Editor

After a bit of a hiatus from the music scene,
former Weezer and Rentals member Matt Sharp has
embarked on a drastically different project. Sharp has
been touring recently, playing tiny clubs across the
country usually just by himself and an acoustic guitar. Sharp spoke with The Heights about his new style
and the new album that is to follow next year.
"Lots of my friends got angry originally," said
Sharp. "There are no drums, bass, no electric instruments at all really. They felt offended by it. That kind
of scared me and worried me. But then the audiences
had the opposite reaciton."
Sharp is talking about the new music that he has
laid down for an album that he is still shopping around
to record labels. In order to get the right mood, he
said he moved to a small town outside of Nashville
and just started to record.
"We just set up a small studio in the house," he
said. "This record took a long time. Sonically, it's a
lot different from Weezer and the Rentals." The result was a more stripped down sound that was influenced by the different periods of music he had been
listening to. Most of the music had a "sparser" sound,
as Sharp calls it, and that is what his new music resembles.
He has since taken this sound out on the road.
Sharp said the shows all depend on the vibe he gets
from the audience.
"I feel how the crowd is feeling," he said. "Sometimes the crowd repsonse is quiet, and we can come
down to more of a sad place. Sometimes, people want
a jamboree. The surprising thing is that the energy
level can get quite elevated."
Each concert has taken place in a venue that
Sharp said he "completely takes over." This means

Former Weezer bassist Matt Sharp now tours solo
and plans to release a new record.

"Japan in the springtime. Ah. the joy of the
blooming cherry tree, the heady aroma of the open
air fish markets. But our goal wasn't the usual sights
of lovely Japan, it was the dank rock underbelly."
These enigmatic words open the liner notes to
Weezer's newest release, The Lion and the Witch EP.
The Lion and the Witch EP started as a request
by two influential unified independentretailers: CIMS
and Music Monitor. It was primarily reaction to the
trend in major artist releases exclusively at superstores
such as Best Buy, Wal-Mart, or K-Mart. The independent stores went to Interscope Records and asked
for the same treatment. Interscope agreed, and the
stores asked for Weezer. The band agreed, and the
stores asked for rare import B-sides. Weezer disagreed, but went one step further and agreed to record
live from their upcoming tour in Japan. As a result,
The Lion and
the Witch EP
was born.

inviting the audience to sit around him, so there are
no barriers between performer and listener. The shows
also feature the bonus of a listening party, during
which Sharp plays a few songs off the new CD. Earlier this month. Sharp played The Iron Horse in
Northampton, MA.
At some of the shows. Sharp has played with
different members of the Rentals. At most of them,
he has been playing with Greg Brown, the guitarist
of Cake.
"I've been chasing him," said Sharp. "He's my
favorite American guitarist."
Sharp's goal is to stay on the road as much as
possible. It is clear that he just loves playing music
just look at the type of shows he's playing. He
would probably play to five or 5,000 people, as long
as people were into the music.
After this record comes out next year, Sharp will
look to record again, but hopefully at "a quicker pace,"
he said. Right now, it's all about going around and
playing a lot of shows, which is a change because he
has not been on tour since 1997 with the Rentals.
"I'm at the point right now where I just want to
be playing everyday," he said. "I love these shows.
It's great, just sitting with people and singing."
?

On Sept.
24, 25,000 individ u a I I y
numbered copies of The Lion
and the Witch
EP hit shelves in
25 states across the nation. A six-track album, the running time is just short of the Green
Album. Weezer's third studio album.
The Lion and the Witch EP opens with
an instrumental jam called "Polynesia," which is an
introduction for the first track, "Dope Nose." Following "Dope Nose." Weezer drops a tune from the
aforementioned Green album, "Island in the Sun."

Weezer
The Lion and the Witch EP
(Interscope Records)

Both songs are played in classic live Weezer fashion,
featuring lead singer Rivers Cuomo interacting with
the crowd during the solos.
These first two
are crowd favorites, as they
hit big on the
charts both here
and in Japan, but
the real treats are
the Pinkerton songs
to follow. "Falling for
You" is a lesserknown Weezer
song, but here it is played with the
emotion and energy of a man reborn.
The tour de force of the album is "El
Scorcho," also from Pinkerton. This song is the quintessential Weezer selection: weird, upbeat, yet full of
melancholy at the same time.
As anyone who has enjoyed one knows, a live
show carries with it a distinct sound. It's not just the
interaction between the band and the audience, it's
also the changes that they make to your favorite song
that make each show individual. The Lion and the
Witch EP captures this special individuality and lets
you carry the memory with you in your CD case. For
avid Weezer fans, this album is a must; for average
Weezer listeners, this album may just make them avid

I

fans.

Bonnie Raitt rules
Mike Meyer
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Bonnie Raitt has
been a staple on
the blues, rock,
and pop charts
for the last 30
years. It is because of this and
a few other facts that I hesitate to
include her as a guilty pleasure. For
one, she is a legitimate critical success and most of her 15 albums
receive above average to great reviews by critics, including myself.
In addition, much of her music
doesn't fall under the usual categories of a guilty pleasure, i.e. really
cheesy pop or nauseating love
songs, although she does occasionally shine in these categories.
All of this considered, the
firecracker still qualifies as one of
the great guilty pleasures in rock
history for several major reasons.
First of all, Raitt started out playing southern blues rock that was
driven by her husky voice and brazen guitar chops. Despite the quality of her work, manly blues fans
back in the day were reluctant to
put her in her proper place alongside other guitar and blues greats
of the time because of her sex. She
released album after album in the
1970s and, despite their uncontested quality, she never achieved
true commercial success.
It was in the '80s and '90s that
Railt began to stand out as a guilty
pleasure with which few can compare. From this period to the
present, Raitt has fired out some
of the sappiest, most heartfelt,

most depressing, catchiest gems in
history. "True Love is Hard to

Find," "Have a Heart," and "Can't
Make You Love Me," with Bruce
Hornsby tickling the ivories, in
addition to her '70s tearjerkers like
"Love Has No Pride," "Guilty,"
and "Louise" give me the urge to
put a pacifier in my mouth and
spend the next week spooning with
a giant teddy bear.
Bonnie's sad songsreflect her
tumultuous love life, which has
included several high-profile relationships and a few divorces. Her
love life itself qualifies as a guilty
pleasure, never mind her music. By
the way, I have never seen the
Bonnie Raitt Behind the Music. I
can just imagine "Love Has No
Pride" playing in the background
as the distinctive voice of Jim
Forbes describes the gory details
of obstacles overcome, love lost,
Jack Daniel's, cocaine, and a little
girl from LA who wanted to play
with the boys.
I once saw Bonnie Raitt at an
Earth Day concert in Boston, and
it was memorable to say the least.
She does it all, and she can't be
taller than 5'2". She rips through
blues standards on the slide guitar
and serenades the audience with
the slow heartbreakers. It's incredible. Needless to say, I was wearing a wig and disguise so no one
would recognize me. Bonnie is a
guilty pleasure indeed.

Mike Meyer is the assistant arts &
review editor of The Heights. His
column appears weekly in this section.

Interested in writing
for Arts and Review?
E-Mail Paul at:
crocettp@bc.edu
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Addison Groove Project ready to rock Paradise
By Patrick Sullivan
For The Heights

strong fan base in the Northeast, AGP is
planning on going national next year. They
have been able to get their name out all
over the country through the Internet, even
though they have not been able to tour
much.
They have found the Internet to be
the biggest tool in spreading the word
about Addison Groove Project.They have
cracked the charts with their latest album
allophone and seem to be on the verge of
breaking out on the crowded jamband
scene, but they are no arrogant rock stars.
They still appreciate everything that
they've got going. "It's nice to not live M
your parents' house and getting to play
what you've always played," said
Marscher.
The band is community minded, as
well as down to earth. Two Thanksgivings'
ago, the band launched Addison Food
Project. Fans can bring a can of food to
the show and receive a dollar off mercham
dise. AGP felt they had the opportunity to
help people. They donate the food to local charities wherever they are touring at
the time.
"If you haven't heard the band or are
curious, come check out the show,"
Marscher requests. These two shows will
certainly be special and the rarity of a recent AGP show makes it worth your while
to get out and see them.

Addison Groove Project is a band
with priorities. They could have been touring nationally for thelast year, but decided
that their college diplomas were more important. All of the band members, except
drummer Andrew Keith, who is currently
a senior at BU, have undergraduate degrees. While in college, balancing their
music and schoolwork was tough but also
fun.
"We got to lead a dual life," said Rob
Marscher, who plays the organ, piano, and
clarinet for AGP. "We'd play on the weekends and go to school on the weekdays,
always trying to decide whether to skip
class or go to class." The band is currently
touring select venues in the Northeast,
with two upcoming shows right down the
street at the Paradise Rock Club on Oct.
25 and Oct. 26. The band has already announced that these two shows will be recorded with the possibility of their second live album being released in the fu-

'

ture.

Boston's Addison Groove Project enjoy dual lives as college students during the week and a touring band on the weekends.

"We've never been this well-prepared
for a show," said Marscher. "And it's always amazing to play at the Paradise. The
Paradise itself is a Boston legend."
The band is from the Boston area and
always seems to go the extra mile when

playing in town. Marscher admits to rooting against BC while attending BU, but
he now dates an employee of BC, so he
seems to have moved on from this rivalry.
Addison Groove Project has been

described as a jazz-funk-blues jam band.
With chuckles from his bandmates in the
background, Marscher describes the band
members as "students of jazz funk fusion."
They utilize a variety of instruments that

give them a unique sound. The band is
known for its musicianship and enthralling live performances. They put on unpredictable shows that keep their loyal fans
coming back for more. Having built a

Wilco showcases Yankee
Hotel Foxtrot at Orpheum
By Mike Meyer
Asst. Arts & Review Editor
On Saturday night, Wilco
came to the Orpheum Theater as
part of their "official" tour for their

critically acclaimed 2002 album,
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot. Wilco had
already toured for this album in
2001 before Nonesuch Records
finally picked it up for release.
Amid the hype uncharacteristically given to an Indie-rock band,
and a dramatic lineup reshuffling,
Wilco showed up at the Orpheum
with a downplayed stage design
and a performance that should put
the band's label as Alt-country in
question.
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot combines the familiar metaphor-laden
song writing of guitarist/singer Jeff
Tweedy with a new emphasis on
production tricks, electronic
sounds, and some psychedelic distortion. The new sound retains the
folk country sound that has vaulted
Wilco to the top of the Indie-rock
charts, while adding a new electronic component that would make
even Radiohead proud.
The one criticism of Yankee
is that the album is overproduced
and this takes away from the
band's effective musical composition and Tweedy's profound lyrics
and gritty vocals vis-a-vis Elvis
Costello. Any of these detractors
would be pleased by Wilco's live
show. Despite an unoriginal setlist
that consisted of the band playing
the entire Yankee album nearly in
track order and then throwing in a
handful of older favorites in the
two more country encores, the

Jeff Tweedy, one of two remaining original players, leads Wilco.
band brought down the Yankee
tunes to their roots and allowed the
band's chemistry to carry Tweedy's
lyrics in a natural way.
Tweedy and company's attempt to make the most unoriginal
setlist in recent memory could possibly stem from their desire to stay
hip and Indie. By attempting to
play a bad show, Wilco may have
believed that they could shed some
of these pesky new fans that have
jumped on the bandwagon after the
attention given to Yankee.
Tweedy's cool and distant stage
presence added further evidence.
The current lineup is scaled
down to two original members,
Tweedy and bassist John Stirratt.
Glenn Kotche is an excellent ad-

dition on drums and Leroy Bach
adds to the mix on keyboards and
occasionally guitar. The new
lineup was especially impressive
when singing harmony on several
songs. Stirratt, Tweedy, and Bach's
voices meshed well and added
emotion and Beach Boys-esque
tranquility to the words. Kotche
stood out musically more than any
other member due to his efficient
fills, creativity, and his ability to
change the mood like a magician
with simple volume increases and
decreases on the slow brooding
"Radio Cure."
During the first set, the upbeat
"Kamera" and "Jesus, Etc." exemplified Wilco's ability to take a
highly produced song and translate
it to the stage. The live versions of
many of the Yankee songs surpassed the studio versions and
gave some life to songs that may
sound distant on the album.
The band kept most songs
around the five-minute mark, but
that didn't stop the band from
some musical exploration including Tweedy tearing through several
guitar solos reminiscent of Neil
Young's direct emotional style.
Wilco wasted no time in between songs and whipped through
YankeeHotel Foxtrot, saving some
time for the delve back into the
Wilco catalog that was much appreciated by the audience. "Casino
Queen" from A.M. was a high-energy crowd-pleaser, "Misunderstood" from Being There brought
down the tempo, and "Bob Dylan's
Beard" was a quirky end to a
straightforward, if unoriginal,
country rock show.

Imani performs fall show
The Voices of Imani Gospel Choir performed their annual fall show Sunday night in Gasson. They
performed selections ranging from Beethoven to Imani Musical Director Elan Trotman's compositions

Area Concerts
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The Heights reaches 8,500 students every week. Your business could
too. Call the ads department at (617) 552-2220 for more info.

Alcohol Research

Tried Cocaine?
Earn up to $650
H mclean Hospital research group is studying
the effects of cocaine and other drugs on the
brain and behavior. Vou may qualify for this
study if you:

are a male 21 35 years old
are willing to glue blood samples
use cocaine occasionally
can come to ITlcLean for 5 uisits

Earn up to $700

For more Information call:

617-855-3823

Gender Research
Earn up to $800

A McLean Hospital research group
is studying the effects of alcohol and other drugs on brain and

behavior.

A research group is looking for men and women to help us
understand how gender influences the effects
of tobacco cigarettes.

You may qualify for the study if you:
You may qualify for the study if you:

Are 18-35 years old

-

(transportation is prouided)

10.22.0210.28.02

Are 21-35 years old

Are available to come to McLean Hospital for multiple visits

Use alcohol regularly

Smoke tobacco cigarettes

Are willing to give blood samples

Drink alcohol occassionally or socially

Are able to come to McLean for multiple visits

Are willing to give blood

(transportation may be provided)
For more information call
(888)

999-5655

samples

For more information call
(617) 855-3823

Taxis provided for all study visits
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Folds rocks new and old
By Janet Rutledge
Heights Editor

Ben Folds
Ben Folds Live

Ben Folds Live is a compilation of 17 songs from Ben Folds'
2002solo tour. The album is a mix
of previously unreleased tracks,
old Ben Folds Five hits, new solo
tracks, and even a cover of Elton
John's "Tiny Dancer."
As evidenced by this album,
Ben Folds is an extremely talented
live performer. His solo performances showcase his piano and
vocal talent. He plays the piano
with ease, able to juggle the difficult syncopated rhythms and the
incredible vocalrange in his songs.
Unlike many artists whose live recordings pale in comparison to
their pre-recorded and edited
tracks, Folds' live album undoubtedly reaches the high caliber ofhis
previous albums. From just listening to him, it is obvious how much
emotion he puts into his music.
The album is a perfect mix of
sad songs ("Fred Jones Pt. 2,"
"Brick," "Jane") and funnier tracks
like "Army," "One Down," and
"Rock This Bitch." Overall, the
album is well recorded, without
too much intrusive whistling or
obnoxious screaming from the audience. Ben Folds actually uses the
audience to his benefit, enhancing
the sound of the album. For exajnple, in "Not the Same," the audience actually sings the background vocals.
;
Folds' solo renditions of the
ojd Ben Folds Five hits do lose
something because they cannot

(Epic Records)

PHOTO COURTESY OF

WWW.BENFOIDS.COM

Folds plays songs from his 2002
tour, including "Tiny Dancer."
include the brass, winds, and guitar that gave the songs their distinct sound. To make up for this,
during the well-known song
"Army," he divided the audience
into two sections "a bitchin' horn
section" and saxophones asking
them to perform harmonies that the
band used to perform. Folds
teaches the vocal parts and during
the bridge of the song, the audience is able to produce a powerful
dual harmony.
This album will take listeners
on an emotional roller coaster ride.
Songs like "Fred Jones Pt. 2,"
"Brick," and the wistful ballad
"The Luckiest" will leave you
nearly in tears because of the sad
lyrics sung in calm, breathy tones
-

-

with quiet, delicate piano in the
background. Other songs produce
a completely different mood and
show that Folds is not an overly
serious performer. In the interlude
"Rock This Bitch," he starts
calmly, but ends with a jazzy "I'm
gonna rock this mother f?
biatch!" Also, instead of ending
"Army" with the slow line: "I
thought about the army..." he ends
with "I thought about...your
mommy."
One of his best performances
on the CD is the upbeat "Philosophy (inc 'Misirlou')" with very fast
almost dizzy at times piano
playing, complicated rhythms, and
powerful crescendos. He also tackles Elton John's "Tiny Dancer" in
an impressive cover. He definitely
has the range and piano skills to
do the song, but it is strange to hear
his voice singing it, since it is
slightly whinier than John's.
Though no longer backed up
by other instruments and percussion, Ben Folds has produced an
impressive live solo album, highlighting both his vocal and piano
talent. It is almost a "Best Of from
Ben Folds Five and Folds' solo
career thus far. With 17 tracks and
bonus video footage of 8 songs,
this album is definitely worth picking up.
-

-

Gabe Dixon Band rolls on
**i in

By Louis Capocasale
Heights

Staff

Gabe Dixon Band

Few bands these days understand what it means
to possess diverse musicianship. Most remain stuck
niche of what works out of either fear of
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On a Rolling Ball
(Reprise Records)

Petty knocks music world
***i in

By Maureen Cooke

For The

Heights

Recent Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee
Tom Petty's new album lashes out at the music industry. A concept album consisting of 12 strong tracks,
The Last DJ bemoans corporate greed and the vapid
pop music of today.
Knowing that Petty and his band members have
become very wealthy from their musical success, it's
difficult to listen to lyrics that criticize greedy musicians. Petty has been a long time crusader against rising ticket prices and has never accepted corporate
sponsorship or licensed his songs to advertisers. Keeping this in mind it is easier to sympathize with many
of the tracks. A recent report stated that concert ticket
prices have risen 62 percent since 1996 while the consumer price index has only risen 13 percent
clearly
Petty's complaints are valid.
Many of Petty's lyrics show empathy for the
growing frustration of today's music fans. In "Money
Becomes King" Petty writes from the perspective of
a fan whose favorite musician turned into a huge star
under the control of the corporate music industries.
Today's pop music also takes a beating through
the catchy-sounding "The Last DJ," which has been
popular on the airwaves recently. One of the harshest
songs on the album, "The Last DJ" gives a scathing
criticism of the music industry and the fans who have
?

Tom Petty
The Last DJ
(Warner Brothers)
allowed themselves to be fooled with lowered quality and raised prices: "As we celebrate mediocrity /
all the boys upstairs want to see / how much you'll
pay for / what you used to get for free."
This message is continued in "Joe," a song about
a record company CEO who cares only for profit, not
for music: "Bring me a girl / they're always the best/
you put 'em on stage / and you have 'em undress /
some angel whore / who can learn a guitar lick / hey,
that's what I call music." This change in the standard
of music is what Petty is so frustrated with and music
fans will rejoice in this album, which shows the music industry what we should really call music.
Overall, the CD sounds like classic Petty; fans
won't be disappointed by this newest effort. His anticorporate messages are present throughout the album,
but the music does not sufferfrom the lyrical emphasis. Each song can stand on its own with interesting
lyrics and music. In today's music market with so
many mediocre performers, it's lucky there is still
someone like Tom Petty around to remind us of decent music.

talent. The Gabe Dixon Band,

however, is fearless and skillful.
The band's debut On A Rolling Bull is eclectic
;
and refreshing. The influential sounds on the album
are numerous, though they all meld together to form
a unique sound. Yet don't be misled; Gabe Dixon isn't
pushing the musical envelope. He is no revolutionary. He is just a man with a band making solid music.
So how is this album unique? The sonic inspirations are the key to this question. Gabe Dixon goes
everywhere from early Elton John circa 1970, to the
gritty Hammond jazz funk of Medeski, Martin and
Wood, to the jamming playfulness of Phish, to a little
Stevie Wonder grooving, to some classical piano
work, to Ben Folds, to Steely Dan, to DMB. By bringing all these styles together, Dixon creates a sound
that is full, impressive, and original in its own right.
The Gabe Dixon sound is raw. One doesn't hear
many quartets absent of a guitar outside of the jazz
world. But Dixon uses this traditional jazz formation
to work in a rock format, which is solidified by the
boys in the band. Winston Harrison on bass creates a
solid foundation. Dixon's piano playing is skillful and
soulful. Chandler Webber's sax and woodwind work
congeals smoothly with Dixon's melodies.
The first track on the album is reminiscent of
something off John Scofield/MMW's masterpiece, A
Go Go. "MoreThan It Would Seem" is Fender Rhodes
funk with nothing held back. Unfortunately, the lyr-

ics leave something to be desired. This is logical of
the rest of the album as well. Most of the themes are
love and loss, nothing too heavy, intellectual, or serious. Basically, Dixon is heavy on the relationship
talks. This is disappointing not in and of itself, but
only because the lyrics do not equate to the diversity
and skill of the actual music.
"Your Last Fool" is Ben Folds on a date at an
Italian restaurant with Billy Joel, where Sting just
happens to show up every Friday night. You do the
math. Again, the melodies and harmonies surpass the
lyrics. Dixon sings out "Do 1 have to be so strong?
Do I have to suck it up and move on?" This is childish prose harshly blended with mature musicianship.
"Now" is the highlight of the album. The piano
melodies are captivating, and the use of synthesized
organs is intriguing. However, like the rest of the album, something is generally left to be desired.
On A Rolling Ball is a well-done and wellrounded debut album from Gabe Dixon. Although
the album does not lack in instrumental talent and
impressive knowledge and use of many influences,
improvement is needed. The creativity of the band
needs to reach for the next level, and break out of the
mold of its influences. The potential and direction
may be there for Gabe Dixon, but they still have a bit
of a ways to go. Hopefully, Dixon's tale will not be
one of squandered talent and obscurity.
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The BC theater department presented an evening of one-acts last
weekend in Robsham. The plays included "The Flying Doctor"
(left) and "Life Under Water" (center and right).

One-Act Wonders
BC presents diverse evening of one-acts
By Barry Mills
Heights

Staff

Ranging from 17th-century comedy to modern
drama, "An Evening of One-Acts" never had a dull
moment. Mixing slapstick comedy with emotional
scenes made for an interesting combination as the
Boston College theatre department performed "Life
Under Water," "The Flying Doctor," "The Forced Marriage," and "Hope" at Robsham Theater last weekend.
"Life Under Water," written by Richard Greenber
and directed by Edward Kahn, took place in an everlasting summer in the Hamptons. "Life" shifted between Kip (Jonathan C. Copp, A&S '05), a confused
young man still living with his mother, and the boredom of Amy-Joy (Dana Ruth Ross, A&S '04) and
Amy-Beth (BC student Tracey Wigfield), two friends
who come to the realization that they need each other
to survive. Kip leaves his house after being misunderstood by his childish mother, who is only concerned with her scandalous love life. Amy-Beth, who
is trying to recover from breakdowns in the past,
spends the summer living vicariously through the selfcentered Amy-Joy. Kip and Amy-Beth unite in hopes
that their confessed love can give them direction.
Each actor in "Life" was phenomenal. The chemistry between the actors helped convey a mood ranging from intelligent wit to emotional moments. Copp
filled a very tough role caught between his interest in

both Amy-Joy and Amy-Beth. Christina Martinez,
A&S '03, brought life to her role of the struggling
mother of Kip. "Life" bases itself on shifting from
the perspective of each character's life. It brings each
character together by their common insecurities.
The one-acts changed the mood when the actors
tried their hand at Moliere's circus characters in a
unique brand of Italian comedy. "The Flying Doctor," directed by Luke Jorgensen, featured Velere (Joe
Goljan, A&S '05) and his attempts to win the heart
of Lucile (Liza Hammond, A&S '04). The only thing
in his way is Lucile's mother and her reluctance to
allow Lucile to live away from her. Under the request
of Velere, Arlecchino (Bryce Pinkham, A&S '05)
poses as a doctor to convince Lucile's mother that
Lucile needs to live in a house in the garden to recover from an illness. Lucile's mother obliges due to
Arlecchino's convincing charm. A problem arises
when Arlecchino is discovered as the juggling jokester
he really is. Pinkham steals the show with his energy
and comedic enthusiasm. At one point, Pinkham pretends to be picking a fight with his hobo counterpart
to convince Lucile's mother that he is a real doctor.
"The Flying Doctor" was kept alive by Pinkham's
character and slapstick moments. The crowd shared
in the laugh-out-loud humor as the cast members
walked through the aisles in their clown-like costumes. The second Moliere piece, "The Forced Marriage," also directed by Jorgensen, didn't carry the
same laughing power as "The Flying Doctor" and the

style of humor became a bit worn out after two hours.
The one-acts turned serious with the 1988
Terrence McNally drama "'Hope," directed by Patricia
Higgin. Taking place in Central Park, each stranger
comes to the realization of how different but very
alike they are on an Easter Sunday sunrise. Toby and
Faith Lazarus (Laurence Braun, A&S '04, and Taylor
Wilcox, A&S '03) play two siblings mourning the
loss of their close friend. While in the park, the siblings run into a prayerful Sister Bonta (Krista
D'Agostino, A&S '05), a screaming, classical music-listening man (David Champagne, A&S '03), and
Hope Bergman (BC student Mia Havel), an older
woman who makes a point to feed the pigeons every
day. Toby and Faith make the transition from being
agitated by the chatty visitors to realizing that hope
unites each character in their personal difficulties.
This touching story was filled with both chuckles and tears. D'Agostino did an excellent job as the
nun who encourages the dejected characters to hold
on to the hope with the new day of Easter. The lighting and effects played an important role as the sun
rose, faded, and rose again symbolizing the fickleness of hope. "Hope" seemed to unify the one-acts
before it, leaving the viewer feeling good on the way
out of Robsham.
"An Evening of One-Acts" was a refreshing approach. The short plays had something for everyone,
and were accompanied by an extremely talented cast
that really brought the characters to life.

For the past 22 years, My
Mother's Fleabag has been BC's
most consistent and notorious improvisational comedy group. Last
Thursday night, 10 BC students
carried on this tradition as Fleabag
delivered an infectious performance to a large roused crowd of
eager BC students gathered in the
cafe at McElroy.
The show was extraordinarily
well-received by the audience, and
deservedly so, as Fleabag constantly involved its audience members in the performance both as
individuals and as a whole. This
was evident from the start as one
of the opening skits involved the
participation of two audience
members who were asked to pose
two
otherwise
immobile
Fleabaggers for a scene. Throughout the skit, the two Fleabaggers
involved kept changing, as theperformers entering the scene assumed the positions of those leaving the scene and continued their
amusing discussions ranging from
martinis to bunions.
The show improved as it
moved along
when the
Fleabaggers played off their receptive audience. Pat Lally, A&S '04,
displayed a humorously impressive and extensive knowledge of
musicals in a skit in which he and
three other Fleabaggers were given
a style of music and asked to sing
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"Godspell"
Oct. 24-26, 8 p.m.
Bonn Studio
by
Directed Kyle Stewart, A&S '03

"Love! Valour! Compassion!"
Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 8 p.m., Nov. 2, 2 p.m.
Bonn Studio
Directed by Don Panella, A&S '03
"Hamlet"
Nov. 21-23, 8 p.m., Nov. 24, 2 p.m.
Robsham Theater
<*^
Directed by Howard Enoch

Student Plays The Dramatics Society of Boston
College is currently accepting submissions for a night
of student-written works next semester. There are no
guidelines for submissions; students can submit anything
from ideas to full-length plays. Interested students should
call Taylor Wilcox at 5-4147 or email the Dramatics
Society at dramatsoc@bc.edu

By Paul Crocetti
Arts & Review Editor

a song about a banana. He and

Mark Mallek, A&S '03, kept the
audience laughing with their recurring characters of a Spaniard-ona-mule and a power-hungry German in the vein of Hogan 's Heroes.
Other stand-outs included
Matt Gaudette, A&S '04, who was
hilarious as Louie Anderson (of
Family Feud fame) in "A Day in
the Life." This sketch once again
involved the participation of an audience member, "John," who told
the cast and audience about his
"exciting" day, which consisted of
two classes, napping, watching
Family Feud, listening to Boyz II
Men, and eating. The Fleabaggers
really delivered in their re-enactment of his day in what was one
of the best skits of the night. Highlights included John waking up
next to a roommate sleeping with
two girls, Mallek's German biology teacher obsessed with creating an "unholy army," and the
Feud segment.
The "World's Worst" skit was
also particularly hilarious. In it, the
audience was required to choose a
profession or object for the
Fleabaggers who then portrayed
the "world's worst" rendition of
the chosen word. Highlights included a cabaret performer with no
legs, a drunken flight attendant,
and a doctor who bets $50 he can
remove and replace a patient's
brain without killing him. In the
same vein, the sketch 185 Blanks
Walk into a 8ar..." included some

@

P.T. Anderson talks Drunk,
takes jabs at Hollywood

Fleabag serves
up Café show
By Jay Kinsella
For The Heights

FALL THEATRE

called her excuse "bullsh?."
This was all in jest of course,
and Anderson maintained an easyPaul Thomas Anderson going, enlightening attitude
knows how to make an entrance. throughout the interview. He menAfter a day full of interviews, he
tioned more than once that he is
somewhat stumbles into a room of always writing
some good
five college students for another work, some not so good
but he
one. His eyes hastily survey the
thinks that it is important to conroom, he orders a glass of wine,
stantly be putting things down.
"When you're always writing,
pulls out a cigarette, and asks,
"Can we not talk about the f?ing
something will happen that brings
movie?"
400 things together,"
movie,
The
he said. "You need
Punch-Drunk Love,
help and then somecame out this weekthing corrals you and
end in the Boston
pulls the pieces toarea to rave reviews.
gether."
One of the most
For Punch-Dnmk
Love, that moment
striking things about
the movie is its runwas reading a book
ning time of 90 mincalled "Hunger," by
utes, as Anderson's
Knut Hamsun, from
which he remembers
Magnolia ran three
hours. Throughout
the quote, "Love's
theinterview, Anderways are strewn with
suhrlv noked fun
blossoms and blood."
'"After I read that, I thought,
at his personality on the set of
Magnolia, calling himself "artsy" that's pretty f?ing cool," he said.
He continued to write and
and "full of himself."
Anderson doesn't seem to make the film during the middle
of the near Writers Guild strike in
want to talk about Magnolia that
much, noting that at one film fesHollywood. He noted the panic
that was going on around that time.
tival he was asked what the frog
"If Hollywood was in a panic,
scene meant again, and answered.
I thought what better than to just
"I don't f?ing remember."
Not that he wasn't happy with stay calm," he said.
As a sort ofpreparation for the
Magnolia. In fact, when one of the
film. Anderson was a guest writer
other students admitted to not seeon Saturday Night Live last year.
ing Magnolia, Anderson hilariously erupted, shouting, "Are you He said he loved the process of
writing for a show like SNL.
f?ing kidding me? See the f?ing
movie!" When she noted that she
See Anderson, C8
was just a freshman, Anderson
?
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Improv group My Mother's Fleabag performs in the Cafe Thursday.
hilarious one-liners as 185 cameras
were denied for "exposing themselves" and 185 ballerinas were
denied because there were "too-too
many of them."
The final two sketches capped
off the night in uproarious fashion
as one involved Derek Zoolander
as a trash man in My Little Pony
land, and the other was the infamous "Party Quirks." in which the
host of a party must guess the quirk
of each one of his guests. The
former sketch involved Fleabag's
infamous death scenes, where
when a Fleabagger stumbles he or
she is told to "Die!" by members
of the audience and then must subsequently perform a reenactment
of a famous death. The deaths were

quite amusing, highlighted by
Cameron Esposito's (A&S '04)
Star Wars reenactment.

"Party Quirks" was highlighted by Megan Monaghan,
(A&S '04) as a fire-obsessed pyro,

and Mallek's character, whose fingers were being eaten by a Gremlin. Party host Erik Graham-Smith,
A&S '05, impressively guessed the
first two party guest's quirks
quickly, but was hilariously
stumped by Mallek, even after
mention of Mogwais and the singing of the Gremlin song.
In the end, the invigoratingly
funny night was marred only by a
couple long delays between skits
and an inappropriate shout from an
audience member towards the end
of the show that served only to
draw anger from the supportive
crowd. There were few flat jokes
and few awkward pauses. Every
member of Fleabag contributed to
a show that surpassed expectation.
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